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Abstract

Francis A. Schaeffer's Perceptions of Theological

and Cultural Decline

This study analyses twentieth century theological and

cultural decline as perceived by American-born Christian

apologist Francis A. Schaeffer (1912-1984), founder (1955)

of the L'Abri Fellowship in Huemoz, Switzerland.

Schaeffer traces philosophical, cultural and theological

erosions in the West from the Renaissance to the early part

of the present century. These have culminated in a "shift

in thinking", thus ousting the Christian world view of the

West and ushering in a secular humanist world" view based

on relativism. Theology and ethics have been radically

affected by this shift. Philosophy, art, music and general

culture have similarly suffered a qualitative decline.

Th.e crisis Schaeffer detects in epistemology prevents the

acceptance of absolutes in any field.

Bearing in mind the eclectic nature of Schaeffer's

writing, this thesis endeavours to show both the effective

ness and the shortcomings of his apologetics. The American

evangelical context of his work is repeatedly stressed.

Eight chapters provide the framework for this disserta

tion. The first defines the problem--as Schaeffer sees

it--of diminished Christian values in the contemporary world.

It includes essential biographical detail and summarises

the chief works by which Schaeffer illustrates his thought

on theological and ethical erosion. This first section
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siders a number of questions that have been raised by

evangelical scholarship, some during Schaeffer' s lifetime

and others since his death (1984) concerning the accuracy

of his assessments. His so-called "broad brush" technique

is shown to make him simul taneously effective as a com

municator and vulnerable as a pastoral apologist.

This study reaches its own conclusions. about Schaeffer,

and while identifying a number of areas in which valid

criticisms apply, recognises him as one of the most .success

ful stimulators of American evangelical thought in the

last half-century.

The probability or otherwise of Schaeffer's long

term survival as a Christian apologist is currently under

discussion, especially in the USA. This thesis contributes

to the debate by concluding that while in many particulars

Schaeffer has been proved wrong, his main charge against

Western Christiani ty cannot be ignored, nei ther now nor

in the future.
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CHAPTER 1

A Definition of the Problem

This study endeavours to define and analyse a dominant

theme in the writings of Francis August Schaeffer, American

writer and Christian apologist (1912-1984). His works

cover a wide range of subjects from philosophy, the arts,

ethics and theology to biblical topics. Schaeffer wrote

ad populam and not ad clerum. l None of his works therefore

attempts anything approaching a systematic formulation of

theological truth. This was neither their author's in-

tention nor within his academic competence. He made no

pretensions to scholarship in the formal sense. From his

writings, however, there has emerged a central statement,

variously expressed, concerning diminished and weakened

Christian values in the contemporary world. Thesi are seen·

as being under attack, indeed, as being eclipsed by aggress-

ive humanism and other forms of anti-Christianity, some of

which are not always easily detectable.

This central assertion was the burden of his lectures

delivered in the course of an itinerant ministry to American

college students in the 1960s. The substance of these

lectures had begun to take shape several years before their

final consolidation and appearance in print. 2 Of this

series of campus encounters Schaeffer wrote:

As I listened, I continued to learn what

contemporary thought forms really were, and I

learned how to present the gospel to the

twentieth-century man so that it was clear to

him. And gradually a message came forward

which I began to use in various places. I called
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it 'Speaking Historical Christianity into the

Twentieth Century World'. I gave this lecture

at a number of universities, including Barvard

and. l'HT. After I presented it at Wheaten

College, they put it out in pamphlet form. That

was the first thing to come out in print. vfuen

I saw that this was really a rather extensive

piece, I knew I had in my hands somethir-g the Lord

could use to give the gospel to my own generation.

So we took it to a publisher in Engl~nd.. .. 3

Thus, Schaeffer at 56 years of age published his first

work,4 The God Who is There, followed almost immediately by

the smaller book, Escape From Reason. 5 Both were soon being

aVidly read, mainly by evangelicals who regarded them as

providing a more intellectual approach, certainly a more

thoughtful and satisfying alternative to the kind of

6popular evangelism and writing of Billy Graham..

The 1970s brought popularity and spreadi~g fame to

Francis Schaeffer and his wife Edith. Few religious writers

of the time could match th8 ~apidity of his success in

reaching the Christian public .. He was soon in great demand

as a conference speaker an~ (as will be seen later) hia work

at the L'Abri community in Hu~moz, SWitzerland, ~as given

a great deal of exposure in both the Christian and t~e

secular Press. Freelance writer David Porter, in a tribute

to Schaeffer, noted that he "rapidly became a cult figure

among students",7 while Stephen Board alluded to resent-

mentamo:r..g academics over the "guru role Schaeffer filled

for many of their students".8

During the crowded three years (1968-1971) a further

six books bv Schaeffer were publl"shed. 9 T~ th dv - Hen .c. ere appeare
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the book He is There and He is Not Silent which, together

with The God Who is There and Escape from Reason Schaeffer

1 t o f t °1 10 H th ht fregarded as the comp e lon 0 a rl ogy. e oug 0

them as making a unified base, saying: "Without them the

various applications in the other books are really suspended

11in space". The central statement is best expressed in

these three works, but, as will be seen, it is a recurrent

theme that comes to the surface in other writings. Indeed,

the title of his final book, completed not many weeks

before his death from lymphatic cancer on May 15, 1984,

demonstrates this. Schaeffer titled it The Great Evangelical

Do t 12lsas er.

The aim of this chapter is to give adeQuate definition

to the problem Schaeffer thought of as the most crucial one

of our time. ~o do so reQuires that a number of difficult-

ies must be overcome. Probably chief among these is that

of Schaeffer's eclecticism. He makes no attempt to expound

the doctrines of the Christian faith in a systematic way,

but chooses to apply them to specific contemporary problems

of theology and ethics. Thus he applies his understanding

of the doctrine of Scripture to Barthianism, while his view

of man made in the image of God is applied to ethical issues'

such as abortion and euthanasia. 13

The wide variety of subject matter in Schaeffer's

books constitutes a further difficulty in analysing his

thought. His unusual interest in music, art and literature,

while lacking the fine expertise of academic excellence,

contributes to a wide-ranging defence of historic Christian

values as Schaeffer perceives them. This interest will be

explored in a later chapter.
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This chapter will pursue four l.ines of enquiry:

(1) What .is Schaeffer's central statement?

(2) How does history illustrate his view of decl.ine?

(3 ) How was the central statement formed in Schaeffer's

life and circumstances?

(4 ) How must it be seen in American Protestantism?

I The Central statement Defined

Schaeffer addresses Christians in general, but also

the non-Christians whom he thought could hear the gospel

in their own terms. The Western (Christian.ised) world, he

asserts, has largely abandoned its .inherited values and has

moved (is still moving) .into a post-Christian age. This

shift away from past values has created a gulf, a "chasm

between the generations . . . brought about almost entire

ly by a change in the concept of truth".14 The new concept

has achieved an almost universal consensus. At times it

appears to approach a monolithic quality. Whether one is

reviewing the arts, literature, or newspapers or magazines,

the impression remains the same. A new approach to truth

and to knowledge has, Schaeffer asserts, gained what is

tantamount to a stranglehold on society. It may be oompared,

he thinks, with the suffocating effects of a bad London

fog. Ne.ither doors nor walls can protect us from the

miasma, nor have we been able to prevent the new way of

thinking from seeping into the common Western mind, a mind

for long centuries under the discipline and tutelage of

C' . t· . t 15nrlSlanl y.

The mere fact of the new consensus, however, is not

the sole disaster. Chief among its dangers, Schaeffer
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thinks, is the general unawareness of the significance of

the change. While the process has had a long and gradual

development in history, its present impact is overwhelming.

Thus he writes:

The tragedy of our situation today is that men

and women are being fundamentally affected by

the new way of looking at truth and yet they have

never even analysed the drift which has taken

place. Yo~ng people from Christian homes are

brought up in the old framework of truth. Then

they are subjected to the modern framework. In

time they become confused because they do not

understand the alternatives with which they are

being presented. Confusion becomes bewilderment

and before long they are overwhelmed. • . . So

this change in the concept of the way we come to

knowledge and truth is the most crucial problem,

as I understand it, facing Christianity today.16

(Emphasis Schaefferls)

Schaeffer explains that while the shift is one of

methodology--a way of approaching truth and knowledge--

it is chiefly destructive of certain basic presuppositions

or assumptions. He writes:

What were these presuppositions? The ba3.ic one

was that there really are such things as
absolutes. They accepted the possibility of an

absolute in the area of Being (or knowledge), and

in the area of morals. Therefore, because they

accepted the possibility of absolutes, though men

might disagree as to what these were, nevertheless

they could reason together on the basis of anti

thesis. So if anything was true, the opposite

was false. In morality, if one thing was right,

its opposite was wrong. This little formula,

IIf you have A it is not non-A I, is the first move

in classical logic. If you understand the extent
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to which this no longer holds sway, you will

understand our present situation. 17

The abandonment of absolutes in favour of relativism

is a twentieth century phenomenon strongly underlined in

Paul Johnson's concise and weighty History of the Modern

World (from 1917 to the 1980s):~8 Indeed, his fi~st chapter

is titled" Relativistic World" and takes its starting point

from the day in 1919 when there was convincing scientific

evidence (following a solar eclipse observed) of the

credibility of Albert Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity.

This meant that space and time are relative rather than

absolute. Not only did this co~plex theory mean the dis-

carding of long-held Newtonian concepts of the physical

world, but, says Johnson, "it was to illustrate what Karl
(

19Popper was later to term 'the law of unintended consequence'''.

As to this consequence Johnson explains:

At the beginning of the 1920s the belief began

to circulate, for the first time at a popular

level, that there were no longer any absolutes:

of time and space, of good and eVil, of knowledge,

above all of value. Mistakenly but perhaps

inevitably, relativity became confused with
1 t ·· 20re alVlsm.

Schaeffer, who makes but passing mention of Einstein

on three occasions 21 in his first book, may not have kno~~

that no one was more distressed by this confusion than

Einstein himself, who l.i ved long enough to see moral

relativism develop into a social pandemic. The application

of his scientific theory to philosophy, religion and ethiqs

evoked from him the protest written to his friend Born:

You believe in a God who plays dice, and I in
complete law and order in a world which
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objectively exists and which I, in a wildly

speculative way, am trying to capture. 22

Schaeffer's firm conviction is that belief in absolutes

is consistent with biblical and Christian truth; that it

implies antithesis; that even the non-Christian, living in

the environment of Western Christian tradition, accepts

this norm. On this basis it was once possible clearly to

distinguish (and intellectually to conceive ef) right and

wrong. Before the great shift such distinctions were

common ground among thinkers. The non-Chr.istian, despite

the inadequacy of his intellectual base to support him,

could participate in the consensus. Schaeffer writes:

It may be argued that the non-Christian had no

right to act on the presuppositions he acted on.

That is true. They were being romantic in

accepting optimistic answers without a sufficient

base. Nevertheless they went on acting as if

these presuppositions were true. 23

The shift or gulf is all the more drastic in Schaeffer's

view because of its universality, covering all aspects of

life and culture. To this aspect Johnson as an historian

adds his argument. He contends that Newtonian physics formed

the framework of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment, and

that Darwinism was a key element in Marxist class concepts

as also in Hitlerian race philosophies. In regard to the

twentieth century he continues:

So, too, the public response to relativity was

one of the principal formative influences on the

course of twentieth-century history. It formed a

knife, inadvertently wielded by its author, to

help cut society adrift from its traditional

moorings in the faith and morals of Judeo
Christian cUlture. 24
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In order to illustrate the historical process of

decline in philosophy, art, music and culture that led

ultimately to a precipitous shift in theology, Schaeffer

uses the device of simple diagrams. He employs these in

various ways in The God Who is There and in Escape from

Reason. Although the diagrams seem uncomplicated they

require some explanation, without which Schaeffer's meaning

may not be clear. One of the basic diagrams is presented

by him "not as a simple horizontal line but as a staircase"

as follows: 25

PHILOSOPHY

~MUSIC

GENERAL CULTURE

THEOLOGY

The connecting line (staircase) between these

disciplines is fundamental to Schaeffer's argument. He

calls it "the line of despair", representing a historical

boundary, a point of calendar time. It is a dividing line,

as he sees it, between the old prevailing idea of absolutes

and the new idea of relativism.

Schaeffer's main interest is in the decline he detects

in theology. He believes that in the case of Europe there

was a general abandonment of absolutes dating from "about

1890", while in the United States this decline was delayed

for some decades till "about 1935".26 These dates refer

to what he believes to have been a kind of theological

crossing of the Rubicon, although his calls for reform

do not preclude the possibility of a return to old values.

In regard to other disciplines, Schaeffer wishes to
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illustrate by means of the staircase that this sinking

below the line was a historical process. So, for example,

the staircase will show that philosophy underwent change

first, that is, before art. Hence the importance of the

Renaissance and the Enlightenment as periods during which

philosophical developments took place. Art followed

philosophy, while music and general culture experienced

fundamental changes still later. Last of all came changes

in theological thought. Schaeffer writes of his diagram:

"Each of the steps represents a certain stage in time. The

higher is earlier, the lower later. It was in this order

that the shift in truth affected men's lives".27

What does Schaeffer intend to convey by "the line of

despair"? While it represents a historical boundary, it

is important to realise that by "despair" Schaeffer means

that man has abandoned the hope of finding & unified circle

of all truth. He has forsaken hope in rationality as the

basis of Christian faith and has taken refuge in non-reason

or in the E2Quivalent of Soren Kierkegaard's "leap of faith"

by which-he became, Schaeffer believes, the progenitor of

both secular and theological modern existential thought. 28

The line of despair, therefore, marks a point in

history prior to which man had a rational faith, (if not

in fact then at least available to him) but after which he

sank into the despair of non-reason. The search for a

unified circle that would contain all thought ceased.

Schaeffer writes: "It was as though the rationalist suddenly

became trapped in a large round room with no doors and no

windows, nothing but complete darkness .... no exit

at all~1l29
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Schaeffer believes that when philosophy came to the

realisation that it could not discover a unified rational

circle it departed from the classical methodology of

antithesis by shifting the concept of truth, and so modern

man was born. He writes:

In this.way modern man moved under the line of

despair. He was driven to it against his desire.

He remained a rationalist, but he had changed.

Do we Christians understand this shift in the

contemporary world? If we do not understand it

then we are largely talking to ourselves. 30

In Schaeffer's opinion the shift has been tremendous.

In the past one could say "This is true" or "This is right"

and been clearly understood. People spoke to each other as

if the idea of antithesis were self-evident. "Thus in

evangelism, in spiritual matters and in Christian education,

you could have begun with the certainty that your audience

understood you".31 Yet this position has changed. Schaeffer

considers this comprehension has been so severely damaged

that an unbridgeable gulf now exists between the old and new

way of thinking. Hence the first chapter of The God Who is

There is called "The Gulf is Fixed".32

Scbaeffer's basic statement or central conviction

of decline in theology and cultur~ is abruptly introduced,

without prologue or prior explanation~ on the basis of

its self-evidence to him. Yet its implications have by

passed the awareness of many evangelical Christians. The

inevitable consequences of this ignorance he regards as

serious because they lead to deviations from true faith,

to spiritual apathy such as the Scha€ffers saw at first

hand during their evangelistic ministry in post-war
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Europe in the 1950s. 33 Unfortunately, Schaeffer observes,

Christian thinkers in the time before the shift took place

neglected to preach and teach presuppositional apologetics.

This contributed to a general ignorance of what was in

process of happening. This position has not changed or

improved, because the importance of thinking in terms of

Christian presuppositions is still not being taught. The

flood-waters of secular thought have overw~elmed the Church

and Schaeffer believes that instead of being far ahead in

both defence and communication, the Church has lagged

behind, which is a weakness difficult to rectify among

evangelicals today.34

As to the spread of the new way of thinking about

truth, it took place, Schaeffer considers, in three ways:

First, geographically, from intellectual sources in the

German universities. Once again (as on pages 6 and 7)

support for Schaeffer's view may be found in historian Paul

Johnson who ascribes the impact of relativity ('the new way

of thinking', as Schaeffer calls it) to the fact that it

virtually coincided with the public reception of

Freudianism in 1920. "Even more spectacular, and in the

long run more important," he writes, "was the sudden dis-

covery of Freud's works and ideas by intellectuals and

artists".35 European thought forms, as Schaeffer says,

then crossed to Britain and America.

Second, the new way of thinking percolated through

social strata from intellectuals to the better educated,

down to the working classes, but reaching the traditionally

conservative upper middle classes last of all. 36

.Finally, as the staircase diagram (p. 8) shows, the
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new thinking spread itself from one discipline to another,

reaching theology last. 37

At this point some preliminary Questions and comment

on Schaeffer's basic statement are appropriate. His reasons

given as to why and how the new way of thinking spread are

likely to find general acceptance among Christian thinkers.

Yet there may well be considerable hesitation about accept-

ing his definition of man's "despair" as arising from the

abandonment of the hope of a unified answer for knowledge

and life. 38 Is it true that modern man has given up on the

search for answers to the basic p.hilosophic and theological

Questions? Has he in fact turned his back on biblical truth,

thereby discarding the element of hope and the possibility

of real knowledge of God? Is it not too sweeping a statement

on Schaeffer's part when he states that modern man "lives

in despair--the despair of no longer thinking that what

has always been the aspiration of men is at all PosSible,,?39

Perhaps, "by his drastic diagnosis Schaeffer intends to drive

home the reality of what he considers to be Christianity's

defection from truth, but in so doing he appears at times

to come close to destroying the hope of recovery which is

an essential part of his apologetic task.

Schaeffer is right in contrasting past and present in

respect of the time it once took for intellectual and

cultural changes to spread. Today's world experiences

actual or impending change without delay, making it possible

for a new culture to spread sWiftly throughout the civilised

world. No political or geographical boundaries can now stem

the flow of new ideas. He writes: "As the world . • . has

become post-Christian, both sides of the Iron Curtain have
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followed the same methodology and the same basic monolithic

thought-form ... leading to pragmatic relativism".40

Schaeffer is also undoubtedly right in his assertion

that those standing in the stream of historic Christianity

"have been especially slow to understand the relationships

between various areas of thought".41 The orthodox Christian,

in his view, has paid a very heavy price for his failure to

think as an educated man at grips with the uniformity of

our modern cUlture. 42

Schaeffer attaches great importance to the basic ideas

he brings forward in The God Who is There, his first" work.

In it he "lays the groundwork, establishes the terminology

and sets out the basic thesis".43 Having done so, some of

these ideas are transplanted, like seedlings, to other works,

notably to his magnum opus, How Should We Then Live? which

deals with the rise and decline of Western thought and cul

ture. 44 This is a source book for much information on

Schaeffer's thinking regarding intellectual and cultural

development from the time of the Renaissance to the twentieth

century.

Escape from Reason, which followed The God Who is There

almost immediately and initially made a greater impact than

its predecessor, pays particular attention to the subject of

unity between Nature and Grace. Schaeffer's starting point

is Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) who denied such a unity and

asserted that man's intellect was left unimpaired by the

Fall. This, thought Schaeffer, changed the world in a very

real way. "From this incomplete view of the biblical Fall

flowed all the subsequent difficulties. Man's intellect

became autonomous".45
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Schaeffer regards this as a grave step in the pro

gressive departure from biblical truth. The gulf between

nature and grace began to widen. As nature (intellect)

assumed its autonomy it began to "eat up" grace. By the

time the Renaissance had reached its apex, nature had

triumphed over ("eaten up") grace. The Reformation, when

it came, sought to restore the biblical position and to

reverse the teaching of Thomas Aquinas by accepting the

"biblical picture of a total fall ... (of) the whole man,

• including his intellect and will".4-6

In contrast to Aquinas, then, Schaeffer believes that

the Reformation's teaching on the nature of man, based on

sola scriptura, gave adequate answers to the questions man

needs to know about himself. Why is man at one and the same

time so wonderful and yet so flawed? Schaeffer finds the

answer to this question in the biblical doctrine of man

made in the image of God, yet fallen.4-7 Thus the Reformers'

(and Schaeffer's) insistence on the dignity of the whole

man, made with no division between nature and grace. He

observes that the modern, deeply pessimistic notion that

man is nothing was foreign to Calvin, and that "the people

who, following the Reformation, built the culture of North-

ern Europe knew that, while man is morally guilty before

the God who exists, he is not nothing".4-8

The Reformers, therefore, possessed a true unity of

knowledge and did not have the Renaissance problem of a

chasm between nature and grace. This unity was "on the basis

of what God had revealed in both areas".4-9

The next major line of enquiry concerns Schaeffer's

understanding of theological decline in history.
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11. How History Illustrates Schaeffer's

View of :Decline

Schaeffer's interpretation of his central theme-

Western man's defection from Christian truth--is rooted in

his understanding of history. While he views the Bible or

Christian revelation as constant, he also observes that

events, persons, thought-forms and various philosophies

are in process of continuous change. Of this process the

case of Thomas Aquinas (referred to on pages 13 and 14) is

a notable first example.

Following the Renaissance came the Protestant Reform-

ation (1517-), While it countered Aquinas's teaching in

respect of the human intellect, it was unable to roll back

the tide permanently. The emergence of a new theology in

the nineteenth century reopened the gulf that had origin-

ated during the Renaissance; a gulf between theocentricist

and anthropocentrist presuppositions which in the twentieth

t h f th 'd d t 't t d' ., 50cen ury as ur er Wl ene 0 1 S presen lmenslon.

This is historical evidence of the decline as Schaeffer

sees it. He has been accused of being selective in his

choice of examples by which to illustrate the decline, so

exposing himself to the charge of superficiality in his

generalisations. 51 Yet these defects, even if conceded,

do not appear to have been fatal to his case. His profound

sense of the importance of history as a teacher and inter-

preter gave to several of his books considerable thrust.

The impact of volumes like :Death in the City, Genesis in

Space and Time and HoW Should We Then Live? illustrates

the point.

Death in the City52 uses the events of Jeremiah's day
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as a backdrop against which Schaeffer expounds the parallel

Old and New Testament revelations of decline and apostasy.

This is another form of expressing the central statement

under discussion. He makes his point by observing:

We live in a post-Christian world. What would

be our perspective as individuals, as orthodox

Christians, as those who would claim to be Bible

believing? How should be look at this post

Christian world and function in it?53

All the familiar terminology of his post-Christian

analysis is found in this work: man's alienation from God;

impending judgment; man without the Bible; man in the image

of God. In what seems to him a Bible-forsaking environment

the author pleads for a "constructive revolution in the

orthodox, evangelical church"". 54 Otherwise, he sees only

judgment. So he writes:

There is only one perspective we can have of the

post-Cfiristian world of our generation: an

understanding that our culture and our country

is under the wrath of God. Our country is under

the wrath of God. Northern Europe's culture is

under the wrath of God. It will not do to say

how great we are. It will not do to cover up

the difference between the consensus today and
the consensus of a Christian world. The last few

generations have trampled upon the truths of the
reformation and all that those truths have

brought forth. And we are under the wrath of
God. 55

This impassioned appeal, more than most others reveals

Schaeffer's deepest conviction that there must be reform

ation and revival among the people of God.

qenesis in Space and Time is a defence of the histor

icity of Genesis 1-11, which he calls "space-time history".
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A later companion volume in the same category is Joshua

and the Flow of Biblical History. Schaeffer's tenacity

in defence of Scripture was widely known. One of his

sharpest critics (himself an evangelical writer), Stephen

Board, wrote of him: "He enjoyed unusual credibility among

most American evangelicals and many fundamentalists. This

is partly traced to his strong stand for biblical inerrancy

and against accommodation to the world spirit ll •
56

Genesis in Space and Time is, however, more than a

defence of biblical history. It is an essay on creation,

man made in God's image, the Fall and the promise of

redemption through Jesus Christ. Two extended footnotes

explain Schaeffer's views on historicity and deserve to

be quoted in full.

(Re. chapter 2.) For example, the Tower of Babel:

Whether we come to it from biblical knowledge

given by God or by scientific study, the Tower of

Babel was either there or it was not there. The

same th.ing is true of Adam. Whether web.egin with

the conceptual apparatus of archaeology and

anthropology or whether we begin with the know

ledge given us in the Bible, if it were within the

realm of science's knowledge to do so, in both

cases we would end with knowledge of Adam's
bones.... In those cases where science can
know, both sources of knowledge arrive at. the
same pOint. 57

(Re. chapter 5.) That there was a Fall is not

an upper-storey statement--that is, it is not

in this sense a 'theological' or 'religious'

statement. Rather, it is a historical space

time brute-fact, propositional statement. There

was time, space-time history, before the Fall,

and then man turned from his proper integration
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point by choice, and in so doing there was moral

discontinuity; man became abnorm~1.58

These assertions by Schaeffer were undoubtedly part of

his early theological background when the historicity of
\

Genesis 1-11 was debated in American seminaries. In Schaeffer

the issues were intensified by his collision with Barthian

theology and other modern forms of thought encountered by

him during the 1950s_in Europe. For him the abandonment of

belief in the historicity of antediluvian biblical events was

clear evidence that the 'gulf' had widened. What he felt

to be the central problem also included an awareness of

the destructive nature of existentialist theology.59

How Should We Then Live? is Schaeffer's major volume

that served as the basis of a filmed series of lectures on

the decline of Western civilisation. Schaeffer describes it

as "an analysis of the key moments in history that have

formed our present culture, and the thinking of the people

who brought these moments to pass".60 Beginning with

Ancient Rome, it moves rapidly through successive periods

of history: the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the Reformation,

the rise of modern science, the breakdown in philosophy and

the advent of modern theology in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries. Important sections of this work are devoted to

art, music, literature and films, all of which have the same

purpose, namely to demonstrate civilised man's moral decline

following his forsaking of biblical truth. The secular

world and Christian civilisation both share in this process

of decay. The gradual decline of New Testament Christianity

during the Middle Ages (c. 500-1400) best illustrates this

process. Pristine Christianity, Schaeffer teaches, was
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distorted by ecclesiastical bondage and casuistry as

the papacy grew in power, but this' is not the complete

picture, as Schaeffer makes clear:

These distortions generated cultural elements

which mark a clear alternative to what we call

a Christian or biblical culture. Part of the

fascination of mediaeval studies is to trace the

degree to which different aspects of the complex

Western cultural inheritance were emphasised. or

de-emphasised according to the moral and intell

ectual response of people to the Christian God

they claimed to worship. It would be a mistake

to suppose that the overall structure of thought

and life was not Christian. Yet it would be

equally mistaken to deny that into this structure

were fitted alien or half-alien features--some of

Greek and Roman origin, others of local pagan

ancestry--which .•. obscured the Christianity
underneath. 61

Schaeffer notes that humanist elements entered the

Church during this period. "Fallen man was considered able

to return to God by meriting the merit of Christ".62 There

was a mixture of Christian and ancient non-ChriS'tian thought,

as shown by Thomas Aquinas's emphasis on Aristotle. The

Scholastics aimed at the proof and systematising of the

doctrines of the Church by means of Aristotle's philosophy.63

This paved the way for men to think of themselves as aut on-

omous and the centre of all things. The Renaissance re-

affirmed such trends and so contributed to setting the

scene for a coming conflict between humanism and the more

Scriptural Christianity of the Reformation.

What has been noted thus far of Christian history

adds to an understanding of Schaeffer's major preoccupation,
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namely Christian values retreating in the face of anti

Christian thought or unorthodoxy in various forms.

From what we know of Schaeffer's early theological

background--including his Seminary training and his ordin

ation as a Presbyterian minister, his sympathy for the

Reformers comes as no surprise. By the space he gives to

the Reformation in his major work, How Should We Then Live?

he makes it clear that he regards himself as a spiritual

child of the Reformation. He writes: "The Reformers turned

not to man as beginning from himself, but to the original

Christianity of the Bible and the early church.

(They) accepted the Bible as the Word of God in all that

it teaches".64 Because of his central concern about the

defection of Christian Europe and America from their

biblical principles he was at great pains to underscore his

belief in the Bible as the Word of God. For him, therefore,

the Reformers provided a model to be followed. He remarks:

In contrast to the Renaissance humanists, they

refused to accept the autonomy of human reason .

. . . Rather, they took seriously the Bible's

own claim for itself--that it is the only final

authority. And they took seriously that man needs

the answers given by God in the Bible; to have

adequate answers . . . to know the present mean

ing of life and how to have the final answers in

distinguishing between right and wrong. That is,

man needs not only a God who exists, but a God who
has spDken in a way that can be understood. 65

It was not that Schaeffer thought the Reformation was

a golden age; far from it. He repeats emphatically that it

had "many and serious weaknesses", yet in the matter of

religious and secular humanism its leaders "did return to
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the Bible's instruction and the example of the early

church".66 For Schaeffer the centrality of the. Bible

is paramount, a standard by which he measures the Church

at all times in its history. His survey of The Reformation 67

contains a number of statements and phrases that underline

this conviction. They are characteristic of his ministry.

The next section discusses biographical circumstances

that helped to shape Schaeffer's central statement.

Ill. How Schaeffer's Central statement

Was Formed and Settled

The various ways in which Schaeffer expressed his case

concerning the ".shift (which) is the most crucial problem

. fac.ing Christianity today,,68 have been described thus

far in this chapter. This central statement was not shaped

by any cataclysmic event, but was forged over a period of

time in the crucible of personal and public conflict.

Schaeffer's conversion, seminary training, pastoral work in

Ameri'ca, along with almost thirty years of arduous and un-

usual Christian work in Europe combined to make the crucible

in which the Schaefferisms that evangelicals have come to

know were produced. Some understanding of Schaeffer as a

man is therefore essential to this chapter's purpose. A

logical starting point is his conversion to Christ, the

account of which contains useful indications of his approach

to theology.

A. Schaeffer's conversion and early background

Schaeffer's upbringing was non-Christian and at high

school he considered himself to be an agnostic. Yet an

early interest in philosophy brought some basic questions
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to the fore. He relates: "I saw the questions that the

thinkers and philosophers were asking, but found that they

had no answers".69 He describes his frustration while

attending a liberal church where the minister was not

providing answers to life's problems:

In my search for answers I read and studied all

the philosophy I could find. I even went back

into the time of the Greeks. Whils reading Ovid

one night, ::: thought, 'Well now, I i m I.'eading all.

this material; maybe I should read the Bible, too,

just as a matter of curiosity and honesty!' So

I began to read. Each night I read a little from

Ovid and a little from the Bible. I never fin

ished reading that particular book of OVid, but

I have read the Bible I don't know how many

times since. I found truth in that Book. In my

reading of philosophy I saw that there were

innumerable problems that nobody was giving answers

for. But in the Bible I began to find answers,

not merely individual answers that shot down the

problems one at a time, but even though I was

finite it put a cable in my hand which bound

all the problems together and gave a systematic

answer to them. The Bible, it struck me, dealt

wi th man's problems in a sweep.ing, all-encompass
ing way_

In about six months I was flattened. . . . I

don't know exactly when the change came, but I
know that at the end of those six months I was
a Christian.

What this experience did was to give me a total
confidence in the Bible. Since then I have

studied it for over forty years .... Every'

year I become more convinced that the Bible,

when it is read as it is written, gives the

answers to all the intellectual questions and
to all of life. 70 -
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Within this outline of his conversion process there

are discernible stages bearing upon Schaeffer's theological

method and his personal conclusions as to the way of reach

ing truth. Lane T. Dennis, in analysing Schaeffer1s con

version in an evangelical context, has found six distinct

stages in Schaeffer's account. These stages are:

(i) The raising of basic questions about existence.

(ii) Investigation of philosophical alternatives.

(iii) Investigation of the Christian alternative.

(iv) Turning point and acceptance of Christianity.

(v) Grounding of Christian perspective in the

Bible and theology.

(vi) Extension of Christian perspective and the Bible

to more and more areas of life. 71

What is pertinent to Schaeffer's account of his con

version is that the event had a determinative influence

on his conviction as to the great shift in theology. This

shift, in other words, had already been felt by him in his

contact with the liberalism of his day. He had experienced

its reality and known its futility. The awareness that

something was seriously wrong with his Christian environ

thus came very early in life. That these early impressions

were inte~sified during the College and Seminary years is

mainly due to the theological climate of the 1930s. The

latter is acknowledged as having played a principal role

in shaping Schaeffer's theological stance. 72

Remembering that Schaeffer was only eighteen years old

when he became a Christian by a personal commitment, his

investigation of philosophical alternatives could hardly

have had great depth. Yet, as the process of biblical
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education continued, new Christian impressions such as

are mentioned in step (v) above were intensified, especially

his awareness of the Bible as a problem-solving book. He

noted: "This experience (gave) me a total confidence in

the Bible", while later he repeatedly wrote of theological

and cultural retreat from truth as "a departure from biblical

Christianity" •73

B. The Great Shift in the Seminaries influencing Francis
!

Schaeffer's Thought

Schaeffer spent his College and Seminary years in an

atmosphere of intense--sometimes acrimonious--theological

conflict known as the Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy.

Some of its issues dating from well before the 1930s have

never been settled. The controversy left its scars on

Schaeffer. Yet it would not be fair to say that his theolo-

gical outlook was completely set in immovable concrete. He

showed expreme reluctance whenever attempts were made, in

the years to follow, to discuss the controversies in which

he had been engaged. He was critical of those who wished

to identify the supposed sources of his theology.74 Having

been theologically educated in the climate of conflict he

knew tlle issues at stake, yet eVidently shrank from the

confrontational approach so frequently found in the circles

of American church life:; in which he served as a Pastor for

ten years before the Schaeffers moved to Europe in 1948.

No useful purpose is served by examining Schaeffer's

emotional response to the conflict of his early years, yet

one must enquire how the debate deepened his intellectual

awareness of the core problem, namely the shift away from

biblical truth and absolutes as Schaeffer saw them.
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Theological climate of the 1920s. By the time the

1920s had arrived the challenge of naturalism and science,

following Charles Darwin's theories, had long been evident

in the market-place of theological debate. Traditional

biblical interpre~ation was under heavy siege. The prevail

ing outlook favoured new ways of thinking. The natural

tended to prevail over the supernatural. The earlier

cosmology of the Christian faith was regarded as outmoded. 75

The new intellectual approach was applied also to the

study of the biblical text. German Higher Criticism had

developed techniques using scientific methods in textual

analysis. Many hallowed traditional assumptions concerning

the authorship (and au.thentici ty) of specific books were

jettisoned. Scholarship was seen to be taking on a new role

as the herald of a new kind of Christianity differing sub

stantially£rom the traditional evangelical suppositions

of the latter half of the nineteenth century.76

As the Bible was under attack as to its trustworthi-

ness and authority, the shift in thought had already had

a marked effect. Theological seminaries, in particular,

were in the forefront of the intellectual controversy

which has since been well documented.??

The response to the new intellectual ferment was

a movement in two directions:

(i) Modernism accepted Wholeheartedly the findings of

science and adapted traditional theology to the new position.

An example from Harry Emerson Fosdick of Riverside, New York

City, will suffice. In 1922 he preached his famous sermon

"Shall the Fundamentalists Win?" in which he set out the

issues of the Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy.78
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The sermon was, moreover, accepted as being a leading

·statement on the new approach to the Bible.

(ii) Fundamentalism's response came over a period

of years. Indeed, more than three decades before Fosdick,

in 1885 at a Bible conference a group of biblical conserv-

atives had outlined five "fundamental doctrines" held by

them to be essential tests of Christian orthodoxy. These

were: (a) The inerrancy of Scripture.

(b) The virgin birth and divinity of Christ.

(c) The substitutionary atonement provided by

Christ in taking the place of sinners

by his death on the cross.

(d) The physical resurrection of Christ from

His tomb.

(e) The bodily return of Christ to the earth in

H · d' 791S secon com1ng.

These "fundamentals" provided a test of orthodoxy

which appeared to remain in force among evangelicals for

many years. It seems clear from his terminology that

Schaeffer thought of orthodoxy chiefly in these terms.

A series of small books called The Fundamentals had been

published in 1910 as part of a major offensive by

Fundamentalists •. Lane T. Dennis mentions that over the

next five years (before 1915) twelve of these essays

were published under the sponsorship of a wealthy oilman

in California, and that three million copies were sent ou~ one

to every Chr.istian worker and theological student whose

add Id b n d 80ress cou e Ioun .

By the time Schaeffer had graduated from College and

entered Westminster Theological Seminary (1935) most

American Protestant denominations were seriously diVided.

Bitter attacks were "launched by both sides. Some leading
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professors of theology were indicted for heresy and dismiss

ed or defrocked. The Presbyterian Church of America was

among those most affected. The battle raged around Princeton

Theological Seminary, once committed to the scholarly de

fence of Christian orthodoxy but now finding itself divided

over the whole question of inspiration of Scripture. Among

the ablest protagonists of orthodoxy was Princeton professor

John Gresham Machen (1881-1937), author of a number of

works writte~ in defence of traditional Reformation theology.81

The so-called Old Calvinist Theology had a formidable

champion in Machen who was regarded by some evangelical

thinkers as the greatest leader of the whole evangelical

cause, not only in America but in the English-speaking world. 82

In the reorganisation of Princeton, following much

theological controversy, in the late 1920s Machen resigned.

He soon became a principal founder of the new Westminster

Theological Seminary, giving his support to a newly founded

separatist body known as the Independent Board for Presbyt-

erian Foreign Mission. This action, however, resulted in

his eventual indictment for insubordination, his suspension

from the Presbyterian ministry and final unfrocking. Before

this, however, a new denomination had been established,

the Orthodox PresbJ~erian Church. The new denomination was

split by controversy within a year, and so the Bible

Presbyterian Church and yet another new seminary, Faith

Theological Seminary, emerged. 83

C. The effect of the 1930s controversy on Schaeffer

Before their marriage, Schaeffer's wife-to-be Edith

Seville had introduced him to Machen's Christianity and

Liberalistl which greatly influenced him. She had been a
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reader of Machen's writings during her high school years.

When Schaeffer witnessed the exp~lsion of Machen from the

Presbyterian Church of America in 1936 he saw this defrock

ing by liberal forces in the mainline church "as a paradigm

of the intellectual conflict, first of Christianity and

Liberalism, then of the entire cUlture".84

These formative seminary years provide us with important

indicators of Schaeffer's views on Scripture, orthodoxy and

Christian loyalty. They show the origins of his loyalty

to the principles of the Reformation and the faith it

proclaimed, of which Machen was a chief exponent. They also

suggest that Schaeffer's life-long awareness of the perpetual

conflict between truth and error was born ~uring these

years. Clearly, that awareness grew rapidly during this

period. As Stephen Board suggests, the conflict was not con

fined to theology but extended to the entire culture in

which Schaeffer took an interest. 85

Schaeffer assigns dates for his suggested "line of

despair" (see p. 8) which are 1890 and 1935 for Europe and

America respectively. The latter date is significant for

Schaeffer. Although he does not say so it would not be

unreasonable to conjecture that he coupled the turbulent

events of the 1930s among American Protestants with his

belief that the great shift in values occurred at that very

time. Most certainly their occurrence then made an indelible

impression upon him, so that thirty years later, when The God

Who is There was being produced, his mind formed a conscious

link between the shift and what he had personally observed.

For this reason the student years assume importance as a

kind of matrix in which convictions took s}lape.
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The next logical line of enquiry concerns the impact

of the years the Schaeffers spent in Europe, with L'Abri

being in particular focus.

D. The Impact of the L'Abri Fellowship on Schaeffer's Mind

In the formulation of Schaeffer's central theme of

the decline of Christian presuppositions, L'Abri plays an

indispensable part. Without the L'Abri community the name

and fame of Schaeffer as speaker, writer and prophet-

apologist would have been greatly diminished. It may be

argued that his books--taken by themselves--were decisive,

but to say this is to overlook the fact that his writings

were for the most part ed.i ted transcriptions of lectures

given, at L'Abri and elsewhere, with only rough notes as

a base. L'Abri provided the forum for discussion without

which it is highly improbable that Schaeffer's books would

have originated. Their substance was rehearsed in numerous

conversations, debates and L'Abri workshops that became a

standard pattern for learning among those who visited the
,

Village Hu~moz in Switzerland. At L'Abri, Schaeffer says,

"As I listened, I continued to learn what contemporary

thought forms really were".86 Parkhurst is equally emphatic

that Schaeffer's training as an apologist came from "talking

to real people with real questions" and from "deep involve

ment w.ith individual human beings" and not the human race

in general. 87

Edith Schaeffer has adequately chronicled the entire

L'Abri story.88 The ensuing account in her words sets the

scene of the Schaeffers' labours from 1948 to 1955, -- the

years in Europe before L'Abri ('place of shelter') was

established. During this time Schaeffer was still workin~
. 0
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under the aegis of the right-wing Protestant group and

separatist body known as the American Council of Christian

Churches (ACCC). In Edith's account there is a dual em

phasis on rationality and biblical truth and once again

there are indicators toward a central problem of a depart-

ure from Bible Christianity. She writes:

It was right after the war, and Europe still bore

its scars--war-damaged buildings, and people

living under stringent conditions as far as home

and food went. But that which became a deep

concern to us was not the result of physical

bombs which had torn up and scattered orderly

matter into rubble, but the philosophical and

theological 'bombs' which had torn up and

scattered faith and orderly thinking. It was not

only that theology and philosophy were denying

the existence of a personal God such as the

Bible sets forth as being really there--that

has been loudly expressed for many years--but the

alarming thing was the generation growing up to

be taught that one might as well not even argue

about what truth is, because 'absolute truth' is
non-existent . . . all things are relative.

Religious freedom is important, but the word

'Christianity' is frequently a clever mask used

to cover up the age-old wrinkles of agnosticism.

Just as Communism freely uses the word 'democratic'

as an adjective applying to its most undemocratic
teachings, so terminology in theological realms
needs defining these days.89

Seven years were to pass before LtAbri became fact.

During this time the Schaeffers made contacts by teaching

small groups basic Bible truths and engaging in a low

profile itinerant evangelistic ministry. The content of

Schaeffer's teaching deserves notice. Edith writes of it:
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Fran would give a talk on 'The History of the

Church' from the early Church, in the Book of

Acts in the Bible, down to the present day, in

an outline form. He would show how simple the

early Church worship was, and how Roman Cathol

.lClsm arose at the time of Constantine, and then

give a summary of the Reformation and its going

back to the two 'pillars', (1) a non-humanist

authority, which the Bible gives •.• and

(2) a non-humanist approach to the absolute

Holy God, upon the basis of the finished, absolute

work of Christ upon the cross in space, and time
and history.90

Then he would show how German Higher Criticism

came into the Protestant church about two hundred

years ago, and .•• how this destroyed the faith

of many theological leaders and pastors in the

inerra:1cy of the Bible • . .

He would then go on to show how Barthianism--the

more modern and subtle deviation from the Bible-
91

L'Abri was established as a work independent of any

connections with the American Council of Christian Churches

in 1955. Its growth from a one-fam.ily unit into a community

and world-wide fellowship, with branches in several countries,

is a matter of record. Sohaeffer tells how men and women of

widely different backgrounds came to stay for periods of

weeks, up to three months; how Farel House--used for

lectures and study--was established. He writes:

They heard that L'Abri was a place where one could

discuss the twentieth century questions quite

openly. To the best of my ability I gave the

Bible's answer. But all the time I tried to

listen and learn the thought forms of these
people. 92

Two things come to notice again: (i) Schaeffer's
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.insistence on giving "the Bible's answer", and (ii) the firm

belief that Christianity demands a rational approach and

that it has intellectual credibility. This credibility was

aff.irmed by a strong emphasis on philosophy rather than on

mere scientific evidence for biblical truth. The approach

to the historicity of Genesis 1-11, as in his book, Genesis

in Space and Time, demonstrates this.

Those who visited L' Abr.i aft er it had ach.ieved a certain

intellectual respectability among evangelicals as a place

where no questions were disallowed, were often surprised by

what they found. David Porter, a biographer of Malcolm

Muggeridge,93 was one such. He found Schaeffer to be a

gifted listener with a·large fund of sympathy who studied

everything he could find to know more accurately what his

contemporaries were thinking. He writes:

His apologetic framework was hammered out in

disbussion with non-Christians and tested in the

same arena. He reserved his prophetic oratory

and strongest denunciation for those who

corrupted the purity of biblical truth. 94

It .is obvious that L' Abri 's conversations and informal

lecture-discussions even at meals contributed enormously to

the making of Schaeffer the apologist. The twentieth

century questions discussed there were--many of them--basic

philosophic material: the origin of the universe, the

existence of God, definitions of morality, the possibility

of knowledge and the like. At,times a single belligerent

questioner could spark off an intense debate: "You really

bel.ieve all those myths recorded in the Bible took place?"

Or else, "You mean you just start with the Bible and go on

from there?1195
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The fame that L'Abri brought Schaeffer gave him access

to lecture platforms that might otherwise have been denied

to someone with so obvious a fundamentalist background. In

the long aftermath of the theological debate that followed

the publication of John A.T. Robinson's Honest to God96 in

1963, Schaeffer was frequently asked to state his views.

J.A. Kirk, a professor at Union Theological Seminary,

Buenos Aires, who heard Schaeffer give a series of lectures,

said he was "none too happy that the current evangelical

approach to this modern debate was really satisfactory".97

Schaeffer, in his view, was an exception to the unhealthy

practice among evangelicals of dismissing contrary views

as either ungodly or insincere. His was an entirely new and

fresh approach, thought Kirk, espec.ially because of the

panoramic sweep he gave of the last two hundred years of

Western and Eastern thinking. Kirk wrote:

This was something I had never heard an evangelical

doing before and to me it had exciting possibil

ities in the total witness to biblical truth.

I would hazard a guess that the way in which

Dr Schaeffer himself became a Christian has very

much controlled the way he understands these
things today.98

Here, as elsewhere, Schaeffer is seen in the role of

an apologist whose constant theme was that the Church and

Christian world had forsaken first principles, based on

hibl.ical truth, once taken for granted. Admittedly, the

terminology of his message was varied according to circum

stance, but the core of it was unchanged. It is accurate,

therefore, to speak of a central statement coming from

Schaeffer.
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This chapter concludes with an essential consideration:

IV. Schaeffer I s Central statement in the Context

of American Protestantism

To place this statement in accurate perspective

requires some understanding of the main features of

Protestant religious groupings in the U.S.A~ Although

Schaeffer spent thirty years in SWitzerland, he remained

throughout that time an integral part of American Chr.istian

life. L'Abri, for all its international contacts, was

American-orientated in outlook, support structure and

organisation. 99

Lane T. Dennis sketches four types of religious orient

ation within Protestant America. lOO These are:

(1) The recoverers, those who aim to recover the

original Christian paradigm, namely the pure teaching of the

New Testament church. This group corresponds substantially

to the fundamentalists.

(2) The elaborators, those who aim to extend the

original parad.igm to allow for changing social and cultural

conditions, though the paradigm itself is believed to have

once-for-all parameters. This group corresponds to the

evangelicals.

(3) The reinterpreters, who want to reinterpret the

original Christian paradigm which is perceived as containing

much truth, rather than being truth itself. Reinterpret

ation is regarded as necessary to make the message meaning

ful to the modern world. Reinterpreters correspond to

neo-orthodoxy.10l

(4) The adapters are seen as mainly reconstructors of
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the Christian paradigm and correspond substantially to

Protestant liberals. However imprecise this may be, this

is the perception as Dennis describes it. The following

diagram illustrates the groupings mentioned and helps one

to place Schaeffer in the context of American Protestant

religious life. Dennis calls it "A Typology of Christian

Orientation".102

Pro t est a n

r
Recoverers

I
1

Fundamentalists

i
Elaborators

1

2
Evangelicals

t i S ID 1
."'-.. ----- I

Reinte~preters Adapters
! I
,3 4

Neo-Orthodox Liberals

Schaeffer's roots lay in fundamentalism. This group

has, however, been torn by strife and disunity with great

frequency over the years. Hermeneutical differences,

disputes over eschatology and dispensationalism, attitudes

to cultural and intellectual pursuits and above all the issue

of separatism have. caused schisms ~ithin denominations and

individual congregations. Schaeffer's wider ministry

and his specific emphasis on the need to understand art and

culture
l03

did something towards taking him out of the rigid

mould of his fundamentalist background. His confrontation

or serious differences with Carl Mclntire of the American

Council of Christian Churchesl04 had the effect, first~ of

asserting his independence and secon~ of aligning him with

the elaborators, the evangelicals, and with their attempts

to present a Christianity in contemporary social and cultural

context. Schaeffer never renounced his allegiance to

fundamentalism though he detached himself from some of .i ts
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leaders and their excesses. Had he not done this his wider

ministry would not have developed at all. Yet Schaeffer

has at all times to be seen as belonging to the conservative

side of the theological spectrum~ He made this decision

early in his ministry, and, as Linette Martin remarked of

him, "Scratch Schaeffer and you would find a Germantown

fundamental.ist. It was his strength" .105

The diagram suggests that whereas there might, con-

ceivably, be some intellectual traffic between evangelicals

and neo-orthodoxy, there never could be any traffic at all

between fundamentalists and neo-orthodoxy. This was also

Schaeffer's standpoint in theology. Barthian teaching was

to be resisted and spoken against. l06 Yet Barth was not to

be held in contempt or made the object of personal enmity.

Evangelicals like Edward J. Carnell and Bernard Ramm might

find it possible to discuss neo-orthodoxy without pro-

nouncing prior anathemas on it, but Schaeffer, being less

the academic and more the preacher, felt it his duty to

denounce it from the start as a "more modern and more subtle

deviation from the biblical faith".107

Schaeffer's identification with the group Dennis calls

the recoverers (fundamentalists) accounts for his motiva-

tion to protest against the growing apostasy of the Church.

The central concern of fundamentalists had, from the start

of the movement, been the defence of the Bible as the Word

of God and its inerrancy as a Divine revelation. Schaeffer1s

links with evangelicals in a wider circle enabled him to

express those cultural concerns that were--on the whole--

ignored by fundamentalist preachers and writers. His

perceptions of decline therefore went beyond those of
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American fundamentalism 9 since the latter saw the shift

mainly as a rejection of the Bible as God's Word. It is

accurate to say that Schaeffer's furtherinsights led him

to probe into Ca) The intellectual antecedents to be sought

in the history of philosophy and in religion; and Cb) the

moral consequen8es, not only for the Church, but for the

entire Western society built on Christian foundations. This

included his enquiry into the decline in music and the arts.

Schaeffer was articulate about trends that fundamentalism

had either ignored or had detected in embryo without ex

ploring their full social and ethical implications.

Schaeffer's central statement, with which this chapter

is concerned, is seen to be wider-ran~ing and more signi

ficant than the concept of decline would at first suggest.

It traverses the intellectual territory from the time of

the Renaissance to the twentieth century, and it touches on

the major activities of Western man.
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CHAPTER 2

Schaeffer and Contemporary

Theological Thought

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the theol

ogical climate of the 1960s and 1970s in the context of

Francis Schaeffer's perceptions of it. His books, having

all been published between 1968 and 1984, (the year of his

death) therefore make the second half of the twentieth

century a major area of interest. Inevitably it leads to

Karl Earth as the most representative theological thinker

of the present century and to what Schaeffer loosely calls

1"the new theology".

It is, however, essential to follow's Schaeffer's

reasoning concerning the decline of historic Christianity

before the advent of Earth. Schaeffer does not regard Earth

as in any sense an original culprit; rather, he sees him

as a catalyst in a theological climate that had been thor

oughly prepared by others for new ways of thinking. Philo-

sophic rationalism had made a major contribution by its

rejection of everything miraculous. 2 Schaeffer contends

that theology has followed this line closely by its accept

ance of natural theology, which he ascribes to "the old

liberal theologians in Germany (who) began by accepting the

presupposition of the uniformity of natural causes in a

closed system".3 Schaeffer uses the term "old liberalism"

therefore, to denote, chiefly, naturalistic theology such

as it was in America when the great Fundamentalist-Modernist

controversy began in the early part of the twentieth century.

The "new theology", on the other hand, Schaeffer holds, comes
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later, when the basic issue is the shift in epistemology.

While, indeed, this position rests on a "liberal" view of

Scripture, "yet in the new theology the real issue is now

not only their v.iew of Scripture but their divided view of

truth". ~"- ':I:his is the basis of Schaeffer's adoption of the

term "new theology". The role played by Karl Bartb in

bringing about a wide acceptance of this new theology is an

important sub-topic in Schaeffer's general argument.

Thus, for Schaeffer the so-callecl "older form of

libe:cali srn" VfaS replaced by th e neo-orthodoxy of Barth, con-

cerning v'lhich Scbaeffer -fiTites:

It was not so much neo-orthodoxy ~~1ich destroyed the

older liberalism, even though Karl Barth's teaching

may have been the final earthquake which sbook down

the tottering edifice; rather, it had already been

destroyed from within. 5

Indeed, Schaeffer contends that had Barth arrived on

the scene fifty years ear~ier than he did, few would have

paid much attention to bim, because the intellectual ground-

work for his theology was then still incomplete. The climate

of the 1870s, both in Europe and America, was vastly differ-

6ent from that of the new era that began in 1919, shortly

after Earth's theological bombshell, his Epistle to the

Romans, burst upon the intellectual world. 7

From the new theology's point of view Schaeffer may

have been right in his assessment of the timeliness of Earth's

rise to prominence. During the 1930s successive volumes of

Barth's Church Dogmatics8 appeared, and for the next forty

years he remained the dominant theological force of the

present century. His leading role as an exponent of neo-

orthodoxy is overvlhelmingly representative of contemporary
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theology. This fact made Schaeffer's attack on Barthianism

the equivalent of his resistance to all "modern theology"

which is basically existentialist in nature. He writes:

Karl Barth opened the door to the existentialist leap

in theology•••• He has been followed by many more,

men like Reinhold lTiebuhr, Paul Tillich, Bishop John

Hobinson, Alan Richardson and all the new theologians.

They may differ in details, but their struggle is the

same--it is the struggle of modern man who has given

up a unified field of knowledge...• (the theologians)

separated religious truth from contact with science on

the one hand and history on the other. 9

Schaeffer's method of comba~ing the influence of Barth

has been described by his wife Edith in her account of their

labours among small groups. of lay people in Switzerland

during the years before the L'Abri community was established. IO

In his books he makes no systematic attempt to analyse Barth's

thought as a whole. His interest lies in showing how, in

Earth, the new theology has emerged as dominant, and that /

Barth's view of scripture is based on existentialist under

standing of truth. ll

This chapter considers the following:

(1) Schaeffer's View of the intellectual ancestry of

modern theology.

(2) Schaeffer's position on Scripture and his conflict

with modern theology.

(3) Karl Barth's teaching on revelation and on Scripture,

in relation to Schaeffer's thought.

The clear disparities between Schaeffer's and Earth's

positions must then be seen as evidence of the eXisting

"gulf" Which, according to Schaeffer, is "fixed" both in

philosophy and theology.12
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I. Schaeffer's View of the Intellectual Ancestry

of Modern Theology

For Schaeffer man's thought is the key to his action.

Ristory and culture, he says, have a flow and "this flow is

rooted and has its wellspring in the thoughts of people".13

Philosophy, therefore, is important, for where it retreats

there is moral decline. For Schaeffer, ideas are seminal

and their consequences are clearly discernible in history.14

We have noted (P. 13) Schaeffer's cr.itic.ism of Thomas
1

Aquinas for insist.ing on man I s intellectual autonomy J and

denyitig a unity between nature and grace. While this serves

as a starting point for Schaeffer it goes no further to de-

scribe the contribution of Scholasticism as marking the high

intellectual and theological achievement of the Middle

Ages .16 In any event, this .is not his primary purpose, which

is principally to mention the influence of Aristotle on

Aquinas17 which, Schs,effer says, resultedin the reintro-

duction of ancient non-Christian philosophy.

In his survey of "key moments in history which have

for.med our present cuIture,,~8 Schaeffer moves from the

M.idd1e Ages, through the Reformation (1517 onwards) to the

post-Reformation era where Rationalism began a heavy on

slaught on histor.ic Christianity. Rationalism is closely

associated with the Enlightenment wh.ich, in its theological

aspect reached a f.inal stage where it placed reason--seen

more as a rule of thumb logic19_-on the throne of judgment,

insisting that every Christian doctrine be subjected to

its scrutiny. Whatever was judged to be rational could be

retained as valid. In the course of this judgment doctrines
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such as the divinity of Christ, original sin, miracles,

forgiveness and sacraments were put aside, sometimes out of

condescension but often because of a genuine feeling of

puzzlement. They were rejected in the sober assertion

that, since they fell short of the new canons of truth

20as determined by Rationalism, they could not be true.

The body of doctrine known as the teachings of Jesus

came under the scrutiny of Rationalism. Obscurities supposed-

ly due to Rabbinismor Greek philosophy had to be eliminated

to make the gospels conform to the new canons. The search

was soon on for the "historical" (real) Jesus, one to be

distinguished from the Christological teachings of Paul and

other apostles. Pauline theology, in particular, came

under criticism for being alien to the spirit of a supposed

simple Christianity .in which the historical "Jesus" is

separated from the apostolic "Christ". In a well-known

chapter, and in a manner that Schaeffer would approve, J.G.

Machen deals with this subject and with the desire of such

as Adolph von Harnack to produce an uncomplicated religion. 21

Earlier, the Enlightenment of the eighteenth century

had had a decisive impact that deeply influenced the thought

of the succeeding two centuries, and Schaeffer notes:

The teachings of the Enlightenment became Widespread

in the various faculties of the German universities,

and theological rationalism became an identifiable

entity•... As the Renaissance had tried to syn-

thesize Aristotle and Christianity and then Plato and

Christianity, these men were attempting to synthesize

the rationalism of the Enlightenment and Christianity.

This attempt has often been called religious liberalism. 22

Schaeffer charges four men with particular responsib-

ility for having caused a breakdown in philosophy and science.
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While he concedes that their relative importance is open to

Question he asserts that their combined influence had an

enormous effect on Western culture, reaching even the man

in the street. 23 These four men are Jean-JacQues Rousseau,

Immanuel Kant, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel and SEren

Kierkegaard; a Swiss Frenchman, two Germans and a Dane.

To complete the picture, in our view, we shall add a note

concerning Friedrich Schleiermacher.

1. The Pelagianism of Jean-JacQues Rousseau (1712-1778)

Schaeffer concentrates on Rousseau's concept of freedom

as expounded in his best-known Ducontrat social ou Principes

du droit politiQue 24 (The Social Contract). Barth, on the

other hand, as we shall see, finds Rousseau's theology

principally .in his Confessions of Faith of a Vicar of Savoy.

As to freedom, Schaeffer sees Rousseau as advocating freedom

"from God or the Bible (and) freedom from any kind of re-

straint--freedom from culture, freedom from any authority,

an absolute freedom of the individual--a freedom in which the

individual .is the center of the universe". 25

Rousseau's belief in man's essential g06dness and

nobility made him view primitive man as superior to civil-

ized man, yet vulnerable to the corruption of foreign ideas.

Schaeffer points out the essential flaw in Rousseau's reason-

ing by showing that the French Revolution's Reign of Terror

meant a drastic loss of freedom to many individuals. He

exposes the contradiction in Rousseau's argument that the

social compact tacitly includes the undertaking, Which

alone can give force to the rest, "that whoever refuses to

obey the general will shall be compelled to do so by the

whole bodyll.26
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By his detailed consideration of Rousseau, Barth puts

him in the line of intellectual ancestors of modern theology,

as much as Schaeffer does. He sees him as "not so much a

critic and reformer of his time as its leader, its most

eloQuent tongue, its most perfe9t culmination".27 Barth

concludes decisively that from Rousseau onwards "and origin-

ating from Rousseau, the thing called theological ration

alism in the full sense of the term, eXists".28

Barth heavily underlines Rousseau's Pelagianism but

is not satisfied with judgments made on him purely on this

basis. While finding his theology chiefly in the Confessions

he discovers a surprising depth of thought, dismissing any

accusation that Rousseau's Pelagianism was mere lightness

of conscience. 29

What is evident in both Schaeffer and Barth, is a

common recognition of Rousseau's place in the ancestral line

of the theological mode of the nineteenth arid twentieth

centuries. In strong contrast to the depressing failure

of Rousseau's personal and domestic life,30 his writings31

profoundly influenced events that overarch the centuries

far beyond his time.

2. The Unconditional Faith in Reason of Immanuel Kant

(1724-1804)

Schaeffer calls Kant the second of "the four crucial

men who directed the shift from the older optimistic view

of philosophy to the modern outlook where hope is 10st".32

In strong contrast to Rousseau, Kant has an "infinitely

grave doctrine of the radical evil in man".33 By his deep

pessimism Kant shows himself to be in the ancestral line

of modern theology; not only in this, but by his emphasis
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on man's emergence from a self-inflicted state of minority

to a state of maturity where the watchword is, "make use

of your understanding".34

Kant has, both for himself and for what he demands

from others, an almost unconditional faith in reason.

Before his time the Enlightenment had~proclaimed an absolute

affirmation of reason. Kant employed it as the intellectual

basis of his particular form of subjective idealism various

ly described in his famous works: Critique of Pure Reason

(1781); Critique of Practical Reason (1788) and Critique

of Judgement (1790).

Though he was not satisfied with his form of subjective

idealism (so reminiscent of George Berkeley who said we

cannot be sure the external world exists at al135 ) Kant

could do nothing to stem the flow of its logical conse

quences. The first of these was that the objective value

of knowledge had to be sacrificed. Phenomena, he taught, are

in the last resort nothing but ideas and cannot exist at

all beyond our minds. To be noted in passing is that this

concept destroys, at a blow, the basis for traditional

apo10getics with its proofs for the existence of God.

Since God cannot be presented to the mind in sense terms,

within Kant's meaning of the word "God" there can be no

such thing as knowledge of him.

Schaeffer presents Kant as making an attempt to keep

the noumenal and phenomenal worlds together; that is, to

maintain a unity between concepts of meaning and value and

an objective world that can be weighed and measured by

scientific means. For Kant, however, the world of concepts

remained in what Schaeffer calls the "upper storey" of a
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diagram he sketches as follows: 36

NOUMENAL WORLTI the concepts of meaning and value

PHENOMENAL WORLTI - the world that can be weighed and
measured, the external world, the world of science

Schaeffer says that despite his efforts Kant failed

to produce a unity. "There was no way, beginning from man

alone, to bring the noumenal and phenomenal worlds together".37

With Kant's thought, says Schaeffer, "the hope of a unified

knowledge was on the threshold of splitting into two parts,

neither having a relationship with the other. The humanist

dilemma ... of individual things versus meaning and value,

was now ready to explode".38

While Schaeffer's interest in Kant is directly related

to Kant's philosophy he says very little that relates to

Kant's influence on theology. In this area Barth has more

to say about Kant. Barth--himself so insistent on a genuine

Christology~-remindsus that to the best of his knowledge

the name of Jesus Christ never flowed from Kant's pen, and

that he found ways of avoiding it in numerous quotations

from the Bible, substituting phrases like "teacher of the

Gospel", "founder of the Church" or "ambassador of God".39

In the same vein Mackintosh remarks that Kant could not see

the inevitable correspondence between our adoption of right

and good as supreme, and our deeper awareness of hopeless

inward gUl" It. He ,.,rrl' tes·. "Th t· h Kt' " "" a IS w y an nas no~nlng

to say concerning the Mediatorship of Christ. In the

ultimate sense one who is prepared to take charge of his

own moral life needs no mediator".40

Seen as a total philosophical system, Kantianism t~s

oeen weakened by the passage of time. His staius as a giant

among intellectuals is, Dowever, unimpaired. Two aspects of
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his teaching survive in the thinking of his successors

among a limited number of modern theologians. These are

the importance of subjectivism and an emphasis on the role

of reason.

3. The Philosophy of Self-confidence of Georg Wilhelm

Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831)41

Hegel is the third of Schaeffer's four selected men

whom he charges with having changed the modern world's

intellectual patterns. In him we are taken almost thirty

years deeper into the nineteenth century's thought world

than Kant. Of Hegel's extensive philosophic writings

the following four works rank as the most important:

The Phenomenology of Mind (1807); Science of Logic (1812-16);

Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences (1817), and

Philosophy of Right (1821).

Schaeffer says of Hegel that "he struggled with (the

need for a unity between the noumenal and phenomenal worlds)

.in a- complex 'series of religious concepts, but left us in
" 42"

reality only a flow of religious words". It is to Hegel,

however, that Schaeffer pays very particular attention,

attributing to him, along with Kant, the responsibility of

having been the doorway to modern man as a thinking pheno

menon. 43 Addr2ssing the lay mind, Schaeffer explains Hegel:

What Hegel changed was something more profound than

merely one philosophic answer for anothe~. He changed

the rules of the game in two areas: epistemology; the

theory of knowledge and the limits and validity of

knowledge; and methodology, the method by which we

approach the question of truth and knowing.

What he said was this. Let us no longer think in
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terms of antithesis. Let us think rather in

terms of thesis-antithesis, with the answer

always being synthesis. In doing so he changed

the world. 44

Schaeffer recoils from this method of reaching truth

in the very beginning of his first work. 45 Re sees Regel

as playing a revolutionary role in the area of epistemology

which, when appl.ied to theology becomes, for Sche.effer ,a

major disaster. No less catastrophic is its application to

ethics in fam~ly life, as Schaeffer writes:

The reason Christians do not understand their

children is because their children do not think

any longer in the same framework in which their

parents think. It is not merely that they come

out with different answers. The methodology

has changed. 46

As Schaeffer perceives it, Regel's teaching arrived

at the precise moment in history to ensure its maximum

effect. 47 Barth has a similar view of the timeliness of

Regel's philosophy of self-confidence. Re writes:

It was because it at once postulated and affirmed

this principle (self-confidence) which this age

in particular found to the highest degree com

prehensible, that it seemed so suited to its

time, that it was so much a fulfilment in

relation to what the whole century felt as a
promise within itself. 48

Although Barth points out that Regel, within his own

lifetime, experienced a partial eclipse of his teaching in

academic circles, so that Barth writes, !1"pure Hegelians

became a species as rare as the ibex and were close to

being figures of fun" 49 he nevertheless takes him ser.i ously.

Schaeffer insists: "If one understands the development of
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philosophy, or morals, or political thought from that day

to this, one l·mows that Hegel and synthesis have won". 50

It comes as something of a surprise to read of -

Schaeffer's heavy emphasis on Hegel as the philosopher

reponsible for opening the door into the "line of despair,,51

--Schaeffer's charactBristic phrase. Hegel is clearly

essential to his case. Schaeffer concedes that Hegel had

not himself gone "below the line"; indeed Schaeffer notes that

a good case can be made for thinking "that he remained an

idealist (since) he thought that in practice synthesis could

be arrived at by reason. But this did not prove pOssible".52

On this ~asis Schaeffer regards Hegel as the first man to

open the door into the line of despair, while Kierkegaard

(later considered) is the actual pioneer of both secular

and religious existentialism. 53

Schaeffer's concern with Hegelian thinking is that he

believes it to be a factor in modern thinking; he does not

view it merely as an historical manifestation. It is, for

him, a present threat, as can be seen from his arguments

against the concept of synthesis found both in The God Who

is There and Escape from Reason. 54

By way of comparison, Barth (while giving full weight

to Hegel) is less concerned with his continuing influence.

Yet he makes it clear that Hegel cannot be ignored, and says:

"Quite apart from the intrinsic weight of the thought Hegel

represents it is impossible to pass him by, simply because

we cannot pass by that modern man. We must not be led astray

by the fact that modern man became unfaithful to Hegel".55

Indeed, Barth goes further and asserts that while modern man

may ostensibly have turned from Hegel, he actually means
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what Hegel meant. 56 In this last statement some insight is

gained into the reason for Schaeffer's constant interest

in Hegel.

It is beyond this chapter's purpose to reach conclusions

about the validity or otherwise of Hegelianism;its complex

ities being too numerous. It is sufficient that we take

note of the seriousness with which Schaeffer selects a

dominant principle from Hegel as the basis for a massive

protest against the moderns. By contrast Barth treats Hegel

in a more broadly-considered fashion, expressing himself as

content "to understand hint as the .man h-e was: as a great

problem and a great disappointment, but perhaps also a

great promise".57

Mackintosh usefully reminds us that Hegel's sympathies

lay with Hellenism; that in contrast with the Hebrew pro

phets for whom God was the great, free, creative Person,

Hegel valued the speculative rationalism and metaphysical

experimentation so eagerly espoused by the Enlightenment. 58

Schaeffer's explanation of Hegel to his lay readers is

simpler but effectually in harmony with this comment.

4. A Note about the Father of Modern Theology,

Friedrich Sch1eiermacher (1768-1834)

Before this chapter considers the last of Schaeffer's

four men who directed the shift in modern thinking59 ,

namely Kierkegaard, it is appropri~te to take note of the

thinking of Sch1eiermacher. Schaeffer omits him without

explanation from the list of ancestors of modern theologians,

yet his place among them is assured.

The two cardinal questions discussed by Schleiermacher

in his theological works are: ~lat is Religion? and What is
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Christianity? These are dealt with in his famous Addresses

(1799) and his great dogmatic work The Christian Faith

(1821). Schleiermacher's principal ethical concept is that

man's highest responsibility lies in shaping the self into

an individual. In his Monologues he writes:

Each man is meant to represent humanity in his

own way, combining its elements uniquely..•

This thought alone has uplifted me, and set me

apart from everything common and untransformed

in my surroundings; it has made me an elect

crea~lon of the Godhead, rejoicing in a unique

form and character. 60

A warm-hearted and passionately religious man,

Schleiermacher seemed to engage in a life-long struggle

between inherited Christian belief (in his case, Pietism)

and tendencies to pantheism. 61 Like Hegel, though for

different reasons, he failed to understand Jesus other than

as a rootless person severed from the pre-incarnate Old

Testament Christ. Barth sums up a discussion on this

~articular aspect by saying of him: "For Schleiermacher

the historical element in religion, the objective motif,

the Lord Jesus, is a problem child".62

Schleiermacher's is, above all, the theology of feeling.

He expounded the Romantic or emotional view of religion and

its place in life in the face of a supposedly enlightened

and sceptical audience. Hence the title of his famous work:

Addresses on Religion to its Cultured TIeSPisers. 63

Any deviation from historical fact, such as Schaeffer

frowns upon in hi s constant refrain about It space-time lt

events 64 , was unacceptable to Schaeffer. Thus, although

Schaeffer would be likely to admire the devotional spirit
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of Schleiermacher he could never approve any ambivalence

towards Scripture or history, or tolerate Schleiermacher's

seemingly truncated view of Messiah and his romanticised

picture of Jesus. Taken as a whole these tendencies in

Schleiermacher would mean, for Schaeffer, a negation of the

Reformation theology he strongly endorsed.

The fact that some of these con6epts survive in aspects

of modern theology shows that the man who was called Der

Kirchenvater des 19. Jahrhunderts cannot be ignored. If

there is a discernible line from Hegel to the moderns, as

Schaeffer insists, then there is an even more prominent

line of descent from Schleiermacher to our time.

5. How Schaeffer sees the Theology of Paradox of

S0ren Kierkegaard (1813-1855)

Kierkegaard, Danish philosopher and author of more

than twenty books', remained virtually unknown outside

his native country until his works began to appear in

translation in the early part of the twentieth century.

Schaeffer selects him as probably the most important

influence on modern theology prior to Barth. Some of the

most disturbing Christian literature of our age comes

from him. As William C. Fletcher remarks: "(He) uncovers

paradoxical insights nobody before him had even dreamed

eXisted".65

For Kierkegaard, reality was own experience, brought

to pass and realised through the inner decisions of the

individual. Scholars studying Kierkegaard's ideas find it

necessary to begin with his personality as a guide towards

the meaning of the term "existential".66

Two basic presuppositions from him are to be noted:
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(i) Spiritual inwardness or subjectivity, by which is

meant the apprehension of divine truth through "passion",

as Emil Brunner also describes it. 67

(ii) Kierkegaard' s deep d.istrust of Hegelianism. Karl Heim

has remarl~ed that Kierkegaard' s new apprehension of the

problem of God dates from the moment when--.in conflict with

Hegelian philosophy -- , he "rediscovered the way back from

abstract thought to the actually eXisting reality".68

Schaeffer mentions three of Kierkegaard's philosophical

works in particular: Either/Or (1843), Philosophical

Fragments (1844) and The Concluding Unscientific Postscript

(1846). He says there will be a continuing discussion among

scholars "as to whether the secular and religious thinkers

who built on Kierkegaard did him justice". 69 He considers

that what can be called secular and religious Kierkegaard-

ianism brought to full tide the notion that reason will

always lead to pessimism, and that one must try to find

optimistic answers in regard to meaning and value on an

"upper level" outside of reason. That is, through a "leap

of faith" one must try to find meaning without reason. 70

Kierkegaard's rejection of Hegel's higher synthesis

idea did not prevent him from developing his own Qualitative

dialectic where absolute distinctions such as holiness and

love, grace and responsibility, time and eternity, gave rise

to his theology of paradox where antimony rules.

Schaeffer's major objection to Kierkegaard is to the

existentialism illustrated .in Kierkegaard' s "leap of despair"

which is introduced .in Stages in the Way of Life (1845).71

Using for his model Abraham in his dilemma over the commanded

slaying of his son Isaac, Kierkegaard builds his case for
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a definition of faith in terms of despair. It is not

possible to eliminate the paradox from Christiah faith, and

Kierkegaard writes:

Christianity has declared itself to be the eternal

essential truth which has come into being in time.

It has proclaimed itself as the paradox, and it has

required of the ind.ividual the .inwardness of faith

in relation to that which stamps itself as an

offence to the Jews and a stumbling block to the

Greeks -- an absurdity to the understanding. 72

For Schaeffer, Kierkegaard is the father of modern

secular as well as religious thinking, which he illustrates

diagrammatically as follows: 73

PHILOSOPHY

I
KANT
I

The line of--HEGEL ------_.
despair I IART

KIERKEGAARD ~MUSIC

~ ~ jCENERAL CULTURE
Secular Religious \

Existentialism Existentialism THEOLOGY

Schaeffer asks:

Why .is it that Kierkegaard can so aptly be thought

of as the father of both? What proposition d.id
he aqd to Hegel's thought that made the differ
ence? Kierkegaard came to the conclusion that you

could not arrive at synthesis by reason. Instead,
you achieved everyth.ing of real importance by
a leap of faith. 74

In discussion Schaeffer seems Willing to raise questions

about the genuineness of Kierkegaard's Christian faith;

whether in fact he was "a real Christian".75 He believes

Kierkegaard's "leap of faith" concept to mean the discarding
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of rat.ional thought in attempting to achieve knowledge of

truth. The result, for modern philosophy, says Schaeffer,

is a consensus that radically denies the possibility of a

unity of truth; and this, he thinks, connects Kierkegaard to

Barth in particular. He therefore extends the diagram of

our previous page (54) to look like this:?6

KIERKEGAARD

GENERAL
CULTURE

THEOLOGY

BARTH

I
RELIGIOUS

EXI STENT lALI SM

Schaeffer may well be thought to be over-simplifying

Kierkegaard's position; a criticism that might apply equally

to his treatment of Barth (later discussed).

For Kierkegaard, God's qualitative absolutes preclude

the possibility of close, positive relations with him.

Man's inner subjectivity, he argues, is dominated by God's

absoluteness.?? Thus God is th_e absolutely Unknown, the

unqualified Being--terms resembling those of pantheistic

mysticism and far removed from the evangelical understanding

of "the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ".?8 This

is clearly an important criticism of Kierkegaard since it

is plainly not the only interpretation that Christians have

of the matter that corresponds to an authentic faith.

It is basic to all theology that God is unfathomable. That

is one thing. It is quite another to assert that He is

"absolutely Unknown", because this is a denial of the

revelation of God through the prophets and supremely in
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the person of our Lord Jesus Christ. 79 Nor can the idea

of "absolutely Unknown" as Kierkegaard has it be justified

by an appeal to the Hebrew prophets, since the resemblance

is wholly superf.icial.

In contrast to Kierkegaard's idea of God, the Christian

affirms that God is far beyond being a mere regulator of

life. He is a living, acting, knowable Being. Hence

Schaeffer'sinsistence on a God "who is there". The paradox

that seemingly escapes Kierkegaard is that man is both un

like God and yet like him, thereby contradicting his own

theory of a dualism between them. This dualism, in the

mind of Kierkegaard, takes on an aspect of obscurity. It

is also sinister in the extreme. There is in it no ray of

hope or of light. We hear Kierkegaard say (through his

"Judge William" .in Either IOr) :

I am the humbled man, conscious of my guilt; I

have only one expression for what I suffer,

guilt; one expression for my pain, repentance;

one hope before my eyes, forgiveness, and I find

this difficult .•• I have only one prayer,

I would cast myself upon the ground and implore

of the eternal Power that guides the world • . .

that sooner or later it might be granted me to
repent. BO

When Kierkegaard discovers that human nature and sin

are one and the same, the gloom deepens. This may partly

account for Schaeffer's query as to whether Kierkegaard,

the man of deepest melancholy, was in fact the possessor of

assurance of the saving grace of God .in Christ. 81

Having now considered Schaeffer's views on the ancestors

of modern theology, this chapter returns to a consideration

of Schaeffer himself. In particular it concerns itself
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with his opposition to modern theology and to Karl Barth.

11, Schaeffer's Position on Scripture and his

Conflict w.ith Modern Theology

Schaeffer sees himself, through his books and lectures,

as a defender of "biblical Christianity". Similar phrases,

such as "historical biblical Christianity", "the biblical

system", "a serious view of the Bible" and "biblical faith"

are generously interlaced throughout Schaeffer's works. 82

Even the most cursory perusal of the titles in L'Abri's

tape cassette library will show his concentration on the

problem of a departure from biblical Christianity. Thus, for

him, apologetics is "the defence of biblical Christianity".83

By seeking to defend "histor.ical bibl.ical" Christianity

Schaeffer adds what is for him an important dimension,

namely to preserve and defend the substance of the Church's

teaching concerning Scripture itself through the centuries.

The importance of history for Schaeffer has already been

noted. The L'Abri discussions and lectures (as reflected in

tape cassettes) abound with this emphasis.

Schaeffer's range of interest in the Bible must not be

seen as narrowly biblicist in a pejorative sense. It denotes

that while some felt free to look at Scripture from a criti

cal vantage point, he always felt himself to be standing on

Scripture, from which platform he observed all else from

philosophy to culture in all its forms. 84

Under this section £our main divisions make up the

enquiry into Schaeffer's position on Scripture.

(i) How Schaeffer views the Bible and its role
in the world and the Church.
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( ".) How Schaeffer interacted with Fundamentalism and.l.l

the debate on inerrancy of Scripture.

(iii) Some representative views among leaders of

Fundamentalism in Schaeffer's time.

(iv) The influence of J. Gresham Machen and distinctions

between him and later fundamentalist trends.

1. How Schaeffer views the Bible and its Role in the Church

i Schaeffer sees the Bible as a God-breathed book,

inerrant and having absolute authority. He believes that

this was substantially the position both before and after

the Reformat.ion, and that evangelicals today "are fac.ing a

watershed concerning the nature of biblical inspiration

and authority".85 In asserting that the problem of

full biblical authority is of fairly recent origin, Schaeffer

goes on to say:

Up until the last two hundred years or so virtually

every Christian believed in the complete inerrancy

of the Bible ••. The problem with the pre

Reformation mediaeval church was not so much

that it not hold to a belief in an inerrant

Bible as that it allowed the whole range of non

biblical ideas and superstitions to grow up within

the church. These ideas were then placed along

side the Bible and even over the Bible, so that

the Bible's authority and teaching were subordin
ated to nonbiblical teachings. 86

Significantly, towards the end of his life Schaeffer's

stance on the Bible was even more explicit than it was in

earlier years. During the final years of his ministry

Schaeffer aligned himself with those who called themselves

"Bible-believing" Christians87 and his last book88 describes

the rejection of full biblical inspiration as a watershed

of the evang~lical world.
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While the L'Abri tape cassette library contains many

tapes on biblical topics, its catalogue lists five tapes

on ~he Bible, Its Nature and Approach, dealing specifically

with the problems of those who deny the validity of the

Bible's self-authentication. The titles are of interest:

The archaeological problem of Albright.

The literary problem of E. Auerbach.

The technical or statistical problem.

The legal problem, dealing w.i th the use of the Higher

Critical method in a plagiarism case against

H.G. Wells.
The problem of religious authority, inspiration, and

the claims of Jesus. 89

Initially in examining The God Who is There this

biblical stance is not obvious, chiefly because Schaeffer

begins with philosophy and its deviation from truth. Yet

when the Bible once comes under discussion, the position

he takes among the inerrancy advocates is clear. This is

shown by an introduction to his tapes, by Richard W. Cook

of Sound Word Associates who describes SchaeffeT's position

in emphatic terms:

Some have supposed that L'Abri is 'only for the

intellectuals'. This has never been the case. A

wide range of people visited Greatham L'Abri and
"the other L'Abri centres. Three things flow out
of this: (1) Because the Bible is authored by God

it is completely reliable and free of mistakes in
whatever it says, whether in the area of theology,

morals, history or science. The Bible is both

objective and demonstrable truth •..

(2) The truths found in the Bible are relevant to
all human experience. The Bible speaks to every
area of human activity and cannot be limited to

what twentieth century man calls 'religion' •.
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(3) Because the Bible is objectively true, it i5

there for all types of people, so there is the

possibility of speaking both to those who have had

considerable exposure to the thinking of our day,

• • . and also to those who have had little. 90

2. How Schaeffer interacted with fundamentalism and the

debate on inerrancy of Scripture

In his book Battle for the Bible (1976) HaroJ.d Lindsell

approvingly Quotes Schaeffer as saying:

Those who first give up biblical inerrancy may have

a warm evangelical background and real personal

relationships with the Lord ••• they can 'live

theologically' on the basis of their limited

errancy viewpoint. But what happens when the next

generation tries to build on that foundation?9
1

Neither Lindsell nor Schaeffer takes the position

Ca) that belief in .inerrancy guarantees church purity; nor

(b) that it is an automatic inoculation against heresy; nor

(c) that no~-belief in inerrancy destroys personal faith in

Jesus Christ. In the context of the debate this last point

is more important than it may seem and sheds light on the

tone, if not the content, of Schaeffer's apologetics.

It is important for us to know what kind of Christian-

.ity Schaeffer taught. S.imply to say that it was "biblical

Christianityll is not enough. Even to say that it was

Christianity based on a faultless Bible--however true this

might be as a description--is also not enough. The terms

llfundamentalism" and "evangelicalismll within which Schaeffer

exercised his apologetics, need to be looked at more closely

in order to give clearer definition to the kind of Christian-

.ity Schaeffer pract.ised and taught.

For the purpose of this section we shall use the terms
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fundamentalism (as used mostly in America) and evangelical

ism (more common in Britain) as practical and demonstrable

equivalents despite many nuances of difference, some of wh.ich

are described later in this thesis. In any event, the real

~ebate between neo-orthodoxy and evangelicalism involves

both abovementioned groupings.

James Barr92 takes the provocative position that the

core of fundaIT.Bntalism resides, not so much in the Bible as

in a particular kind of personal religion. This religious

tradition, he feels, controls the interpretation of the Bible

in fundamentalist circles. Barr considers that among the

fundameptalists the kind of religious experience character

istic of the evangelical revivals of past centuries93 is a

basic requirement. He argues that two principal elements

are to be identified in evangelical practice and belief:

(a) A clear distinction is always made between nominal

and true Christians; and (b) there is an insistence on the

maintenance of right doctrine. These two elements are part

of Barr's general criticism, but they would meet with

Schaeffer's approval. A departure from truth, for Schaeffer,

meant in the first instance not a deviant Christology or

Soteriology, but a departure from the Bible itself as the

objective standard of all true doctrine. 94

On the above basis, among fundamentalists, belief in

the Bible becomes in itself a doctrine wh.ich, though it

has no place in the historic creeds, is regarded by fundament

alists as of first importance in interpreting them.

The Bible, for fundamentalists and for Schaeffer, is

more than the source of truth. It is part of the Christian

religion itself, a central focus of religious faith and
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expression. From.i ts centre the radial lines spread out

wards into life and thought and conduct at every level.

Schaeffer's emphatic conviction, voiced after his conversion,

was that the Bible was worthy of complete trust because it

had within its pages all the answers. 95 For Barr, this .is

consistent with fundamentalism and he says: "If you have

the Bible, you have the earthly essence of the Church.

Though all other forms of Christianity also have the Bible,

its symbolic function w.i thin fundamentalism is different". 96

This remark is part of Barr's polemic, but he goes a

good deal further in saying:

The Bible in fundamentalism is comparable to the
Virgin Maryin Roman Catholicism; it is the human.

vis.ible symbol involved in salvation; as she

through the immaculate conception is free from the

contagion of human imperfection, so it has a kind

of perfection and sublimity that makes it sacri

legious for us to criticise .its seamless fabric. 97

Though this is a plausible comparison .i t would naturally

be offensive to Schaeffer's Protestant position. Yet it

seems entirely probable that, for some at least within the

fold of fundamentalism, the "seamless fabric" of divine

truth in the Bible can become a human and visible symbol of

salvation. As for the rest of the comparison most evangeli

cals--and Schaeffer among them--would regard it as some

thing of a caricature. 98

Schaeffer's conversion does not conform to the alleged

pattern of nineteenth century revivalism as sketched by

Barr. It contradicts Barr's assertion that a certain kind

of religious experience is the controlling fac~or in inter

preting the Bible. If Schaeffer's account of the event is
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soberly correct; if he is not rationalising his religious

experience, then his response to the truth was not emotional

but somewhat clinically rational. That element of rational

ity is prominent in his subsequent approach to theology.99

In common with others in the inerrancy school of

thought, Schaeffer regarded the infallibility of the Bible

as the constant principle of rat.ionali ty within eve,ngel.ical

ism. Inerrancy was not a conclusion to be arrived at after

exhaust.ive enquiry (though this is not excluded) but it is

a starting point from which all judgments in rel.igion and

doctrine were made, including all ethics and theology.

Any modern, subjective view of Scripture, writes Schaeffer,

stands in sharp contrast to the historic view

presented by Christ himself and the historic

view of the Scripture in the Christian church,

which is the Bible be.ing objective, absolute
truth .•. in all areas it touches upon. 100

If .it be asked on what objective basis inerrancy can

be held, .if not on the basis of external, scie~tif.ic evi

dence, the answer lies in Scr.ipture's self-authentication.

The Bible, so the argument proceeds, is not only its own

interpreter but its own witness to the. truth. Such a view

has not prevented evangelicals from presenting objective

scientific evidence for the truth of the Bible, Schae~fer

b ' th 101 Itelng among em ,a .hough this form of apologetics was

not his major concern. Unlike Barth, however, he accepted

the real.i ty and the hiblical affirmation of natural

or general revelation.

A number of Schaeffer's defences of inerrancy are found

in the L'Abri cassette tape library and their titles are

ind.icative of Schaeffer' s w.ide-ranging apologetics. 102
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in Schaeffer's time

It is useful to note some views expressed among

evangelicals within Schaeffer's milieu on the subject of

inerrancy and the self-authentication of the Bible. These

might be regarded as representative, the first being from

Harold L.indsell whose book on the inerrancy debate V.JaS

published (1976) while he was still editor of Chr,istianity

Today. Lindsell writes:

The very nature of inspiration renders the Bible

infallible, which means that it cannot deceive

us. It is inerrant in that it is not false,

mistaken or defective. Inspiration extends to all

parts of the Word of God and it includes the

guiding hand of the Holy Spirit even in the

selection of the words of Scripture. Moreover,

the Hi ble was written by human and divine agen

cies; that is, it was the product of God and

chosen men. The authors of scripture retained

their own styles of writing and the Holy Spirit,

operating within this human context, so superin-:

tended the writing of the Word of God that the

end product was God's. Just as Jesus had a

human and a divine nature • . • so the written

Word of God is a product that bears the marks of
what is truly human and truly divl.ne. 103

Thus Lindsell states the position of a probable majority

of inerrancy advocates. There are those who assert that

this refers only to matters of faith and salvation but

against this John Murray argues as follows:

If human fallibility precludes an infallible

Scripture, then by resistless logic it must be

maintained that we cannot have any Scripture

that is infallible and inerrant. All of Scrip

ture comes to us through human instrumentality.
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If such instrumentality involves fallibility,

then such falli bility must attach to the whole

of Scripture. • . • If infallibility can attach

to the 'spiritual truth' enunciated by the

B.iblical writers, then it is obvious that some

extraord.inary divine influence must have .inter

vened and become so operat.ive so as to prevent

human fallibility from leaving its mark upon

the truth expressed. If Divine influence could

thus intrude itself at certain points, why should

not the same preserving power exercise itself at
every point in the writing of Scripture?104

Some would resist ~1urray by saying it is an argument

from probabilities, but it is nevertheless representative

of the inerrancy school of thought.

Thirdly, an .important point is made by Edward John

Carnell when, during the public discussion concerning the

B.ible's inerrancy in the 1960s he wrote:

B.B. Warfield clearly perceived that a Christian

has no more right to construct a doctrine of

biblical authority out of deference to the

(presumed) inductive difficulties in the Bible,

than he has to construct a doctrine of salvation

out of deference to the (actual) difficulties

which arise whenever one tr.ies to discover the

hidden logic in such events as (a) the Son of God's
assumption of human nature, or (b) the Son of God's

offering up of his human nature as a vicarious
atonement for sin. Th.is means that whether we

happen to J~ke it or not, we are closed up to the

teaching of the Bible for our information about

all doctrines in the Christian faith, and this

includes the doctrine of the Bible's view of

itself. We are free to reject the doctrine of

the Bible's view of itself, of course, but if we

do so we are demolishing the proced1ue by which we

determine the substance of any Christian doctrine.
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If we pick and choose what we prefer to believe,

we merely exhibit once again the logical (and

existing) fallacy of trying to have our cake

and our penny, too. 105

The 1970s were years d1J.ring which Schaeffer enj oyed

great prominence and his books were widely publicised.

During this period the inerrancy debate reached an intense

phase. Schaeffer, while avoiding public controversy .in the

matter was nevertheless a supporter of the organisation

formed in Chicago on May 16, 1977 "for the purpose of

defending the historic orthodox position concerning Scrip

ture".106 Schaeffer records that "there was no rush of

the evangelical leadership to th.is cause" .107 His own

involvement in the moveme~t, however, makes it justifiable

to place his views on the subject alongside those of other

representative leaders within evangelical and fundamentalist

circles.

Two phases of the fundamentalist-modernist conflict

must now be considered. The earlier revolved around the

leadership of J. Gresham Machen (d. 1937) while the sec-ond,·

dating from the mid-1950s, remains largely unresolved

even in the 1980s. Both relate to American Protestantism.

4. The influence of J. Gresham Machen on Schaeffer and

developments in American Protestantism considered

In order to place Schaeffer in historical context it

is necessary to realise that he was during his lifetime

·the child of two similar, yet separated, environments. One

is not now thinking of America and Europe (both of them

spheres of his work) but of two periods of time. These

are the 1930s on the one hand, and the 1950s to 1970s on
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the other. The s.imilarity .is in their common preoccupation

with the Bible, its inspiration and authority. The differ

ences between them lie in the personalities involved and the

tone, temper and intellectual level of the dispute. Yet

the two periods are indissolubly joined; indeed, the second

was the outflow of the first.

Schaeffer, ordained in the American Presbyterian Chur8h,

was confessedly Reformed in doctrine, "a man of the Reform-

at.ion" in every respect concerning Scripture. He spoke of

Calvin with favour, lauded the fruits of the Reformation in

Western culture and cited the influence of early American

Puritans. Furthermore, he constantly prayed for "Reformation

. 1'" h' d 108reVlva In lS ay. .

The importance of J. Gresham Machen and what he meant

to Schaeffer is evident from the attention Schaeffer pays

to him in several of his works. This interest persisted

to the last months of Schaeffer's life. His final book l09

summar.ises the conflict of the 1930s ushered in by the

acceptance of German higher c±iticism that eroded the

authority of Scripture. Schaeffer regards this as the turn

ing point of the century. He writes:

By the 1930s liberalism had swept through most
of the denominat.ions and the battle was all but

lost. Then in the mid-1930s, there occurred an

event which I would say marks the turning point

of the century concerning the breakdown of our

culture. By 1936 the liberals were so in control

of the Northern Presbyterian Church that they were

able to defrock Dr. J. Gresham Machen. . ..

Machen's defrocking and the resulting division

of the Northern Presbyterian Church was front

page news in the secular news media in much of
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the country. ( ... in the 1930s religious
events were still considered important enough to
be front-page news).110

Schaeffer is quite emphatic that this event was the

culmination of the dr.ift within Protestantism in the Dnited

states, and that it laid the base "for the cultural, social,

moral, legal and governmental changes from that time to the

present". III He says that a good case can be made that

the news about Machen was "the most significant D.S. news
112

in the first half of the twentieth century".

Whereas Schaeffer sees the Machen-Princeton controversy

(which led ultimately to Machen's expulsion from the Presbyt-

erian church) as the starting point of one protracted

struggle, it had two phases. The second phase arose out

of renewed controversy dating from about 1948--the year

the World Council of Churches was established at a conference

in Amsterdam.- Both phases are part of a larger ongoing con-

tention about evangelical truth confronted with various

forms of assault on perceived Christian orthodoxy. Wh.ile

Schaeffer was still a seminary student during the first

phase, therefore had no direct participation in it, he

was deeply affected emotionally and intellectually by its

issues. Th~se provided him with settled theologidal con

v.ict.ions which, during the second phase of t:re conflict--

the 1950s to 1970s--were put to the test.

While Machen was at Princeton Theological Seminary

as a teacher (1906-1929) he eventually became an acknowledged

primus inter pares of the Princeton Old School Calvinists.

At the time," Arnerica had a number of defenders of the faith,

men of erudition and deep .insight such as C. W. Hodge and
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B.B. Warfield. 113 Warfield'-s magnum opus, The Inspiration

and Authority of the Biblel14 to this day is regarded as

admirably representing the views of the Princeton School

of thought. The intellectual quality of theological

debate during this early period was of a high order, and

J. I. Packer says of the develop.ing clash: 11 Some of

B.B. Warfield's polemical articles, and J.G. Machen's

Christianity and Liberalism, crystallized the issues at

stake in their broadest implications with a judicious

mastery that cannot be too highly praised ll •
115

Yet the uninhi hited character of American liberalism

in theology contributed to making the conflict a hard

one, especially when fundamentalism itself responded in

the same vein.

While Machen acknowledged that not all liberals went

to the extreme of the theological spectrum he contended

that the trend was a deduction from th~ nineteenth century

v.iew of religion as being a universal human phenomenon;

an attempt to reconcile Christianity with the antt ...super

natural axioms of nineteenth century science and philosophy.

This led him to de·scribe .i t as "having really rel.inquished

everything distinctive of Christianity" .116

Given the perspective of time one has to conclude, as

evangelical scholar Ned. B. Stonehouse says, that most of

the liberal-evangelical clash was a stress by evangelicals

on historic Christianity--the Christianity come down to us

in creeds and confessions, in historic debate and clarif.ica-

tion. Stonehouse writes:

Though many modern crit.ics are blameworthy for

failing to distinguish within fundamentalism
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between the solid core of Biblical Christianity

and certain excrescences, fundamentalists have

often contributed to the judgment that it is

essentially a religious novelty. The emergence

of new emphases and the lack of others, the

presence at times of a zeal ~ot according to

knowledge and the frequent absence of historical

perspective and the appreciation of scholarship,

have influenced this evaluation••.. Oftentimes

pietistic and perfectionist vagaries have come to

be accepted as the hallmark of fundamentalism.

And a one-sided other-worldliness, often assoc

iated with a dogmatic commitment to a futuristic

chiliasm, has come to be widely regarded as

essential to fundamentalist Drthodoxy.117

These observations prov.ide some insight into the

qualitative difference between the two phases of controversy

that Schaeffer experienced regarding bibl.ical inerrancy and

fundamentalist issues. The earlier phase appears to be of

firsif class intellectual quality. The second (to which

Stonehouse refers) was marked by many blemishes: it was

often intensely personal in its tone, often hostile, often

anti-intellectual. Indeed, something that has not always

been understood about Machen is that his main charge against

the liberalism of his time was that it was anti-intellectual

d o tOfo 118 tan unsclen 1 lC. Ye in Machen's day there was no lack

of qualitative intellectual debate. The polemic had not

degenerated--as it did later--into mere quarrels such as

characterised the separationist movement among fundament

alists. Nor were hermeneutical differences as prominent in

the earlier phase as in the later. Stonehouse made his

comment about "a dogmatic commitment to a futuristic

chiliasm" as a protest against futile arguments about.·
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eschatology. The contention in Machen's day was not about

dispensationalism, nor was this of any significance .in

Schaeffer's defence of biblical truth. Hermeneutical dis-

putes came into the conflict later, and this is an important

d h t " d 119difference between the first and secon p ases men lone •

Machen disliked the term "fundamentalist". Stonehouse,

in his biographical memoir ef him, remarks that 'fjudged by

various criteria adopted by friend and foe, he was not a

fundamentalist at all".120 Norman:F. Furniss, author of

The Fundamentalist Controversy, called Machen "a strange

bedfellow for most Fundamentalists,,121 by reason of his

vigorously expressed belief in the rational superiority of

evangelicalism over its modern rivals. In a time when it

was thought that to maintain evangelical orthodoxy in the

twentieth century was intellectually retrograde or even dis-

honest, r1achen maintained that l.iberalism was really super

ficial, and, in his view, demonstrably so.122

The point of connection between Machen and Schaeffer

lies precisely here. Machen regarded the anti-evangelical

trend of his day as basically attributable to the radical

anti-intellectual outlook of the twentieth century. He

felt that the very quantity of books to read and facts to

master with which .:the twentieth-century man is confronted

"encourages him to th.ink broadly and superf.icially about

much, but hinders him from thinking deeply and thoroughly

about anything". 123 Schaeffer' s 'liew of anti-intellectual

trends is perhaps best expressed in his opposition to

Kierkegaard's "leap of faith" concept, which Sche_effer sees

as a flight from the rational into the irrational. 124

On this point he follows Machen's basic argillDent.
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In rejecting the allegation that "conservatives"

cling to certain beliefs merely because they are old,

~IIachen wr.ites: "On the contrary, we welcome new discover.ies

with all our hearts, and we believe that our cause will

come to rights only when youth throws off its present

intellectual lethargy" to recover some independence of

mind. 125 In the belief that Christianity flourishes in the

light rather than in darkness, Machen urged youth to turn

from uncritical repetition of current phrases and concepts

to a "genuine examination of the basis of life" precisely

because "one of the means wh.ich the Spirit will use, we

believe, is an awakening of the intellect".126
I

The introductory chapter of Machen's What is Faith?

(1925 )is an argument for the rat.ional superiority of the

evangelical position. Its principal contentions form a

broad base upon which, later, Schaeffer built his argument

for a rejection of existentialism and a return to rationality.

The difference between Schaeffer and Machen was that ~ach

fought in the theological cl.imate of his day, which in

Schaeffer's case meant Barth and eXistentialism,127 whereas

Machen's opponents p:receded the neo-orthodox theologians.

The two phases of the conflict in which Schaeffer

was concerned, although both involved the Bible, differed in

significant details. It seems obvious that there is no real

point in opposing Karl Barth on the same basis as older

evangelicals like Machen had opposed scientific rationalism.

Would Machen's charge of anti-intellectualism have prevailed

in the climate of neo-orthodoxy? Yet Machen made the char~e
o

against what 3chaeffer termed llthe older form of liberalism,,128

with some :success, as evangelicals judged it.
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The point has been established that Schaeffer's biblical

and theological stance bears marks of Machen's influence.

SchaFdfer's understanding of Scripture may now be summarised.

In its earliest stage it was simplistically based: the

Bible had the solut.ion to every problem. 129 In subsequent

seminary years it was re-formulated by the Princeton Old

Calvinist school (of wh.ich Machen was a leader) that made

Schaeffer the "man of the Reformation,,130 he was. He emphas-

ized all the historic doctr.ines of Protestantism while in

sisting on plenary, verbal inspiration of Scripture. 131

The Bible, for him, was inerrant and finally authoritative,

not only in matters of faith but in its totality.132 His

defence of it followed traditional lines as shown in his

insistence on the historicity of Genesis 1_11133 and in his

taped lectures on cosmology and related topics. 134 The

encounter w.i th neo-orthodoxy brought w.ith it, not a change

of view about the Bible, but an adjustment of his method-

ology in defence; there came a more philosophical approach
l'AC-

in seeking to establish and defend the truth. JJ Thus

Parkhurst says that, by 1982, when his Complete Works were

being published, they show us lithe full scope of b..is learn-

ing and why he was able to g.ive the world a new respect for

the words 'fundamental.ist' and 'evangelical'''. 136

A new phase of Schaeffer's conflict came to him late

in life. By 1980 the teachings of evangelicalism in the

D.S.A. were, according to Parkhurst, in such disarray, and

some of them so anti-biblical, that Schaeffer chose to be

called a "Bible-believing Christian" and snake about
J;

standing for uEi ble-believing Christianj_ty" .137

The term "Bible-believing" was adopted by a considerable
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segment of American Protestantism in the late 1970s, many

of whom were soon identified as a New Christian Right

political movement. Schaeffer was at one time embarrassed

by a charge that he shared its political aims, but he

denied any politicising of his ministry or change in his

. 138y.lews.

Schaeffer's biblicism is therefore also the key issue

in his opposition to the neo-orthodoxy of Karl Barth.

Ill. Karl Barth's Teaching on Revelation and Scripture,

in rele.-tion to Schaeffer's Thought

By common agreement among scholars, Barth achieved

w.i thin: his lifetime a theological turnabout "through an

angle of 180 degrees".1}9 Even the briefest description of

his thought on revelation, and on Scripture--coming

immediately after a study_ of Schaeffer's hiblicism-- makes

for an awareness of an enormous disparity and indicates

the daunting task of reflecting, adeQuately, the immense

range and depth of Barth's theological perceptions.

In the rema.inder of this chapter which outlines Barth I s

teaching the following topics are considered:

(1) What is Revelation?

(2) Barth's understanding of Revelation.

(3) Barth's teaching on the Word of God in its Threefold

Form.

(4) Scr.ipture as a "\I[i tnese to Divine Revelati on.

(5) Schaeffer's Opposition to Barth.

(6) Some Conclusions to be drawn.

The logical connection between revelation and Scripture

means that revelation comes first in this consideration.
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1. 'N:1.at is Revelation?

Historic Christianity has always regarded revelation

as the unique glory of the Christian religion. In common

terms it has a twofold meaning: (i) That general unveiling

of God's power and majesty manifested in the objebtive,

visible universe, to which all men--including uI1believers--

have access, but which falls short of. revealing the

G d .. . J r<1' t 140Triune 0 or H1S savlng grace ln esus ~nrlS •

(ii) That special revelation of God's saving, redeeming

purposes, and his acts in history recorded in the Scrip

tures demonstrated by his dealings with a chosen people,

culminating in the incarnation, death and resurrection of

His Son, Jesus Christ. 141

Schaeffer took the Reformed position which rejected the

dualism of the Scholastics and aimed at a synthesis of God's

twofold revelation. Reformed teaching held that, in order

to remedy man's spiritual blindness God did two things:

He republished the truths of natural revelation, cleared

them of any misconception and so incorporated them in his

supernatural revelation of redemption. 142 To this he added

a cure for man's blindness by his work of regeneration and

spiritual illumination.

As to general or natural revelation, Earth dismisses

along with its correlation, natural theology. Indeed, he

wages a constant war on it. In a notable controversy with

Emil Brunner on the subject of nature and grace143 he dealt

with it, as also in his Gifford Lectures: The Knowledge of

God and the Service of God (1937-38).144 Finally and more

exhaustively he wrote on the topic in his Church Dogmatics. 145

T~e general trend of Earth's reasoning is as follows:
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(i) Man can know God only by faith as a result of an act

of God's free grace and by his self-revelation in Jesus

Christ and the power of the Holy Spirit. To this self

revelation Holy Scripture is a witness. Man cannot, could

not, know this apart from that revelation.

(ii) Natural theology is excluded because it is incompat-

ible with the sovereign grace of God in Jesus Christ. For

Earth the Reformation truth of sola gratia is paramou.nt,

and Hartwell comments by saying:

With Barth God's grace in Jesus Christ is the

beginning of all the works of God ad extra,

including even the creation of the universe and of

man, and that man, as God's creature and recon

ciled with God in Jesus Christ, is represented

by him as being .in everything dependent on that

grace, including his knowledge of God, the world
and hj_mself .146

2. Earth's Understanding of Revelation

Barth's concern .is with the Christian understanding

of revelation, which, for him, is unique and incomparable.

For evangelical orthodoxy, indeed, special revelation is

also unique and is wholly equated or identified with the

Bible, its history and doctrines; whereas for Earth the

meaning of revelation is by no means the same as it is for

Schaeffer or evangelical orthodoxy. Thus Barth writes:

The Bible is the concrete medium by which the
Church recalls God's revelation in the past, is

called to expect revelation in the future, and is

thereby challenged, empowered, and guided to

proclaim. ~he Bible is, therefore, not itself artd

in itself God's past revelation, just as Church

proclamation also is not itself and in itself the

expected future revelation. But the Bible speaking
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to us and heard by us as God's Word attests the

past revelation. . • • Ey really attesting

revelation the Eible is the Word of God. •

The Bible, further, is not itself and in itself
God's past revelation, but by becoming God's Word
it attests God's past revelation and is God's

past"revelatioh in the form of attestation. 147

Among the characteristic key-words we have "attest"

and "become"--frequently recurring as Barth's definition

proceeds. For Earth the term Word of God denotes that

which is addressed to man and is the living God in His

revelation. It is his action in coming to man; an action

initiated, executed and completed by the sovereign free grace

of God. Thus we look at Barth's concept of revelation

through some of its facets as follows:

2.1 True revelation requires, as an integral part of

it, that the revelation should actually reach th.e conscious-

ness of man. It is not revelation unless this occurs. While

it proceeds from God, initiated by him out of free grace,

we cannot talk of .i t as separated from man's receiving of

it. It cannot be considered merely as a kind of objective

(external) unveil.ing of God. This conforms to Barth's

rejection of general or natural revelation. To comprehend

Earth at this point involves the element of subjecti~ity and

helps tow3Tds a better grasp of Earth's concentrat.ion on

God's revelation in Jesus Christ as t~e only revelation of

ultimate significance for theology.148

2.2 The Christian revelation is a specific action of

the Triune God. In essence it has taken place in Jesus

Christ and still takes place in him. Earth says:

Just as a man can have only one father, is born
once and dies once, so he can Dnly believe and
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know one revelation.•.• a revelation which

is unique, taking place once for all, irrevocable

and unrepeatable. 149

'{et, though this happened once in the fulness of time,

the revelation must continually happen afresh to individual

persons, representing itself as an I-Thou relationship as

the Spirit of God communicates with m2.n; a personal revelation

from God that cannot be initiated by man. 150

2.3 Supremely, Jesus Christ is God's revelation

because, in his existence, he is the reconciliation. Man

may think he knows something about God, but this is only an

idol in his own heart. The yawning gulf between man (the

sinner) and God, is bridged by God stepping into sinful

man's place. Thus, for Barth, reconciliation is revelation.

An flutter interchange of parts between God and man" has

taken place in Christ. 151 This exchange between God and

man is the reconciliation, being simultaneously the

justification, sanctification, forgiveness and regeneration

to new life.

2.4 For Earth, the subject of revelation always

remains God himself, while the event, however, occurs on

earth. In the context of natural and historical events

revelation takes shape. Therefore, Jesus Christ is a human

fact that points to the presence of revelation and is a

sign that revelation is there. Thus the words and deeds of

Jesus are not themselves revelation and only become so as

God makes them so. Not even the crucifixion and resurrec-

tion are in themselves revelation, but they may be instru

ments .in God T s hands by which he makes himself known. We,

on our part, says Earth, cannot make a direct connection or
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an identification between revelation and the Bible.

Such direct identification of revelation and the

Bible, which is the practical issue,is not one

to be presupposed or anticipated by us. It takes
place as an event, when and where the word of the

Bible becomes God's Word, Le. when and where the

word of the Bible" functions as the word of witnesss,

when and where John's finger points not in vain

but really pointedly, when and where by means of

its word we also succeed in seeing and hearing

what he saw and heard. Therefore, where the

Word of God is an event, revelation and the Bible

are one in fact, and word for word one at that. 152

2.5 Revelation; says Barth, does not follow the Bible

but it precedes it. Indeed, revelation "engenders the

Bible that attests it, because Jesus Christ has called the

Old and New Testaments into eXistence".153 His argument is

therefore to this effect: Holy Scripture is the document of

a special listening to a special call; it is the document of

a peculiar obedience to a special command; therefore .it

could become the canon, and therefore it "can become from

time to time the movable canon, the publisher of revelation,

God's call and behest, God's word to us".154

Amid much that is admittedly difficult and at times

initially obscure in Barth's developing thought, he comes

to coriclusions, repeated in various ways, ~lere we are

enabled to ~ecognise Barthian distinctives.

According to all that has been said, revelation
.is originally and immediately what the Bible

and Church proclamation are derivatively and

mediately, God's Word. We said of Church

proclamation, that from time to time it must

become God's Word. And we said the same of the

Bible, that it must from time to time become
God's word. 155
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By the phrase "from time to time" Barth is not refer

ring to human experience (as if our being affected by an

event, or our attitude towards it could make it God's word)

but to the freedom of God's grace. In virtue of that free

dom, as God chooses, the Bible and Church proclamation

are God's word.

2.6 Every state of revelation, says Barth, must be

thought of as a "process"; that is, as being conditioned by

the very act of revelation. A.s to its content, "in fact it

does not differ from Jesus Christ, and does not d.iffer from

the reconciliation that took place in Him". He wr.i tes:

To say revelation is to say 'The Word became

fl~sh'. Of course we may also claim to say by

the word 'revelation' something different, some

thing purely formal, and in that case relative as

. such. But then we are not asserting what the

Bible means by this word, and therefore not the

thing with which Church proclamation is concerned,

if it is connected w.i th the Bible, nor yet what

in Christian dogmatics must be called revelation,

if it cla.ims to take itself seriously as dogmatics.

But if we mean by the word 'revelation' 'the Word

became flesh and dwelt among us", then we are

asserting something that is to be grounded only
·th· th T . ·t 156Wl ln e rlnl y; • • •

2.7 Barth rejects any claim to revelation coming from

the Roman Catholic Church's recognition of tradition as a

source. The Church is at all times under the authority of

Holy Scripture, namely the authority of the prophetic

apostolic (Old and New Testament) witness to Jesus Christ

as Lord and Head of the Church. He alone is the source of

all knowledge of truth in the Church. He wr.i tes:

The witness of Holy Scripture is the witness of



By Him it became Holy

only by Him it speaks as

mediates revelation; it

in the servant form of

the Word of God. Those
Those who wish to hear

the Holy Spirit.

Scripture; by Him and

such. In doing so it

presents Jesus Christ;
a human word it speaks
who hear it, hear Him.

Him must hear it. 15 ?
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2.8 Revelation .is an action of the Triune God-

Father, ~on and Holy Spirit. Barth's detailed teaching on

the Trinity occupies a massive 220 pages of h~s Church

Dogmatics (1.1. pp. 339-560) and forms the first part of

his expos.i t.ion of the doctrine of revelation. Hartwell

(noting a similari~y of approach to that of N. Berdyaev)

summar.ises:

In the Triune God the Father and the Son are

united with one another through the Holy Spirit

in a living communion of mutual love, and the

eternal will of the Father is accepted, obeyed

and executed by the Son in the power of the Holy

Spirit ••.. God cannot only come to man in

His Son Jesus Christ, He can also be in man

through the Holy SPirit. 158

So Barth designates the Father as Creator, the Son as

Reconciler and the Holy Spirit as Redeemer, but insists

that in creation and in reconciliation and redemption

God is always at work in His three modes of being.

2.9 Two aspects of revelation, the objective and

subjective, are separately dealt with by Barth, even though

he regards them as one. These aspects, the external and

internal, have been part of theolog~cal discussion for many

years before Barth. Thus A.H. Strong records remarks by

Morell: "The Bible cannot in strict accuracy of language be

called a revelation, since a revelation always implies an
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, 11' , 1" . d" 159actual process of lnte 1gence In a lVlng mln •

For Earth there is a union between the objective and the

subjective aspects, but Jesus Christ is the objective

reality o~ the divine revelation, fourid not onlyih his in

carnation but in His entire life and work culminating in

His death and resurrection and ascension.

For Earth, Jesus Christ is the Son of God, a

dominant thought .in his theology. Under the head.ing

Very God and Very Man, Earth devotes some forty pages of

close exegesis to John 1:14. 160

2.10 Faith, for Earth, is closely bound to experience.

The Christian's experience is a sign of the reality of

revelation. The believer's life is changed and moulded by

this experience; but th.is is not directly perceptible to

man. Rather, it .is a reflex of his faith which in the first

instance is bestowed by the Holy Spirit and thereby confirms

him both in his faith and in the revelation that preceded

it or evoked it. Experience, however, cannot bestow this

confirmat.ion, though Jesus Christ can employ it as a sign

of confirmation.

In regard to Earth's idea of the character of faith

as experience, some scholars discern a "striking change of

tone" at this juncture. 161 Early passages in Earth suggest

that when we savingly believe, it is not we who believe

at all, but the Spirit in us. The later Earth, in Dogmatics,

is clearer when he asserts the connection between experience

and faith. "In faith men have an actual experience of the

Word of God and (nothing) ought now to prevent us from

taking this affirmation seriously, with all its conse

quences".162 He says that experience is to be tested by
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its relation to the believed Word of God~ cIf God calls

forth experience in us by His Word, and if we do not manu

facture the experience ourselves, then alone can it be
\

called right and true.

Barth is thus emphatic--in sketching the essential

character of revelation--to show that it is God and God

alone who acts to re-establish the broken relationship

between Himself and man; and that, unless the revelat.ion

is apprehended as such a restorative action, it is not

apprehended at all. This teaching from Barth offends human

pride, but Barth insists that true thinking concerning

revelation must give glory to Go~ alone, since all depends

on His sovereignty.

3. Barth on the Word of God in its Threefold Form.

When it .is asked what Barth has in mind by the term

the Word of God no simple answer is forthcoming. 163 Itis

difficult to find precision. For Barth the Word of God is

not something to be objectively handled, observed or class-

ified. It is, he holds, always an act of God, an event,

a miracle .in its own right; a particular event or act in

which God speaks His word, either through the Bible or

through the proclamation of His Word by the Church in Word

or sacrament. If we think of this Word merely as an im

partation of knowledge or information we miss the point.

It is action, decision, reconciliation, forgiveness, a word

of power that call us to obedience, yet it is a rational

event. In the final analysis, as he notes repeatedly,

the Word is the Lord Jesus Christ Himself. 164

Yet even this outline of it is inadequate. The Word

of God is shown in two main aspects, as follows:
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(.i) That which is found in the inner-trini tarian relations

where God the Father speaks to His Son in the eternal

mystery of His being.

(ii) The Word addressed by God to man in Jesus Christ,

which unveils the meaning of grace, since God need not have

spoken this at all. In this second aspect the Word of God,

says Barth, appears in three forms: (a) As the proclaimed

Word; (b) as the written Word; (c) as the revealed Word.

Each of these must be looked at briefly.

Does the existence of three forms of the Word of God

mean, in effect, three Words of God? No> says Barth, they

are one but they have a mutual relationship which he de-

scribes as follows:

The revealed Word of God we know only from the

Scripture adopted by Church proclamation or from

Church proclamation based on Scripture. The

wr.i ttep Word of God we know only through the

revelation which makes proclamation possible or

through the proclamation made possible by revela

tion.The proclaimed Word of God we know only

by knowing the revelation attested through

Scripture or by knowing the Scripture which
attests revelation. 165

If neither the words of the Bible nor the words used

An answer to this question involves some understanding

of Barth's concept of subjectivism not to be considered in

any detail now. In effect Barth teaches that since God

Himself cannot be known directly, therefore we cannot know
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the Word of God except indirectly, clothed "in the garments

of creaturely reality".166 Barth holds that whether we are

talking of Holy Scripture, or Church proclamation or sacra

ments, "we do not possess the Word of God otherwise than

in the mystery of its worldly form".167 This means that

God veils His Word in order to unveil it; the "worldly form"

being an iritegral part of the Word which, with its div.ine

content, has to be grasped "in their togetherness" to con

stitute the true Word of God. This grasp or knowledge is,

however, accomplished solely in faith and therefbre by

168grace.

Barth is therefore not suggesting, by his use of the

word Welthaftigkeit (worldly form) that the Word of God

is itself transparent or self-evident. Far from it. Man

as fallen is incapable of true knowledge of God; nor do his

innate capacities help him. Grace from God and faith aided

by the Holy Spirit are the essential prerequisites.

3.1 The Word of God as proclaimed, in Barth's thought.

Barth's elucidation is not immediately'clear when he

writes:

Real proclamation • . • means the Word of God
preached, and the Word of God preached means •
man's language about God on the basis of an

indication by God Himself fundamentally trans
cending all human causation, and so devoid of

all human basis, merely occurring as a fact and
requiring to be acknowledged. 169

Reduced to simplicity this is saying that preaching is

an event in which God is speaking through men. The Second

Helvetic Confession (1566) says, "When this Word of God is

now preached .in the Church by preachers lawfully called, we
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believe that the very Word of God is preached".170

Barth's emphas.is, however, lies on the concept of preaching

as an "event", which is consistent with his use of the word

in connection w.i th revelation. Yet proclamation is more

than this. The Word of God, according to Barth, "is the

object which as such must be given to proclamation, in order

that it may be real proclamat.ion" .171 The Word is the

commission under which proclamation is done. It is that

which constitutes or makes a man's word to be the very Word

of God; and God, only God, can make it to be such as He

pleases.

Barth makes the further point that the Word of God is

the judgment uin virtue of which proclamation can alone

become real proclamation".172 He elaborates:

Proclamation as such, as it takes place in

preaching and sacrament, presupposes that neither

the nature of the object nor the situation or

desire of the speaker are or can be so clear to

any man as to put him in a position to make a

judgment as to its truth. If there is a judgment

at all of Church proclamation as such, it must be

formed from a different point of view. We mean

and signify precisely th.is fundamentally differ

ent point of view of the judgment upon proclam
ation as such when we acknowledge it to be the
Word of God. 173

3.2 The Written Word of God in Barth's Thought.

Barth's explanation is that the Church's message is

spoken either by way of recollection of something in the

past or in expectation of something in the future, or both.

The ground of the expectation and the object of the recollec

tion are, he says, obviously identical. He writes:
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We speak--hoping for what we cannot see, for what

we cannot assume to be present--of a realised

proclamation, of a Word of God proclaimed in the

Church; on the basis that God's Word has already

been spoken, that revelation has already taken

place. We therefore speak in recollection. 174

What is the meaning of this recollection of revelation

that has already taken place? It includes the recollection

that God has already spoken once for all in Jesus Christ
I

in the incarnation (which is in history but not of it).

The Church does not draw her message from her own submerged

consciousness but speaks as the canonical Scriptures--

witnessing to a unique event-- pr Qmpt .and guide her to do so.

The Bible is thus the written Word of God in so far as it is

a witness to the revelation in Jesus Christ.

As the written Word it is attested in Holy Scripture

but not identical with it. Barth denies an identity

between the words of the Bible as written or preached by

the Church, with the Word of God. Indeed, by the action of

God in unique revelation they may become so, and then are

the Word of God in letter and in truth, as God pleases. 175

Scripture is therefore neither the Church's creation

nor her private possession. The Church, in Scripture, is

being addressed. Mackintosh comments in connection w.i th Barth:

The Bible is the canon or rule of preaching for
the definite reason that it imposes itself, as
such, in virtue of its content. Thus we can say
that the Bible is God's Word in so far as He

speaks through .it; and this He does--for the

thing always is His act--when a portion of it

lays hold of us in God's name and by the working
of His Spirit. In that concrete happening it

becomes God's Word to us ... ever and again. 176
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When, as Barth expresses it, "the Bible has reached out

to man (it) therefore becomes God's Word in this event". 177

3.3 The Revealed Word of God .in Barth's Thought.

Here Barth expresses his meaning in an argument that

may be condensed as follows:

The Bible, he says, is the "concrete medium by which

the Church recalls God's revelation in the past, is called

to expect revelation in the future, and is thereby challenged,

empowered, and guided to proclaim r,.178 Thus the Bible is

not itself or in itself God's past revelation; no more than

Church proclamation is in itself the expected future revel-

ation. Nevertheless, the Bible, as it speaks and is heard

as God's Word, "attests the past revelation". By attesting

revelation the Bible is the Word of God, and by promising

revelation, proclamation is the Word of God. The promise in

proclamation, however, rests on the attestation of the

Bible. Barth says: "Therefore the decisive relation

between the Church and revelation is the attestation of it

by the Bible".179

In summary, the Bible must never be identified with

the revelation itself. Or, expressed in other terms, as

printed matter the Bible is not identical with God's Word,

though at any moment God may choose to make it so; which

actually happens when the Bible functions as a witness.

Barth's frequent emphasis on the Word of God as an

"event", and that where it occurs revelation and Scripture

are one in fact, is the chief characteristic of his writing

on the revealed Word of God. 180 He writes:

The revelation upon which the Biblical witnesses

gaze, looking and witnessing away from themselves,
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is, purely formally, different from the word of

the witnesses just in the way in which an event

is different from the best and most faithful

t " b t "t 181narra lve a ou l .

When the Word of God is an event, it and revelation
I

become one, yet are not the same thing. Under such circum-

stances we must regard revelation as primarily superior,

and "the Bible primarily as the subordinate principle".

As noted before, Barth insists that revelation

engenders the Scripture which attests it, as •.•

the 'burden' laid upon the apostles and prophets

. . . as the event of inspiration in which they

became speakers and writers of the Word of God. 182

The prophets were not self-appointed vehicles of past revel

ation. The revelation of God happened apart from their

existence. What has generated Scripture and what Scripture

attests, did, finally, once for all, happen.

4. Scripture as a Witness to Divine Revelation in

Barth's Thought

This topic has been outlined under the heading of

Barth's position on the Written Word of God. Part Two of his

first volume of Chur~h Dogmatics contains a lengthy (280 pp.)

chapter on Holy Scripture, the first sub-section of which

is devoted to the witness aspect of Holy Scripture. Its

argument., substantially, is an elaborat.ion of what is found

in the first part. Further points deserving of notice are

made as follows:

4.1 Barth's major concern appears to be whether the

Church recognises the "superior authority confronting the

proclamation of the Church" , namely the extent to which it

and Scripture are a witness to divine revelation. He calls
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this witness a "sign". He wr.i tes:

It has proved itself a true sign. It has shown

us something. It has in fact indicated a higher,

judicial, decisive authority superior to all the

proclamation wh.ich takes place in the Church and

can claim the authority of the Church. Does the

Church recognise th.is authority? Does it, there

fore, recognise the concrete significance of the
Bible as the sign which points to th.is authority?183

For Barth, the statement that the Bible is the witness

of Divine revelation, is based on the fact that the Bible

has answered our qu.estion about the revelation of God, and

has brought before us the lordship of the triune God. This

latter is a favoured and meaningful phrase for Barth.

4.2 Again Barth is at pains to emphasise the distinc-

tion between the witness and the fact. We do well, he says,

to pay attention to this distinction. It involves a l.imit-

ation: we d.ist.ingu.ish the Bible as such from revelation.

A 't ' t 'd t' 1 'th th t t h' h 't t t'f' 184Wl ness lS no 1 en lca Wl a 0 w lC 1 es l~les.

For Barth the emphasis is constant: the Bible gives us

"human words written in human speech" as a witness. Yet this

witness still has something of positive value. The words of

prophets and apostles written in the Bible are still alive

for us "as the immediate and direct recipients of revelation,

by which they speak to us".185 That .is, w~1.en the Word of

God becomes so by reason of an "event ll , we becomeirnmediate

and c.irect recipients of revelation.

In summarising the three forms of the Word of God as

Barth perceives them, the Revealed Word establishes the

written and the preached Word. Barth finds their mutual

relationships analogous to those of the three Persons in

the Trinity.
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It seems, therefore, futile to expect a universally

applicable answer to the question: What is the Word of God?

God and His Word are not presented to us in the same way as

our exper.ience of natural and historical entit.ies or con

cepts. Neither by introspection nor by anticipation can we

determine what God is, nor, for that matter, what His Word

is. God must always repeat it afresh to us since it is al

ways in the process of "becoming".

One may, at this juncture, recognise the clash between

Barth and lithe old Protestant idea that Scripture is a fixed

total of revealed propositions to be systematized like the

sections of a legal corpus ll
•
186 God is not bound to it, but

it is bound to Him, and He has free disposal of the verbal

character of Holy Scripture. Nowhere .is God more a Person

than in His Word.

F.inally, for Barth, "God's Word" means God speaks.

He calls this lithe purpos.iveness of the Word of God" .187

We know the Word only as it is addressed to us, is directed

to us and comes home to us, though this fact is cy no means

- self-evident. When God speaks and His Word is heard a

unique divine action has taken place.

4.3 Some preliminary observations

There is much to learn from Barth's theology of the

Word of God; this despite the fact that his route to a

conclusion seems often circuitous. Ultimately ore is led

to understand:

Ca) That the Word of God is finally Jesus Christ

and in Him God speaks once and for all as to His judgment

and His grace. The historic Jesus forms a crucial element

in Barth's theological outlook, as he makes clear. 188
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(b) That the Word of God, and the revelation of God,

occurs (happens) rather than exists; is an event rather than

an historical process or :::,ecord. "In that concrete happen-

ing it becomes God's Word to us • and it is to its

b · . this bec(lffiing that the tiny word 'is' relates". 189elng .In

(c) That the event is always unique, occurr.ing be

tween God and the individual person (not mankind in

generai). Revelation" comes to"be in two ways: in the

once-for-all form of Incarnation; and .in its repeated appre-

hensi on of indiv.iduals. God spoke in Jesus, yet through

Jesus he is always speaking 2new to men.

(d) That the Bible .is not to be confused or equated

with revelation or the Word of God, though it may become so

as God, in grace, determines to make it so. Both the Bible

and the proclamation, of the Church are the result of human

activities, and on that account they are merely the word of

man and not the Word of God, unless God makes of them an

"event".190

Finally, in our consideration of Barth, there are four

positions on Scripture he clearly rejects:

(i) The Roman Catholic position in which Scripture

is seen as subordinate to the Church and its authority is

balanced alongside tha~ of tradition.

(ii) The traditional Protestant position, with its idea

that Scripture is a fixed total of revealed propositions

which const,i tute an unvarying mimimum of truths essenti21

to the faith. 191

(iLi) The neo-Protestant position, which identifies

revelation with history.

(iv) Mysticism, which, says Barth, like orthodoxy,
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holds to a completed revelation, and finished revelation,

he says, is no revelation. The Holy Spirit does not speak

through "holy history" or "holy psychological datum".19
2

For Barth these positions on Scripture are insufficient

and not activistic. They seek for a direct revelation of

God either in history or experience. By contrast, revelation

is one contemporaneous act by which God speaks to us, along

with His speech to prophets and apostles. The Church's

task is to discover in the Bible the primary form of the

revelation.

There are some similarities between Barth and evangel-

ical Protestant orthodoxy, such as the stress on Divine

grace and sovereignty. Yet there are also differences that

make for a gulf between traditional orthodoxy and Barth's

theology of the Word of God. One must, therefore, return to

Schaeffer's position by way of understanding his opposition

to Barth.

5. Reasons for Schaeffer's Opposition to Barth's Teaching.

Having encountered the results of Barthian teaching

du~ing an early 1950s ministry in SWitzerland, as related in

Edith Schaeffer's L'Abri, Schaeffer opposed it on the

following grounds:

5.1 Barthian neo-orthodoxy uses words and terms

wi thout careful definit.ion of their content, such as "Jesus

Christ", "resurrection", "Word of God", "revelat.ion", etc.

He protests:

The New Theology seems to have an advantage over

secular existentialism because it uses words that

have strong connotations as they are rooted in the

memory of the race; words like 'resurrection',

'crucifixion', 'Christ', 'Jesus'. These words
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g.ive an illusion of communication. The importance

of these words to the new theologian lies in the

illusion of communication, plus the highly

motivated. reaction men have on the basis of the

connotation of these words. One hears the
word 'Jesus', ••• but it is never defined. 193

Schaeffer goes further by saying that the use of such

words (as Quoted above) is always in the area of the non

logical, the irrational and that they are separated from

history and the cosmos and are impossible to verify in the

area of "downstairs" reason. 194

This objection by Schaeffer is, however, difficult to

sustain. To say, as some critics supporting Schaeffer

might do, that Barth is so negative to the historical Jesus

that it would make no real difference to faith if it could

be shown that he had never lived, is a serious misrepresent-

ation of Barth. Barth's exposition of the Apostles' Creed

contradicts the critics and makes it plain that the historic

Jesus is crucial to his theological outlook, while in his

Dogmatics he makes this Quite clear. 195

The answer to the problem lies in a closer examination

of what Barth means by "histor.ical". Th8 ultimate basis for

faith, Barth teaches, is behind and beyond externally per-

cept.ible history, and wh.ile Schaeffer would not agree with

th.is he disposes of the problem too easily by saying that

in Barth words like "Jesus" are never defined. This is

manifestly not the case.

5.2 Schaeffer objects that Barth has made a sharp

separation between the Scriptures and the "Word of God";

a position unacceptable to traditional Protestant orthodoxy,

where the two were eQuated. In the Barthian position there

is no essential,inherent connection between the two, and
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only the sovereign action of God at a particular moment

makes such an identity possible and actual.

Schaeffer regarded this teaching as destructive both

of the historical basis of Scripture and its content, as

also of its autho-rity and educative function .in the area of

Christian doctrine. One cannot make a textbook, he felt,

out of a book whose authority has been undermined .in advance.

5.3 Schaeffer charged neo-orthodoxy with having

encouraged or ignored the "older liberal" 196 view o( .errors

in Scripture. This it did by regarding the historical con-

tent of Scripture or its accuracy as unimportant compared

wi th the use God chooses to make of it when He acts .in

revelation. Thus the whole question of the inerrancy of

Scripture, in wh.ich Schaeffer was so intensely involved,

was swept overboard as being irrelevant, or in practice

absurd. It is clear that such a position was anathema to

Schaeffer, especially in his situation as a leader in

traditional evangelical orthodoxy. The earlier discussion

~n Schaeffer in relation to the inerrancy debate of his

time is illustrative of this point.

5.4 Schaeffer also held that Barthianism destroyed the

historical basis of Protestant orthodoxy by his views on

Scripture, and he comments:

In recent years it is often said that Karl Barth

has changed his views. If this is so then all

could be cared for easily by his writing one more

book amongst his many books and, while he is yet

living, making it known that his views on Scrip

ture, his lack of a space-time Fall and his

implicit universalism have been publicly repud

iated. In the light of his crucial influence

as the originator of the new theology or his wide
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publication, it would seem difficult to think
that anything less could meet his responsibility

before God and men. If he did this many of us

would truly rejoice. 197

Barth is not known to have disavowed his essential

theological beliefs and between his view and that of

Schaeffer, in respect of Scripture, therefore, there is a

considerable gulf. Schaeffer was committed to objectively

verifiable (what he called "space-time") history for his

understanding of the contemporary world and for the found-

ation of his hermeneutics. Any other kind of interpretation.

of the significance of history meant that, for Schaeffer,

Bible events were left suspended in space.

5.5 Schaeffer resisted Earth on the grounds that his

early apparent concurrence with Kierkegaard in regard to the

"leap of faith,,198 gave to his theology a quality ofirration-

ality. Schaeffer admits that after the first edition of

Earth's Romans he renounced any debt to Kierkegaard.

"However, still believi:r.g the higher critical theories, his

'leap' still continued to be the base of his optimistic

answers".199 As Kierkegaard with his leap opened the door

to the existential leap in general, so "Karl Earth opened

the door to the existential leap .in theology. As in other

d.isciplines, the basic issue is the shift in epistemology!!. 200

In Schaeffer's later books he continues to charge

Kierkegaard with being responsible for introducing an

existential methodology, with Earth named as its heir.

With Karl Earth the existential methodology and
the dichotomy were accepted in theology. After

the older theological liberalism had failed,

Earth stepped into the vacuum with his Kierkegaard
ian theology.201
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Schaeffer insists that for many modern theologians,

even if they reject the 'God is dead' type of clich~, certain

other things are dead. Because they reject what he calls

propositional truth (God-given truth that may be exp:ressed

in the form of propositions) "for them all content about

God is dead and all assurance ofa personal God is dead ll
•
202

One is left with contentless religious words plus emotions

still evoked by certain traditional phraseology.

5.6 Schaeffer further opposes Earth on the grounds

of what he feels is Barth's deficient Christology. For

Schaeffer, the Christ of the New Testament is rooted in the

Christ of the Old Testament and the history of God's dealings

with Israel. Christ is revealed as the Eternal Son of the

Eternal Father.

As to the deity of Christ there can be no encounter

with Barth. One needs to read Barth's detailed study on

the Trinity to understand this. 203 For Barth, however,

the historical Jesus so aVidly sought by others is of

subordinate importance and it is in any event impossible

to obtain accurate information about Him. Yet the signifi-

cance of Jesus lies in the Cross where, as Barth believes,

all the inadequacy of our humanity is manifest.

Schaeffer is concerned that while cross and resurrec-

tion are terms used in evangelical orthodoxy, this does not

prevent neo-orthodoxy from using them with different

. . . d 204meanlngs ln mln •

5.7 Finally, Schaeffer opposes Barth because of what

he sees as diminished views on the authority of Scripture.

The careful but convoluted Barthian argument about revelation
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and the witness of Scripture to its reality, runs counter

to all Schaeffer believed and taught. His understanding of

the witness of the Spirit to the truth of Scripture came

into prominence at the start of his Christian life.
205

He

saw the Sp.iri t as a witness to Scriptur e, not Scr.ipture as

a witness to revelation. Schaeffer felt that the entire

trend of Barthian thought, despite its massive intellectual

appeal, tended to denigrate the Scriptures. It made the

Bible no more than an instrument Ca human word) in a series

of unpredictable, inexplicable existential encounters, in-

stead of being a daily, living voice from God. The

Schaeffers' entire lifestyle and their habit of obtaining

daily guidance from God through prayer and the Bible was

based on the presupposi t.ion that God had spoken through his

word. 206 Revelation, for Schaeffer, was a divinely accom-

plished fact and not a series of divinely planned "happenings"

on a one-to-one basis.

6. Some Conclusions to be Drawn

In this chapter the current theological climate, best

represented by Barth, has been under consideration. It

seems that Schaeffer is not-avers~ to gene±ali~ations about

what he calls "the new theology", yet he does recognise the
,

tremendous "divers.ity with.in the unity of the new the ology"

of which Barth is the most representative. 207 While he

attempts to deal with aL identifiable theological climate

Schaeffer .is .inclined to be weak on specifics wh.ich are

the essence of true analysis.

By way of analogy Schaeffer argues that the Reformers

were confronted with a total system under Rome's leadership.

They could not deny the presence of true Christians within
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the Roman Catholic Church, nor did they fail to discern

differences within various Roman Catholic Orders. Yet

they knew that the underlying system unifying the whole

was in opposition to biblical teaching. Today, Schaeffer

argues, evangelical orthodoxy is once more confronted with

a !l system"--not, indeed, a visible organisat.ion but consist

ing of an overwhelming consensus--"a methodology accepted

by theologians on every side".208 Tt is true, he says,

that one may get some insights into detail from some

theologians--Bultmann for example; indeed, some splendid

exegesis in particulars can be found in him. Yet the system

as a system is in error.

Schaeffer tries to illustrate his point about the

fundamental error of the "syst em" by referring to the fail-

ures of philosophy which took place several decades earl.ier

than the crisis in theology. When the old liberal German

theologians began to accept the presuppositions of the uni-

formity of natural causes as a closed sy~tem, the downward

trend had begun. The miraculous and the supernatural fell

by the way. Thus the philosophers "falledin the same way

that the rationalistic philosophers had failed • • . caught

in a round room without an eXit". 209 Instead of returning

to the biblical position of the Reformation, says Schaeffer,

"they chose a third way . . . a way which had been unthink-

able to educated man before this, and which involved the

division of the ccncept of truth". 210

Theology followed philosophy because the surrounding

consensus of thought was comfortably normative. Thus

every-thing was in readiness for Earth and neo-orthodoxy

when the time came. Earth's new teaching was merely a
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final earthquake that destroyed an edifice already weak

ened from within. 211 The answers of neo-orthodoxy were

not new. What existential philosophy had heen saying in

secular language, neo-orthodoxy was now saying in theolo-

gical language.

It may appear as if Schaeffer's opposition to Barth

~rose exclusively from his loyalty to evangelical orthodoxy

in regard to Scripture, but this is only partly true. His

dispute with neo-orthodoxy is broader-based than first seems

to be the case.: He views Barth as the man who opened the

door to an existential leap in theology but contends that

"the basic issue is the shift in epist-emology". 212 Others,

says Schaeffer, have followed Barth:

••• men like Reinhold Niebuhr, Paul Tillich,

Bishop John Robinson, Alan Richardsan and all

the new theologians. They may differ in details,

but their struggle is the same • • • it is the

struggle of modern man who has given up a unif.ied

field of knowledge. 213

Such broad general.isations ("all the new theologi2ons")

have only a l.imi ted persuasive power since Schaeffe-r makes

no attempt to prove his case by c.etailing vvhat individual

"new theologians" actually taught.

Schaeffer is not unaware of the opportunity in today's

world for the success of the new theology. He says it

stands to play a leading role, especially in the social

sphere. Discussing "T oday IS OFPortunity for the New Theologyli

he writes:

There are reasons why this is the moment for the

new theology to take a privileged place in our

culture, a place theology has not enjoyed for

a long time. It may become a leader in tomorrow's
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affairs.
For some time society has been in danger of

losing all sociological form. • . . As the old

sociolog.1cal forms have been swept away, new ones

must be found. . • •
The time, therefore, does seem r.ight for this new

theology to give the needed sociological forms

and motivations ..• The new theology has some
. 214-

stron~ advantages.

Schaeffer's discernment here is a mixture of pred.iction,

warning and seeming approvrll. The advantages given to

current theology as seen to be the following:

(i) The existing vocabulary of Western culture is a

ready-made instrument and easier to use than new and un

traditional words. It is easier to give new meanings to

old words than to find a new religious vocabulary.

(ii) The new theologians, says Schaeffer, control

almost every large Protestant denomination, plus a large

segment of progressive Roman Catholicism. This gives them

access to a huge organisational and linguistic continuity.

(iii) People in our culture are already becoming accus-

tomed to accepting non-defined, contentless religious words

and symbols without rational or historical control. "Such

words and symbols", says Schaeffer, "are ready to be filled

with the content of the moment. The words 'Jesus' or

'Christ' are the most ready for the manipulator".215

Schaeffer feels that the new theology nQW has the

opportunity of supply.ing sod_ety \'Ii th "an endless stream

of :::::,eligiously mot.ivated absolutes" and says that Hit is

against such manipulated semantic. mysticism that we do ve~y

well to prepare ourselves, our children and our spiritual

children".216
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Schaeffer may well have been right in his contention

(c. 1968) that the terms "Jesus" and "Christ", among others,

might be open to future manipulation. But by whom? Such

words, as indeed many others from the Christian vocabulary,

are exposed to the same danger if and when they are separat

ed from their biblical-historical context.

If Schaeffer intended his general censure concerning

manipulation to apply to Barth or neo-orthodoxy then he was

being altogether too imprecise. He certainly does not deal

either fully or fairly with Barth's position and might even

be accused by some of expressing a simplistic view of it.

This will be discussed as part of the general criticism

and evaluation of Schaeffer that forms the substance of

the final chapter of this thesis.

In Schaeffer's attempt to gain some theological

persppctive from history he has some success. His handicap,

it appears, is that in the broad survey of the intellectual

landscape he overlooks or .ignores important detail and

significant distinctions between things that differ. In

his judgment of Barth, it seems, this tendency .is present.
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CHAPTER 3

The Present Ethical and Cultural Climate in

Schaeffer's Interpretative Thought

There are [';ood reasons why ethics and culture should be

linked in a study of Schaeffer's thought; not because they

are indistinguishable but because in the context of Western

man's decline they are inseparable. Schaeffer's interest in

the devaluation of modes of thought (philosophy) and modes

of conduct (ethics) betrays a deep anxiety: the fear that

monolithic culture, spreading with gTeat speed, will irrepar-
. 1 .

ably damage all good moral action; a process already begun.

I. The Moral Basis of Western Ethics and Culture

Schaeffer regards the Christian moral basis of past

Western culture as no longer dis~inctive of today's Western

ism. A twentieth century departure from Christianity is

now paralleled by world-wide ethical and cultural revolt.

Propositional truth is being abandoned and being rapidly

followed, Schaeffer believes, by ethical erosions. 2

1. How ethical erosions are taking place

Deviations are indicated in changes taking place in

concepts of public and private morality. Schaeffer thinks

the whole concept of law has changed; that in America

people now live under arbitrary or sociological laws poten-

tially affecting everything in life, "including who should

live and who should die".3 Whereas a previously-existing

Christian consensus held that no majority and no elitist

group was absolute, cont$mporary practices such as abortion,

infanticide and euthanasia are now based entirely on the
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personal preferences or the moral framework established by

a minority, subsequently entrenched in laws.

For example, Schaeffer says, we are faced today "with

a flood·of personal cruelty,,4 based on a modern humanistic

view of man. The same humanism is fascinated by the power

to manipulate human nature, such as is found .in genetic

eng.ineering and what Johnson calls "soc.ial engineering" of

large masses of people. 5

The virtual abandonment of the propositional truth that

man is made in the image o~ God has led to serious ethical

deteriorat.ionin regard to attitudes towards children.

Schaeffer cites the increase of child abuse, sexual abuse,

incest and exposure of ch.ildren to pornography, but his

concern is as much with public apathy to these evils as

with the abuses themselves. In support of Schaeffer, Harry

Giarretto, Director of the Child Sexual Abuse Centre in

San Jose, California, says that incest is "an epid.emic in

America" (1979).6 Schaeffer says there is no outcry against

it and cites the wards of Dr Irwin Hedlener who said: "If

child abuse were polio, the whole country would be up in

arms looking for a solution".7

Schaeffer's historicist approach means a generally

long introduction on his part to problems of modernity.

His basic, famil.iar "staircase" diagram supports this.

Each downward step represents a stage in time. 8 At times

he appears to be more attentive to Westernism's past than

to its present, as may be shown by the content of his book

How Should We Then Live? Its analysis of the causes of

decline is not always matched by a commensurate and similar

examination of current ethical-cultural-religious trends.
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A further problem is his seemingly arbitrary choice

of illustrative examples from the art and music worlds.

This applies to the persons selected and to specific works

of art, music and literature. To the art critic this is a

fault, yet the world of the arts offers so great a variety

to the critic that an arbitrary element in choosing illustra-

tive examples seems inevitable; but it does not make a

thorough and systematic examination of Schaeffer's topics

easy.

2. Schaeffer's concern about a monolithic culture

His starting point is that the post-Christian world

is threatened by a monolithic secular culture. He says:

Today the world is small and it is very possible

to have a monolithic culture spreading rapidly

and influencing great sections of mankind • . •

As the world has shrunk, and as it has become

post-Christian, both sides of the Iron Curtain

have followed the same methodology.9

Our perspective, Schaeffer feels, has been clouded by

modern forms of specialised education that cause our pre-

occupation with parts to obscure the dimensions of the whole.

True education meanS "thinking by association across the

various disciplines", therefore a Christian thinker must take

trouble to understand the links between various disciplines

in order to know "what confronts him antagonistically in

his own moment of history".lO

The assertion that the world is now basically "post

Christian" is not difficult to sustain. A great deal of

Western literature clearly supports Schaeffer's view. To

take but one authoritative sampling: In a survey of one

hundred "key books from England, France and America, 1880-
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1950", done by the distinguished literary critic Cyril

d T · 11 1 • t . flConnolly for the London Sun ay lmes, numanlS In uence

is seen to be the dominant characteristic of our time. The

critic simply assumes that the modern movement is essential-

ly humanist. Among his chosen authors are some few tradi-

tionalists from the religious (Christian) fold. For the

most part, however, his key books are representative of a

modern atheist and humanist spirit. Joseph Wood Krutch of

Columbia University, assessing Connolly's selections, says of

them that while some are neither beatnik, sadistic or sex-

ually perverse, "at least a half--and perhaps two-thirds-

might, I think, be classified as guideposts to perdition".12

3. ~Dat contemporary popular reading reflects

Contemporary modernism, as reflected in popular reading

material, is further described by Krutch as "the tendency to

elevate raw sexual experience to a position of supreme im-

portance, so that the Quest for the Holy Grail becomes a

quest for the perfect orgasm ll •
13 Other characteristics are

homosexuality, drugs, nihilism and the drive to self-destruc-

tion. All come under Schaeffer's scrutiny. Sometimes the

philosophic and theological causes he advances seem to lack
/

close connection; yet they are there. Although Schaeffer

avoids the crudities of some reformers, he leaves no doubt

about the cause and effect mechanism which, he feels,

threatens_our civilisation because of its apostasy. Pamela

Hansford Johnson wrote of this:

When the Sermon on the Mount was bundled into the

dustbin a moral vacuum was created: and the

liberal humanists have not succeeded in filling

it •.• They have been unable to offer an alter

native faith to the one they have renounced,
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except for faith in the beneficial effects of

total permissiveness in every form of cUlture. 14

In the line with this reasoning Schaeffer contends that

ethical and cultural development is a logical process that

follows changes in man's thought. "People's presuppositions

lay a gr"id for all they bring forth into the external world.

(These) also provide the basis for their values • •• ,,15

11. Ethical and Philosophical Meaning in Modern Art

All true art, says Schaeffer,is an expression of

philosophic significance, but whereas philosophy itself

in the formal sense--the "first step in-the line of despair

--touched only a few people; art, the second step, touched

many more".16

There is fundamental agreement among thinkers as to

the impact of art upon philosophy, and the influence of

changing philosophical concepts upon art, music and lit-

erature. Schaeffer's attitude to changing art is one of

concern for the dev~luation of Christianity that might

accompany or follow such movements. By implication he is

a pessimist, except in so far as his hope for a revival of

Christian values may bring with it a restoration of greatness

in the world of the arts.

Psychologist and art critic Erich Neumann, a penetrating

analyst of meaning in modern art, is more optimistic as to

the future of art as a whole. He writes:

JJespite all the despair and darkness which are
still more evident in us and our art than the

secret forces of the new birth and the new syn

thesis, we must not forget that no epoch, amid the

greatest danger to its eXistence, has shown so
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much readiness to burst the narrow limits of its

horizon and open itself to the great power which

is striving to rise out of the unknown, here and
everywhere in the world. l ?

Neumann's optimism comes from a direction other than

that of Christian hope, but finds its source in a confidence

in man. He looks ahead to a time when, despite all menaces

such as nuclear war, "every act of d estruct.ion w.ill be

answered by a rebuilding, in which the unity of everything

18human will be affirmed more strongly than ever". His

special emphasis, moreover, is on the "creat.ive unconscious"

of man who produces art forms rather than on deliberate

statements of philosoph.ic signif.icance with which Schaeffer

is chiefly, though not exclusively, concerned. Although

Schaeffer does not express himself in terms of the psychol-

ogical so much as the philosophical or ethical, he would

agree with Neumann's' statBment~th~t

there is in modern art a psychic current which

descends like a waterfall into the chasm of the

unconscious, into a nonobjective, impersonal

world. With their animism that brings to life

the inner world and the realm of participation

mystique, many of (certain works, including

some of Picasso) are charged with a demonic force
that can suddenly leap out at the over~lelmed and

terrified beholder at any time, in any place. 19

For an orthodox evangelical, Schaeffer's interest in

art along with his knowledge of it owed m~ch to his long

friendship with Professor Hans Rookmaaker of the Free

University, Amsterdam. 20 Rookmaaker's standard treatise,

Modern Art and the Death of a. CUlture 21 is the obviously

authoritative basis for Schaeffer's beliefs on the philo-
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sophy of art. So, in discussing a.painting of the 'Madonna,

Rookmaaker's quoted view .is also Schaeffer' s:

Such a painting is much more than just decoration,

or a memory of an event, or a didactic statement

about the structure of a situation. The painting

is loaded with religious meaning. It is crucial

that we understand this . • • It has often been

more lo~ded than is justified by its being art.

• . • And this was not only because of its subject

matter, but more often than not simply because it

made visible a particular view of life and the

world and expressed deeply-felt values and

truths. 22

The phrase "deeply-felt values and truths" refers to

a consc.ious thought process, whereas Neumann' s emphasis .is

different, as he says:

Hodern pa.intings are no museum pieces. Since

they are not primarily the product of a directing

consciousness, they can only be effective and

fru.i tful when the beholder h.imself .is in an

adequate psychic situation--that is, not centered

in his ego consciousness but turned toward his

own unconscious, or at least open to it. 23

As Schaeffer understands art,it may reflect philo

sophical change·'or . initiate it. It might draw attention

to embryonic change, thereby giving it definition and con

firming its reality. Schaeffer believed that art provided

"a doorway into the line of despair,,24 which he illustrates

by the Impressionists.

A. Schaeffer's View of Impressionism

When the Impressionists began they did not regard

themselves as rebels against classic concepts. 25 They were

.in fact more int erested in a study of light, as was Turner

with his landscapes. Realism and Romanticism were phases
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that preceded the Impressionists; the former attempting to

paint "things as they are" while the latter gave a new

dimension by adding idealism. Rookmaaker comments on

realism in reference to Goya's painting The Execution of

Spaniards by the French, 3 May, 1808, and he writes: "We

simply see men being shot and others doing the shooting . • •

the sole facts are the ones we see".26 There is no moral-

ising, no "message".

Impress.ionists brought a change. The way was prepared

for them, says Schaeffer, by a "curious twist in the way

naturalists were painting". The Yiewer comes to the pic-

ture, and wh.ile on the one hand he sees what the artist is

painting, on the other he asks h.imself whether or not there

is meaning behind what he sees. Such questioning, thinks

Schaeffer, was a kind of pointer to the fact that art had

become sterile. 27 It also posed a challenge to naturalism

and eventually paved the way for Impressionism which created

a new dimension among painters and critics.

The artists responsible for a break-through were Claude

Monet (1840;..1926) and Pierre Auguste Renoir (1841-1919),

soon followed by Camille Pissaro (1834-1917). These men

were all great artists who "painted only what their eyes

brought them", but this raised the question as to whether

there was reality behind the light waves reaching the eyes. 28

The artists called their work "following nature".

In 1885, however, Claude Monet took a bold sten towards
J:

modern art. He reasoned that one cannot know whether or

not there is reality behind the sensations we receive;

though the sensations themselves are very real. So he did
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a series of paintings in one spot, but in varying conditions:

rain, snow, morning, afternoon. Naturalistic as these were,

their effect was almost ghost-like, immaterial, a world

that induced sensations. The trees by a river that he paint-

ed had a semblance of reality, but, says Rookmaaker, "the

reality does not seem so real".29 Monet's series included

Poplars at Giverny, Sunrise, now displayed in the Museum of

Modern Art, New York. It illustrates what both Rookmaaker

and Schaeffer wish to convey, namely that Impressionism

opened the door for art to become the vehicle for modern

thought. 30 This applies equally to sculpture as an art form

making philosophical statements.

Yet neither Schaeffer nor Rookmaaker as his mentor

explains the change to Impressionism except in elementary

terms of a venture into something new. Neumann probes more

deeply into the creative unconscious by saying that the

system of consciousness in the artist is replaced "by the

anonymous vitality of the flowing unconscious, of the creat

i ve force in nature and the psyche". 31 -This process, he

says is evident in the landscapes of the Impressionists.

"The transformation begins with the outside world, which

becomes psychic and gradually loses its objective charac

ter" and becomes a psychic symbol. 32 He continues:

Through participation mystique this psychic

symbol has a closer, more effective, and more

inward contact with the segment of the world to

which it relates than a naturalistic, objective

picture, dictated by consciousness and 'made'
with detachment. 33

Modern paintings, therefore, may well contain a strange

mixture, a unity of world and psyche floating in a continuum.
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B. Post-Impressionism and its search for reality

The post-Impressionists, says Schaeffer, "attempted to

solve the problem by trying to find the way back to reality,

to the absolute behind the individual things".34 The problem

related to the loss of universals that was never reversed,

even though they tried without success to achieve a syn

thesis. It was not that post-Impressionists always conscious-

ly expressed their philosophy of life in painting, but that

their work as a whole reflected their world view.

Schaeffer had four post-Impressionists chiefly in mind:

Paul C~zanne (1839-1906, Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890),

Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) and Georges Seurat (1859-1901).

These talented great painters were among the pillars of the

modern art establ.ishment. As Leonardo ])a Vinc.i had tried to

do centuries before them, they also strove to find a univers-

al in their art. What the philosopher was attempting within

the scope of the whole universe, these men endeavoured to

do within the limits of their canvasses. Schaeffer says:
I

"Art became"the vehicle for modern man's view of the frag-

mentation of truth and life".35 Philosophy had moved from

unity into fragmentation at an earlier period; now the"

process was carried into the field of painting. Schaeffer

writes:

The fragmentation shown in post-Impressionist

paintings was parallel to the loss of hope for a

unity of knowledge in philosophy. It was not just
a new technique in painting. It expressed a

Id . 36wor Vlew.

In this opinion Schaeffer is supported by Rookmaaker

whose work Modern Art describes the post-Impressionists we
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have listed here. Although t~ey are grouped together,

there is considerable diversity among them and it requires

the finely tuned expertise of the art critic to analyse

this; which skill was beyond that of Schaeffer's training. 37 .

Certainly some of the work of the post-Impressionist

school, such as Vincent van Gogh, had great beauty. Though

he was not concerned with an accurate representation of nat-

ural objects he painted his own poetic, emotional reaction:

his vision--trees like flame, mountains like waves of a

great sea--everythingin bright, strong colours. True, he

believed in reality but painted only his personal reaction,

"hoping to reach a deep and general truth, and longing to

bring joy to ordinary people, for he was strongly attracted

to the ideals of socialism, as were most of the impressionist

and post-impressionist painters".38

Van Gogh, tragically dead by suicide at 37, never

reached his pot of gold at the foot of the rainbow. His

personal mental torment defied description. His dreams of

starting a new artistic community in ArIes, or of founding

a new religion, were shattered by his se~aration from his

friend Paul Gauguin (who went to Tahiti to champion the cause

of the noble savage but was ultimately disillusioned). In

Van Gogh, Schaeffer sees a man in whom "the death of hope in

man had taken place", and one whose letters cause one "to

weep for the pain of this sensitive man".39

What Schaeffer is saying has been expressed in greater

depth and detail by others. Neumann writes about the sense

of isolation, forlornness, homelessness and alienation that

takes hold of the artist for 'whom the security of the

cultural canon of his time has disap~eared. The twentieth
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century has produced a great number of isolated individuals

who have, each one, felt the necessity of starting from

the very beginning. 40 This was equally true of seme of

, V r< 1 G . dtheir predecessors, such as Cezanne, an ~ogn, auguln, an

of Matisse and Picasso. Neumann says of them:

Each of them is a world in himself, endeavouring

alone to ward off the chaos that menaces him or

to give it form, each with his own characteristic

desp eration. . • And the profound anxj.ety, the

sense of insecurity, u~rootertness, and world
dissolution, at work in thesp painters also move

LL'modern composers and poets ... '-

Although Schaeffer expresses himself in other terms,

based on his Christian world view, in essence he is not say-

ing anything different from Neumann in this respect. He

finds in these artists tragic exa6ples of mankind's loss

of hope when he goes lIbelow the line of despair".

P,ookmaaker has some insights concerning their more

positive contributions to art. He writes of them:

(i) That they tried to depict "something that is more than

what the.momentary, fleeting impression can make us under-

stand", and that, instead, they looked for a way "to find

something of the values and the lasting principles of real-

i ty, the deeper uni.versal ll •

(ii) That they brought together the lItwo great principles of

the modern post-Enlightenment world: the principle of start

ing from sense-perception in order to gain knowledge of the

ul1.iverse ll
; and the s~cond principle of "human fre edom, the

search for a hUJ11anist society".42

The achievement of this synthesis has meant that their

art was probably the most complete in richness and splendour
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of all art the world has seen since the seventeenth century.

In discussing other notable artists--among them Picasso

and Mondrian--Schaeffer stirs an awareness of the complicated

nature of modern art interpretation. His own mentor in this

field underlines this:

Modern art is very complex. It is a fruit of the

Enlightenment; it expresses the consequences of

its basic principles. What is at stake is man's

insight and knowledge of reality.43

Schaeffer's survey next moves to abstractionism and

to Picasso in particular.

c. Abstract art: Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Picasso combined the fragmentation we see in C~zanne

with Gauguin's concept of the "noble savage". He added the

forms of African tribal masks which, earlier in the century,

had become the rage in Paris. This combination of ideas is

to be found in his celebrated Les Demoiselles d' AVignon
,

(1906-1907), now exhibited in New York's Museum of Modern Art.

Schaeffer says of this work that it "marked the birth

. of 'modern art'''. 44 On what does he base this verd.ict? It

was a d.istinct departure from acknowledged forms. The 'women

to the left of the canvas are s.imilar to those he had paint-

ed before, though already showing Cezanne's influence.

Those to the right, however, have become demonic beings,

synbols, as they wear African masks that negate their

humanity. 45 Schaeffer thinks Picasso was searching for a

universal, and he comments:

As he abstracted further one cannot tell whether
his women are blondes or brunettes... If you
go far enough your women can become 'all women'

or even everything. But the difficulty is that
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when you get to that point the viewer has no clue

what he is~looking at. You hav~ succeeded in

making your own world on canvas, and in this sense

you have become god. But at the same time you

have lost contact with the person who views your
painting. The problem of modern man's loss of

communication and his alienation did not have to

wait for the computers and cybernetics. Picasso,

the modern man, exhibited this at the time in

hisart. 46

Art critic David Douglas Duncan (b. 1916) is cited in

his book Picasso's Picassos (1961) as saying of i certain

set of Picasso's works: "Not one of these pictures was

actually a portrait but hls prophecy of a ruined world".47

With this one must agree but it does not fully answer the

question of Picasso's motivation, whether conscious or

unconscious. What was Picasso really endeavouring to say?

When he makes a human into a demonic form, when faces

dissolve into colours and a blob of paint looks at us as if

a human, when everything falls into an abyss of cosmic

suffering, when all is mixed together with what is quite

unintelligible, is Picasso not saying that this is what life

is really like? To questions like these Neumann comments:

Even if we recognise that this modern art is an
authentic expression of our time, the question

arises: Is it still art in the same sense as

all previous art? And although those who first
called it 'degenerate art' were themselves
degenerates, has Dur art not really gone astray?48

Schaeffer believed that Picasso's abstractionism was

seriously handicapped by its deep subjectivism. HoW could

he convey a message through his art when its meaning was

known only to himself? Does the answer lie in a kind of
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Kierkegaardian "leap" towards meaning? Whatever the case,

the appeal of Picasso's abstract art is a fact of the

twentieth century art world and beyond it. Picasso's vast

wealth was proof enough of that, and though some of his more

bizarre creations defy the canons of present and previous

generations of art lovers, the almost uni~ersal interest in

them says as much about the viewers as about the artist.

Schaeffer was not an automatic iconoclast in regard

to all modern art. His criticisms are not indiscriminate.

His censure on Picasso is moderated by recognising that

Picasso was capable of greatness in a conventional way. His

painting of Jacqueline (one of the two women he married),

done in oils and charcoal, is a masterpiece of beauty and

integrity, quite different from the dehumanised forms of

Les Demoiselles d' Avignon. This temporary forsaking of the

abstract indicates the strength of the older philosophy of

wholeness and beauty, of truth and goodness coming through to

Picasso when he was emotionally involved. 49

We consider now the work of Marcel Duchamp who revealed

his concept of the absurdity of all things.

D. Marcel Duchamp (1887-1969) and the idea of absurdity

In Duchamp we are introduced to the "Dada" group of

painters: a word chosen at random from a French dictionary

and meaning "rocking horse". Its significance lay in the

idea of chance at the base of this philosophy. Poetry, art,

and music alike were all eventually affected by the Dada

school of thought. Schaeffer calls Duchamp the "high priest

of destruction" who is best known for his celebrated work

Nude Descending a Stairway, now displayed in the Philadelphia
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Museum of Art. Another Duchamp painting, in New York, is

Le passage de la vierge a la mariee (Th~ passage of the

virgin to the married state,,).50 EVidently Duchamp's real

purpose is to exploit the process of the viewer's thought

life and destroy him from within. The painting of the nude

is an abstract work resembling a piece of psychedelic decor.

There is in it no human being, nor the least correspondence

between the title and the painting. The artist seems to

have conveyed his own fragmented, subjective concept of

what is, and it has led him to the devaluation and absurdity

of all things. 51 Duchamp realised that this absurdity in-

eludes the absurdity of art itself, and this is demonstrated

by his "ready-mades": among them a painting of a bicycle

wheel perched atop a small table. 52 The same artist in about

1960 conceived the "happenings" in which the art viewer is

placed, as it were, within the picture in order to observe

others acting. This is calculated to defile the viewer's

mind.

Absurdity in art. In an age when ugliness ranks as a
. . .

virtue superior to beauty, and disorder and chance are

thought superior to harmony and design, the "message" is

that chance rules the universe. When a compilation of junk

metal is offered to the viewer as if it were a sculpted

work of art, the "message", again, is that art, along with

ali things, is absurd.

Among the avant garde some examples of absurdity as

art are now almost a commonplace. Schaeffer mentions

Jackson Pollock (1912-1956) as a prime example. He painted

with intent to make the point that all is chance. Placing

his canvasses on the floor, with swinging cans of paint
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dripping various colours on them, he thought the result

would be due entirely to chance. Schaeffer denies this by

saying there is a form of order in the lines of paint on

the canvas, and this is "because the universe is not a

random universe; it has order", which means that "the lines

of paint are following the order of the universe itself.

The universe is not what these painters said it was". 53

Rookmaaker, in his Modern Art reproduces a cartoon from

"The Catalogue of the Salon, 1889" ent i tIed "Car.icature of

an Impressionist" showing a man) eyes veiled, tossing a

bucket of paint at an easel-mounted canvas in order to

produce a painting. The chance philosophy in art is thereby

shown to be at least a century old. 54

The concepts of chance and absurdity, embedded as they

are in various past and present philosophies, are related to

each other. Paintings hav~ been admired as masterpieces of

depth and subtlety before they were exposed as hoaxes painted

by monkeys and foisted on critics and viewers alike. Some

genuine critics of art have on occasions lost credibil.i ty

through this deception, but this is not confined to art.

Schaeffer is reluctant to pour ridicule on them, neither on

the perpetrators nor the victims:

Dare we laugh at such th.ings? Dare we feel

superior when we view their tortured expressions
.in their art? Christians should stop laughing

and take such men seriously. Then we shall have
the right to speak again to our generation. 55

Thus we come to some conclusions about art as an

ethical and philosophical expression. For centuries prior

to the shift in philosophy, traditional and classical art

forms were a bulwark against the spread of alien, revolution-
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ary ideas. Some significant contemporary art forms are now

vehicles for the spread of new ideas. Sir Herbert Read, a

Marxist and art critic, has said:

Everywhere the greatest obstacle to the creation
of the new social reality is the cultural heritage

of the past--the religion, the philosophy, the

literature and the art which makes up the whole

complex ideology of the bourgeois mind. 56

Read states the complementary truth by quoting Picasso:

"Art is not to decorate apartments. Art is a weapon of

revolution and my art is revolutionary art".57

Rookmaaker, Schaeffer's tutor in this field, has the

conviction:

Modern art is not neutral • . . To look at modern

art is to look at the fruit of the spirit of the

avant garde : it .is they who are . • • building

a view of the world with no God, no norms. 58

If Rookmaaker and Schaeffer are right that modern art

is not neutral, but that it is substantially hostile to the

Christian world-view, they are obviously ascribing this

hostility to conscious thought processes. Or are they

speaking of the artist as an unconscious reflector of an

anti-Christian spirit? This seems doubtful. Schaeffer's

emphasis everywhere seems to be on rational and volitional

man and not on his unconscious. This contrasts with Neumann

who stresses that the roots of every man's personality

"extend. beyond the historical area of his factual existence'_'

into the world of the unconscious. 59 It is true that Neumann

also th.inks of art as making a statement, but there .is a

clear distinction between his concept of how the statement

arises and Schaeffer' s .idea wh.ich is based on his v.iew of

fallen man in a state of moral regression.
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For Schaeffer the ethical and philosophical statement

at the base of the art.ist' s m.ind and work is most significant.

Ultimately, he believes, ethics and culture cannot be

divorced from theological convict.ions. Thus, music follows art.

Ill. How Schaeffer sees Music as an Instrument

of Cultural Revolt

Cultural and ethical revolt in the twentieth century is

probably more clearly shown in music than in art. The
,

esoteric nature of the art world contributes to the problem

of communicating its trends to lay minds. It is doubtful

whether this is so to the same extent in music. Music lends

.itself to more lucid analysis than art, although it, too,

has its esotericism. Yet it has a broader base among the

masses. It is also the most intrusive, ubiquitous human

experience of our time.

In contrast to art, plebeian tastes in music are like-

ly to be predominant. In art the trained eye and expert

judgment of the critic are highly regarded but less commonly

understood. As for music, its all-encompassing nature is

such that it invades human privacy and is with us, at home,

during work or travel, with a demanding persistence. For

these and other reasons the effects of music are likely to

be further-reaching than those of other cultural media of

our time; and if not further-reaching, then more rapid. 60

Schaeffer's choice of illustrations for his thesis that

music is an instrument of cultural revolt is, however,

somewhat limited. The instances he cites in support of

his protest do not seem immediately obvious. In other

words, the "revolt" is not self-eYident until we come to
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the world of pop and rock music where the message is in

no doubt. Yet, possibly for lack of full exposure to this

type of music, Schaeffer seems less sure of himself in

this field than in that of classical music.

A. A Shift of Values in Classical Music

In classical music Schaeffer notes the German and

French streams, and begins with Beethoven.

1. Ludwig von Beethoven (1770-1827). Schaeffer says:

"The first shift .in German music came with the last
61Quartets of Beethoven (1825-1826". In support of his

view he cites, first, Leonard Bernstein (b. 1918) who

names Beethoven as the "new artist--the artist as priest and

prophet"; and, second, Joseph Machlin, author of Introduc

tion to Contemporary Music (1961) who writes of Schoenberg

as having taken his po.int of departure from the final

Quartets of Beethovenj62 and third, Stravinsky" who praised

the Quartets as "my highest articles of musical belief

.indispensable to the ways and meaning of art". 63

Schaeffer makes no attempt to analyse the specific

elements in Beethoven's Quartets that place him among the

pioneers of the "shift" in classical music. Except for

BeTnstein's remark that he was "priest and prophet" we are

left mainly with-conjecture. Three successors to Beethoven

are identified by Schaeffer: Wagner (1813-1883), Mahler

(1860-1911) and Schoenberg (1874-1951), each of whom became

a vehicle for modern thought by his music. Mahler provides

a good illustration.

2. Gustav Mahler. Leonard Bernstein said of Mahler

(1973) and especially of his Ninth Symphony:

Ours is the century of death and Mahler is its
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musical prophet ... If Mahler knew this

(personal death, death of tonality and the death

of a culture) and his message is so clear, how
do we, knowing it too, manage to survive? We

are now face to face with the ultimate ambiguity,

which is the human spirit the most fascin-

ating ambiguity of all We learn to accept

our mortality; yet we persist in our search for

immortality . . • All this ultimate ambiguity is

to be heard in the finale of Mahler's Ninth. 64

Contrary to our earlier expressed opinion that cultural

decline is more easily traceable in music than in art,

Schaeffer finds it more difficult to trace the downward

steps of music, because music has a subjective element in

it. 65 Yet this is just as obvious in the evaluation of

art for reasons that have already become clear.

3. Arnold Schoenberg. With Schoenberg we are launched

into the music that became a vehicle for modern thought.

Various histories of music devote impressive amounts of

space to his composition and genius. Schoenberg rejected

tradition by inventing the so-called "12-tone row" which

was modern in that there was "perpetual variation with no

resolution".66 This stands in opposition to J.S. Bach's

biblically-based music with its diversity and resolution.

As a Christian Bach had a coherent view of life and the

universe and therefore also of history. The music coming

from such a biblical and Reformation view was deeply

affected by it; similarly, modern music has been shaped by

a secular Weltanschauung.

Donald Jay Grout (b. 1902) remarks--partly in refer-

ence to Schoenberg's subject matter--that it is "isolated,

helpless, in the grip of forces he does not understand, a
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prey to inner conflict, tension, anxiety and fear " .67

4. The French stream. Here the shift began, Schaeffer

believes, with Claude Debussy (1862-1918) whose direction

was towards fragmentation. This trend has influenced a

great many composers both in classical and popular music.

Even black jazz and black spirituals were affected by

infiltration. Fragmentat.ion runs a close parallel to the

same phenomenon in painting; neither of these was merely a

new technique but expressed a world view that might never

have filtered through to the masses by other means. 68 .

Arts reviewer Leonard Marcis expressed it thus in 1965:

"Theologians have always had artists to bridge the gap to

their flock. Now, for better or for worse, the antitheologian

has a powerful, artistic statement".69 This applies equally

to music as to art. Whereas theology once found allies in

Christian culture, music and art, now it finds as many

op,osers. Yet the theologian might use this opposition,

as Schaeffer does, to demonstrate the truth of his biblical

position.

5. John Cage (b. 1912). Cage was Schoenberg's pupil,

a key musician and a good example of What, precisely, is

involved in the shift to modernity in music. Calvin

Tompkins, writing his "Prof.ile of John Cage" in 1964, gives

some insight into Cage's purposes:

What he is proposing is, essentially, the complete
overthrow of the most basic assumptions of West

ern art since the Renaissance . . • The power of

art to communicate ideas and emotions, to organ

ise life into meaningful patterns, and to realise
universal truths through the self-expressed

individuality of the artist are only three of the

assumptions that Cage challenges. 70
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What is Cage proposing? He wants an art arising out

of a philosophy of chance and indeterminancy. He would do

away with the self-expressive art created by the desires,

tastes and imagination of the artist himself.

Although in this Cage was not altogether a pioneer,

yet he became a leader followed by artists, writers and

composers moving in the same direction (as, for example,

his contemporary, artist Jackson Pollock, 1912-1956:; with

his swinging paint cans).

a. Schaeffer says Cage believed cha.nce dominates the

universe. To demonstrate his belief he produced music by

this "method", and tried to do it with great consistency

which, by common logic, is already contrary to chance. He

would at t.imes flip a coin to decide what the music should

be. Sometimes he erected a machine to direct an orchestra

by chance motions, so that the orchestra "would have no

prior idea what to expect. No logical sequence was apparent.

Two conductors might be appointed to lead the same orchestra.

Separated as they were from each other by a partition, the

result was cacophony.71

To illustrate the link between art and music, and to

prove their supposed common origins in the philosophy of

chance, Cage composed (1947) his Music for Marcel Duchamp

which consisted merely of noise without order or harmony.

Schaeffer comments on this:

In Cage's universe nothing comes through in the

music except nojse and confusion or total silence.

All this is below the line of anthropology.

Above the line there is nothing personal, only

the philosophic other or the impersonal every
thing. 72
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Cage, in a cynical kind of way, conceded that he was

unable to live by his own chance philosophy. As a keen

and skilled amateur mycologist, he gathered mushrooms in

large numbers, but had to be meticulous in banning chance

from controlling his ~obby lest he poison himself. Perhaps

the most important thing to note about John Cage's philo-

sophy is that he predicates an impersonal universe in which

there is no personal God, making it, effectually, an empty

universe and one that does not fit the facts as we know them. 73

b. For Schaeffer the teleological structure seen in

the universe is important, and his question to Cage and his

followers is whether their philosophy of a chance universe

fits the verifiable knowledge we have right up to the age of

Einstein and beyond. The design and structure of the

observable universe is, in Schaeffer's thought, in sharp con

trast to "the intellectualised art which states that the

universe is chance".74 In reality the universe does not

correspond to the description given to it by Cage in his

music or by Pollock in his painting, neither does it fit the

facts as to what people are in the realm of intellect.

Finally, one questions whether any activity "governed"

by chance can really be thought of as art. Does not the

action then become merely a bare intellectual, though so

called philosophical statement, severed from the reality

of the material universe?

Schaeffer's methodology and approach in this might be

challenged here as producing unsatisfactory half-answers.

His broad coverage permits him no detailed analysis. While

this does not invalidate the illustrations he uses to

sustain his case, discerning readers might find them open
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to further debate. Schaeffer's method, of course, is not

to use the microscope so much as the telescope.

From classical music Schaeffer moves to a consider

ation of popular modern music, in aspects of which the

shift .in philosophical and ethical values is clearly seen.

B. Pop and Rock Music as a Vehicle of Ethical Revolt

Had Schaeffer wanted to lead convincing evidence for

the prosecution of his case against modernity he could

have found it in the growth and influence of modern pop

and rock music. Yet h.is indictment of it .is milder than the

facts warrant. He does not avail h.imself of all the facts

at hand, nor does he use it as a supreme illustration of

degeneracy. The reasons for this may lie within Schaeffer's

personality, not least with his greater attachment to the

classical music of earlier times.

Schaeffer's concern is with the religious significance

of this kind of music. Bearing .in mind that his first book,

The God Who is There was published in 1968, the phenomenon

of Beatlemania had been in full swing for some time,- hence

his reference to the Beatles .in the book. 75 Whether or not

Schaeffer was able to see it in perspective as the immense

landmark it was of ethical revolt, is not completely clear.

The preoccupations of those who were read.ing Schaeffer' s

book or listening to his lectures had less to do with the

Beatles or pop music than with philosophies hostile to

Christian teaching. The conn,e6tion between them has since

become obvious.

Wh8-t Schaeffer does say is that the Beat18s era is

closely l.inked with the drug scene and with Eastern mysticism.

Both topics are dealt with later in this chapter. Of the
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Beatles he writes:

No greater illustration could be found of the way

these concepts are carried to the masses than

'pop' music and especially the work of the Beatles.

The Beatles have moved through several stages

including the concept of the drug and psyche-

delic approach . . . In their record, Sergeant

Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band ...

psychedelic music, with open statements concerning

drug taking, is knowingly presented as a religious

answer. The religious form is the same vague

pantheism which predominates much of the new

mystical thought today.76

At this stage of the discussion one must refer to

aspects of pop and rock music in contemporary ethics:

1. Pop and Hard Rock as a TIegenerative Process

The retrograde movement in modern music finds its best

illustrations in pop and r~ck. Such music, enormously

popularised by the Beatles and their imitators, was a major

influence in two decades and continues to be so in the 1980s.

"Hard rock" must be singled out for special mention as being

related to drugs, sexual licence, violence and some forms

of civil rebellion. The lyrics of numerous rock songs are

explicitly sexual, openly rebellious towards all authority

and constitute an invitation to a lifestyle that defies all

Western norms. Kingsbury Smith, well-known American syndic

ated columnist, says parents of the 1980s are being bombard-

ed with rock music's advocacy of "sadism, masochism, incest,

necrophilia, homosexuality, bestiality, rape and Violence", 77

and if this continues in addition to ever-present rebellion,

drug abuse and promiscuity, the results, he forecasts, will

be stupefying.
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The United states of America is the largest social

laboratory .in which strong statements such as Kingsbury

Smith makes can be tested. They must be seen .in this

context. Schaeffer's interest in the Beatles is of a

different order, and the philosophy of John Lennon best
.

illustrates a connection between musical decadence and

moral corruption.

2. The Legacy of John Lennon

When Lennon was murdered on TIecember 8, 1980 he left

an enormous fortune plus annual royalties in millions and

huge sums generated by the post-humous boom in record sales.

His true legacy, however, cannot be computed in figures but

must be dovetailed into the sub-culture of hedonism, atheism

and rebellion of which TIavid Noebel wrote:

Lennon's philosophy did not stop with music. He

was more than a musician. He was a social act

ivist. It was natural that as the Beatles

rocketed to fame, Lennon would be the one most

quoted and most listened to. 78

More important than Lennon is what the world thought

of him. When he died, eulogies to him swept across the

world as if America had lost one of its finest sons. His

h 'h . "I . " b '.Lymn "to _umanlsm, maglne, ecame a r.lvual. fJIax Rafferty,

former Secretary of Public Edqcation in California, said

"the deification of John Lennon by the mass media only

proves the complete desperation of Western cUlture".79

This bankruptcy of Western culture is more significant

than Lennon's impact on it. The concern here is not with

Lennon's overt leftist activism or his love for the Soviet

Union
80

but with his Pied Piper role as a leader in th htoug__

arid lifestyle to an entire generation.
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3. The Youth Culture of the 1960s

Since the Beatles era the new culture has produced

lyrics promoting social rebellion, permissiveness and drugs.

D.S. News and World Report has shown how X-rated music

flooded the air waves and how "hot-selling songs with sex-

ually explicit lyrics . (cause) widespread concern

f t +h t "k D C' 11 81
about their ef ec s on youu across He .0.

Former New York Times writer McCandlish Phillips sees

the youth culture of the late 1960s as "shot through with

the philosophy of Satan . . . promoting fornication, mystic-

ism (the occult), mari juana and violent revolution l1 •82 The

Beatles, he says, I1began it, set some of its most obtrusive

styles, rode it like a wild steed, and ... made the big

break-through into the West for Yogism and Eastern mystic

ism".83

Bryon Hawkes attributes youth's sexual anarchy to

"living in a society in which kids are continually bombarded

with sexually suggestive messages. Thpy can't listen to a

rock 'n roll hand and not hear suggestive passagesl1. 84

Morton Kelsey, however, in his book Encounter with God,

takes a softer line by seeing young people as g~oping for

religious values: I1searching in diverse \tlays .•• for

reality that could give religious orientation to their

lives l1 . 85 But how is the search conducted?

The trouble is that this new generation is

expressing in various ways its dissatisfaction

with the way of life and values of our generation

. . . While they are essentially moved by anger

and rebellion, what they are rejecting is the

point of view of their pare~ts, the values of

twentieth century competitive materialism. 86
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Schaeffer's attitude to rebellious youth does not,

in this instance, differ much from Kelsey's. He is

aware of the religious element in youth, despite degenerate

music and rebellious action. The Beatles' statements on

drug-taking, as found in Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts

Club Band, says Schaeffer, are presented as a religious

answer. 87 While he might not wholly support Kelsey's view

that "the essence of religious revival among this younger

generation is their anger against the view of man which

underlies the attitude of their parents,,88 he does, never-

theless, discern religious desire in youth's anger.

Under the tutelage of Rookmaaker who saw the new music

of youth as "each line and each beat· (being) full of the

angry insult to all Western values,,89 Schaeffer saw the

trend as part of the "staircase" going down to despair.

Educationist Max Rafferty complained that "the arts say

we're insane; maybe the arts are right".90 But Schaeffer's

appeal to man as a rational creature avoided extremes in

judging the young who were ignorantly reflecting the frag

mented world view of Westernism.

C. Literature and Films in Cultural Rebellion

The shift in values shown in the media includes

poetry, novels and the film world. At the outset one notices

Schaeffer's self-imposed limitations in choosing illustrat-

ive material, as was the case in his survey of music. He

includes essay, drama and newsmaking. Most of his topics

are grouped under "general culture" which follows the

arts as the "fourth step in the line of despair". The

American novelist Henry Miller is his starting point.
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.1 . . Henry Miller (b. 1891)

Young people defending the pornographic content of

some of Miller's writings, says Schaeffer, often say his
•writing is really a "philosophic statement". Schaeffer

agrees. Miller's books, he says, "are certainly dirty

books and because of this will soil you. However, they are

not intended to be mere pornography. Miller is an anti-law

writer. He smashes everything to pieces so that there is

nothing left".91 Even sex is smashed, something especially

devastating to modern man because in his disillusionment he

often turns to the sexual area, hoping,to find some kind of

reality or meaning.

Schaeffer sees destructiveness "in many writers who can

be judged "by the way they use the girl" in their books.

The playmate becomes a mere plaything, reminiscent of the

Marquis de Sade with his "sadism" in the name of nature. 92

2. John Osborne (b. 1929)

Osborne is one of the "angry young men" Schaeffer

selects as an example of modern dramatists who have gone

"below the line". Osborne the idealist has lost his way.

He is a man of good temperament, courage and sensitivity.

He is on his charger with lance at the ready to fight the

foe, but, says Schaeffer, his defective approach is summed

up in his play, Martin Luther. The early part of Luther's

life is sketched with commendable accuracy. The moment of

truth, however, comes forcibly at the end of the play~

Luther is standing with one of his babies in his

arms. The elderly head of Luther's old monastery

comes to visit him. They face each other. The

old man says, 'Martin, do you know you are right?'
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And against all history Osborne makes him reply,

'L~t's hope so'. The lights come on, the curtain

is down and the play is finished- The drama critic

of The Times understood it. He said, 'Isn't it
interesting that he had to put in that last line

to make it a twentieth century play?,.93

So the current lack of absolutes is demonstrated.

The playwright could not bring his hero to express the

certainty for which he had earlier faced death rather than

deny it. 94

Schaeffer's limited number of examples to drive home his

point exposes him to some criticism. When writing of drama,

Schaeffer's evidence lacks the impact of the contemporary.

Much modern drama offers a better launching pad for critic-

ism of the despair and uncertainty of the present age.

3. Dylan Thomas (1914-1953)

Schaeffer selects Dylan Thomas who, he thinks, typifies

the strong pull towards despair in much modern poetry, and

cites Thomas's "Elegy".95 The correct order of its thirteen

stanzas is in doubt, but the whole poem is loaded with the

burden of despair.

Too proud to die, broken and blind he died

The darkest way, and did not turn away,
A cold kind man brave in his narrow pride.-

. . . . . .
Being innocent, he dreaded that he died,

Hating his God, but what he was was plain;
An old kind man brave in his burning pride.

Schaeffer thinks'none can look at the bust of Dylan

Thomas in one of the high galleries of London's Festival

Hall without compassion for the poet of despair.

This is sensitivity crying out in darkness. But
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it is not mere emotion ••. These men are not

producing an art for art's sake, or emotion for

emotion's sake. These things are a strong message

coming out of their own world view. 96

Whether it is fair to typify Dylan Thomas as the poet

of despair may be questioned. Thomas's work deserves more

comprehensive treatment than Schaeffer gives it in half a

page. To read his poem "And Death Shall Have No Dominion",97

would show him as capable of deep insights surmounting all

despair. Schaeffer would not deny this.

4. Schaeffer's View of the World of Cinema

Philosophic concepts are seldom formalised in proposi-

tional statements. Most are articulated in art, music,

poetry, novels and drama. Sartre's and Camus' existential-

ist concepts are cases in po~nt. Sartre's Nausea (1938), and

Camus' The Stranger (1942) and The Plague (1947) are prime

examples of informal philosophy.

a.- Schaeffer sees a "fragmented world" in all

expressions of modern culture including the cinema.

"Poetry, drama, the novel, and especially films carried

these ideas to the mass of people", he says, so leading to

an almost unanimous voice proclaiming the dogma of a frag-
,

mented universe. Since it comes "from every side and with

many voices, it is difficult not to be infiltrated by it".

We and our children now get this message from

every side •.. from art, music, general culture,

modern theology, the mass media, and often even

comic books. Perhaps cinema, e$pecially in the

Sixties, proclaimed this message in a way that
spread it most widely.98

Major (informal) philosophic statements gaining the
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widest hearing are being made through film and television.

In the 1960s a number of movies with a "message" reached

many more people than were influenced by art or general

literature.

b. Schaeffer's film selections show a preference

for European (as contrasted with American) settings and

sources, as also for European producers. His list includes

The Last Year at Marienbad, by Alan Resnais, (1961); The

Silence, by Ingmar Bergman (1963); Juliet of the Spirits,

by Federico Fellini (1965); Blow-up, by Michelangelo

Antonioni (1966); Belle de Jour, by Luis Bunal (1967); and

The Hour of the Wolf, by Ingmar Bergman (1967).99

These films portray a message with dramatic effect=

that man is a machine to be manipulated; that life itself

is irrational. They suggest that the rapid move towards

irrationality is taking place witp unstoppable momentum.

No categories are being left to man. He has no plumbline

by which to measure right and wrong. He cannot distinguish

objective truth from fantasy or illusion. 100 Moral categor-

ies are effectually erased, and replaced by what is prag-

matic, useful or convenient.

c. As an example of meaninglessness Schaeffer

cites Antonioni's film, Blow-up, the blurb for which reads,
"Murder without guilt, love without meaning". The producer

is expressing his personal conviction that in an irrational

world there are no certain moral values. They never enter

the, reckoning. They are excluded, not formally but by the

simple assumption of non-existenpe. Thus Blow-up had no

hero, no heroine. The main character keeps snapping pictures
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of persons and things, but their significance is lost in

obscurity. The models he snaps, says Schaeffer, have lost

all humanity and meaning. He writes:

After a scene in which clowns play tennis without

a ball, there is at the end of the film a reverse

zoom shot in which the man who is the central

character disappears entirely, and all that

remains is the grass. Man is gone. Modern
people, on the basis of reason, see themselves

1 h ' 101on y as mac lnes.

d. Ingmar Bergman provides a good example of an

attempt to deny all certainty and to confuse reality with

illusion. When The Silence (1963) had been filmed, he

said he had come to conclude that God is dead. There was

only silence in the universe, on which basis the film was

made. His later film The Hour of the Wolf (1967) confuses

viewers by fusing reality and fantasy as to make them indis-

tinguishable, and the problem is never resolved. The films

Last Year at Marienbad and Belle de Jour might be viewed a

hundred times "and there would still be no way to be sure

what was port"rayed as objectively true and what was part of

a character's imagination".102

Schaeffer regarded Bergman's The Silence as a statement

of "utter nihilism" with immoral and pornographic themes,

its message being that life has neither a rational nor moral

base. Bergman found it impossible to live out the practical

implications of his philosophy. His use of Bach's ~oldberg

Variations was done, he said, in response to the "small, holy

part of the human being" where music speak~.103

8. Schaeffer's analysis of cinema follows the
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pattern of his earlier survey of music, where his major

concentration was classical music, not pop or rock.

Similarly, in surveying films, he focusses on the more

sophisticated films as examples of the message to be con

veyed. The mass of hundreds of lesser films are not mention

ed by him. Yet these inferior productions present to the

world the same fragmented message, no less effectively than

the "high-brow" films. Of the two kinds of films Schaeffer

regards the sophisticated as the greater threat in terms of

the message transmitted.

,f. Schaeffer does make a distinction between good

and bad cinema. Not all escapist films are condemned simply

because violence is a component. Yet he says that in recent

years most of the so-called "good" pictures "have almost all

been developed by men holding the modern philosophy of

meaninglessness".104

5. Some of Schaeffer's Omissions

Since most feature films are shown also on television

the brief account of them in this section also includes that

medium. In Schaeffer's coverage an important omission is

the potent influence of television's major money spinners

in the form of so-called soap operas that run for years on

major networks world-wide, shaping the ethics of society.

Were analyses to be made of their influence, it would be

found to be more potent than that of the cinema.

a. In commenting on Schaeffer's omissions it

must be noted that in his over-all review of the arts,

literature and films his selectivity and brevity diminish

the claim of being a true analysis. Yet on the basis of the
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evidence presented Schaeffer makes a good case. His choice

of novels has a somewhat "dated" feeling about it. He dis

regards the modern paperback bestseller type of fiction

with its successfully selling mixture of Violence, sex,

intrigue and crime. Such literature has an enormous sale

throughout the entire world. It is not difficult to con

jecture what Schaeffer might have said of modern novels such

as those by Lawrence Sanders (The Lovers of Harry; "sun

warmed sex and luxury); David Lindsey (Heat From Another Sun;

"the blood runs cold"); or the highly explicit sex scenes in

Harold Robbins's novels like The Carpet Baggers, Never Love

a Stranger and others. All these, along with super-spy

stories from such as Le Carre, Robert Ludlum and Ian Fleming,

portray a lifestyle of elegant, casual and happy amorality

in which the values of our Western heritage are assumed to

be a thing of the past. Had Schaeffer wished it, he could

have found in these abundant material to stiffen his case

against Western ethical decline.

b. An important area of modern communications that

gets no more than passing mention from Schaeffer is the news

world and the Press. While he includes them in "mass media"

he has made no analysis of any part of them except to say

that objectivity in news is no longer a primary quality

found in its presentation. Here, too, as in other aspects

of Western culture, subjectivism has begun to play a major

role, and the effective management of news is a skill that

runs parallel to the new suppositions Schaeffer sees as

governing society today. He shows a limited understanding

of the complex problems of a free Press.105
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IV. Mystic Religious Experience in the Twentieth

century Western World

Religious practice has a place in any discussion of

twentieth century ethics and culture. A proven surge of

interest in mysticism and the occult are features of the

modern era. Schaeffer connects this partly with the in~

fluence of the Huxleys who encouraged the use of drugs as

a route to psychological or mystical experience. Eastern

religions, chiefly elements of Hinduism and Buddhism,

became fashionable in the 1960s. For Schaeffer this was

"grasping for a non-rational meaning to life and values",

thus constituting "the central reason why these Eastern

religions are so popular in the West today".106 While he

believes that Goethe, Wagner and others "with their vague

pantheism" had opened the door to Easternism, he says:

It came floodlike into the West with Huxley and

the emphasis on drugs. • • Young people (and

older ones) tried the drug trip and then turned

to the Eastern religion trip. Both seek truth

inside one's own head and both negate reason. lO?

C.S. Lewis had predicted an upsurge of interest in

the occult and in witchcraft among Britain's youth, but he

thought this would follow a decline (in Britain) of sound

Christian teaching. Interest in the occult, Lewis thought,

would follow inevitably. t1Spiritual nature, like bodily

nature, will be served; deny it food and it will gobble up

poison", he wrote. l08 This prediction was fulfilled in the

formation of numerous witches' covens, Satanist churches and

groups practising occultism and cultivating mystic religious

experience. The trend has continued into the 1980s.
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Morton Kelsey has referred at length to this phenom-

enon among young people and others in America.

This ground swell of common reaction and think
ing--for it can hardly be called a movement--is
characterized by interest in communal living,

abolition of war, in the black culture, drugs,

ecology, back to nature simplicity, sexual free

dom, and the occult! Its hero is the American

Indian, with his closeness to nature, his apprec

iation of the dream, his vivid rituals. Marijuana

and other "mind expanding" drugs are used by the

large majority of these youths as a way of break

ing out of ordinary perceptions of time and space

and making contact with nonphysical reality, and

for many this has a religious quality. At the same

time there is a fascination with astrology, numer

ology, the tarot cards, the I Ching, transcendent
al meditation, yoga, witchcraft and demonology.109

A. The Link between Drugs and Occultism

This link is better known today than when Schaeffer

first wrote of it. Both seek truth within the subjective

personality. Both negate reason. Another aspect pushBs

occultism forward as an "upper storey hope" • Whil'e demons

do not fit modern man's rational concepts, "many moderns

would rather have demons than be left with the idea that

everything in the universe is only one big machine!!.

People will still put the occult in the upper storey of non-

r aso Woth th Od n h ° kO d f . 110e n 1 ,e 1 ea OI aVlng some ln 0 meanlng.

History has shown the truth of C.S. Lewis's celebrated

reJ11.ark: "There are two equal and opposite errors into which

our race can fall about devils. One is to disbelieve ir

their existence. The other is to believe and then feel an

excessive and unhealthy interest in them".lll
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Some observers see the trend to the occult as surprising.

Os Guinness thou.ght that, until comparatively recently, a

professed belief in an astral, supernatural, or occult world

would have been rejected as absurd. Such-ideas_ are like

horror films, he feels, and are no more than modern man's

substitutes for his loss of belief in hell. He writes:

Perhaps stories of the occult were to be expected

as part of the Middle Ages or the missionary

world, but certainly they had little to do with

the twentieth-century West and still less to do

with the avant garde and the young. But the

occult can no longer be relegated in time or

distance. Yesterday's sceptics are some of

t d 'f" t -b 1" 112o ay s lrmes e levers.

The trend to occultism has not taken place in a cultural

vacuum, and Guinness mentions several predisposing factors:

B. Predisposing Cultural Factors in the_ SWing

to Occultism

1. The first among these is the eclipse of

rationalism. Whereas Reformation theology strengthened

rationalism, the weakening of Reformation theology, along

with the new expanding science of psycho-analysis and modern

existentialism have opened windows on the side of the

"super-rational". Occultism, an ancient practice, has

appeared at this window. Now that rationalism is weakened,

or even removed, occultism experiences no barriers to its

own development.

2. A second factor that encourages the occult

lies in liberal theology's handicap in the realm of its

critical function. The Bible teaches the reality of the

occult.
113

It provides norms for judging the real and the
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counterfeit. But liberal theology's scepticism towards the

supernatural undermines its faith in the Bible's credibility

when the Scriptures speak of occultism. Thus some in the

church who fail to find spiritual reality there take refuge

in another reality--occultism. Eventually, therefore,

experience (whether true or false) becomes the essential

yardstick by which religion is judged, and on this basis

occultism flourishes.

3. Yet another predisposing factor, as Guinness

sees it, is the momentum achieved by psychic and para

psychological research. Although William James's basic

work on religious experience was first published as far

back as 1902, it pointed to the possibilities of what he

called "a diabolical mysticism, a sort of religious mystic-

ism turned upside down" which may spring "from that great

subliminal or transmarginal region of which science is

beginning to admit the eXistence".114

Much has been done since James's time. Work on extra-

sensory perception, synchronicity, and a paranormal state

which Guinness refers to as one "which closely parallels

what was once held to be the astral plane of the occUlt ll ;115

all this and more h2s been subject to investigation. Jung

has referred to astrology as "scientia intuitiva".

\f.hile Schaeffer regards the swing to the occult as a

"breakdown" others, like P.D. Laing, think of it as a

, 116 ,"breakthro ..lgh ll
• Marshall McLuhan 1S Quoted as saying

that "the current interest of youth in astrology, clair

voyance and the occult ll is no coincidence, because "mystic

ism is just tomorrow's science dreamed of today".ll?
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Within Christianity the natural and supernatural

co-exist as realities. Historic Christianity has always

distinguished good and evil supernatural powers as Paul and

others taught. Occultism, therefore, is not non-spirituality,

but evil spirituality, and the distinction is important.

C. Areas in which Modern Occultism is Visible

In this section some imagery from Os Guinness may

usefully be borrowed. His eighth chapter of Dust of Death

is called "Encircling Eyes ll •118 The practice of African

safari hunters is to build fires at night to keep away wild

animals. But when these burn low one can see all around the

shapes of animals and a ring of encircling eyes in the dark-

ness--a vivid picture of the truth that Christianity's

decline encourages predators, of which occultism is one.

Three main categories in which the revival of occultism

shows itself are superstition, spiritism and Satanism, each

of which must be briefly considered:

1. An illustration of superstition

Schaeffer cites Nobel prize winner Francis Crick (1962)

as having been shocked to find university bookstores full of

books on astrology and wondering "whether people who feel

that way should be at a universityll. 1l9

Crick's sense of shock was, of course, almost naive.

Time magazine estimated (1969) that there were 10 000 full

time astrologers in the U.S.A.

Evangelical orthodoxy has paid little interest to this

phenomenon, though throughout history belief in astrology

has played a part in decisions affecting the destiny of

nations or armies. The metaphor of the predator is apt,
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however, in showing how uncertainties and loss of Christian

faith create a vacuum that must be filled.

2. The attrac~ion of Spiritism

Belief in the reality and power of evil spirits has

. .' 120
an ancient pedigree an~w~ll documented hlstory.

One of Schaeffer's chief complaints is that this is the day

of contentless religion when few ask about the origins of

spiritistic phenomena, so long as the experience itself is

plausible. "We are now in an era", writes Guinness, "in

which the counterfeit flourishes alongside the genuine and

t · f th .. t 1" 121the spiritis ~c passes or· e splrl ua •

Though cultic spiritism flourishes in the world on a

low-key basis it remains wha~ Ralph Casson has called

"T~e Che.llenging Counterfeit" --the title of his 1966 volume. 122

All the predisposing conditions that make it attractive are

still present in society.
.

It remains a part, therefore, of

the intellectual and religious climate of the century in

which Schaeffer contended for evangelical orthodoxy.

3. Modern Satanism in the West

For Christians this is occultism in its most offensive

form. Examples of its extremes are found in all Western

countries. While a city like San Francisco has a 10 000

member Church of Satan, many smaller groups are flourishing.

Some are more religious stunts than genuine beliefs. Yet

much of Satanism is deadly serious in purpose. Books like

Dennis Wheatley's The Satanist and films like Rosemary's

Baby have been vehicles for its propagation. The road to

Satanism is signposted with sex, drugs and occult experiment

ation. Young women have been its easiest targets. 123
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v. Schaeffer's View of Cultural Erosions in

'Christian' America

Schaeffer's deep concern about the trend in America

towards permissiveness, family breakdown, pornography and

abortion is intensified by his belief that America was

founded on Christian principles. But a shift in world view

has taken place.

This shift has been away from a world view that

was at least vaguely Christian in people's

memory (even if they were not individually

Christian) toward something completely differ

ent--toward a world view based upon the idea that

the final reality is impersonal matter or energy

shaped into its present form by impersonal chance. 124

The differences between the two world views are most

pronounced in society, government and law.

A. Ethical Erosions in Politics and Law

Schaeffer avoids the chessboard of international power

play and concentrates on movements within the American

social order, tracing thei7 retreat from Christian values.

1. The student protest movement. Society in the

1960s was made "campus aware", aided by a surge of leftist

governmental victories in Asia and the ThirdWorld. 125

Schaeffer's coverage of "Our Society,,126 is American-

oriented, with student movements to the fore. The great

Free Speech Movement had arrived. Idealistic youth was

questioning the very meaning of education, or even of work.

"The work ethic, which had meaning within the Christian

framework, now became ugly as the Christian base was re-

moved." With motivation destroyed and values gone, in 1964
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Berkeley's students llcarried out these ideas of meaning-
- 127

lessness into the streets ll •

From there the step. to drugs and the flower children

was easy. It brought lla new society with bells, beads and

flowers, peace and love, acid and psychedelia, as if the

dream world of the unconscious had suddenly become

tangible".128

Yet this was but an interlude before the serious busi-

ness of left-wing political activity and the Free Speech

Movement led by Herbert Marcuse as prophet and hero. His

books were arguments for revolution, chiefly against the

dictatorial power of the mass media that Guinness described

as "the monolithic mentality of 'telenewsmagspeak' which

Theodore White has called 'the opinionated Mafi~,,,.129

Through its own excesses of violence and depravity the

New Left lost ground and the personal values of peace and

prosperity once more prevailed. The end of the Vietnam war

brought an artificial lull in revolutionary fervour to an

eL~austed society.

2. Erosions in American law. Schaeffer devotes

attention to what he perceives as a movement away from

Lex Rex towards a concept of sociological law in America.

In terms of this, in the words of an eminent jurist~ Oliver

Wendell Holmes (1841-1935), llTruth is the majority vote of

that nation that could lick all others".130 He cites a

former Chief Justice of the D.S. Supreme Court, Frederick

Moore Vinson (1890-1953) as saying, "Nothing is more certain

in modern society than the principle that there are no ab

solutes,,131 and that all is relative. For Schaeffer this
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is a slide into post-Christian thinking that touches society

in one of its former bastions of truth. Thus today the

"humanist world view", says Schaeffer, "controls the consen-

sus in society, much of the media, much of what is taught

in our schools, and much of the arbitrary law produced by

the various departments of government".132

3. Political violence and Christianity.

Schaeffer's rejection of violence as a catharsis of society

is explicit. He endeavours to make a clear distinction be

tween force and violence which he regards as crucial to

understanding society's role. He cites Os Guinness:

"In a fallen world the ideal of legal justice without the

exercise of force is naive".133 Yet he interprets violence

merely as an "overreaction" that crosses the line from

force to unjustified violence. His discussion lacks depth

and does not solve the dilemmas arising from contemporary

political situations. Guinness has tried to be more incisive

in his discussion of the topic.

It is important to understand the emergence of
the theory of violence, particularly as it

relates to the modern dilemma • . • One essential

point must be grasped. In all of them is the
idea that violence in human society has a certain

normality. Here is the Achilles heel. In these

theories violence, beginning as 'normal', soon
slides to 'necessary' and then to 'legitimate' .134

Schaeffer believes~Dur century has rationalised viol

ence into a virtue, and echoes of this approach are found

in Marcuse, Cleaver, Stokely Carmichael and R.D. Laing.

The outworking of this theory finds its expression, ultimate

ly, in aspects of Liberation Theology.135
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4. The place of civil disobedience. The connec

tion between this and political violence is close. Schaeffer

discusses it in his Christian Manifesto, first by comment

ing on basic scriptures like Romans 13:1-4 and I Peter

2:13-17. He then asks wnat the duty of Christians might be

when the state violates its legitimate function, concluding

that the "bottom line" is that "at a certain point there is

not only a right, but the duty, to disobey the state". 136

Schaeffer quotes many examples of protest from Protest-

ant history in Europe. He supports Rutherford's Lex Rex

(1644) asserting the law as above the king. Yet his total

treatment of civil disobedience (like that of political

violence) lacks depth. If it is not ambivalent, it is

inconclusive and seems far removed from the modern world.

Neither does he raise the important ethical matter of the

attitude of the civil protester who defies the law, a point

explicitly made in First Peter and in the Gospel accounts

of the trial of our Lord. Schaeffer does not solve the

problem of deciding who must be the arbiters of alleged

transgressions by the state, especially when its actions are

not overt. These questions remain important and need to be

discussed in realistic, contemporary situations.

Thus Schaeffer regards force "in the defensive posture"

as legitimate, but does not explain this in practical terms.

While illustrations are given from the American Revolution

period and from Hitler's Germany, these are unsatisfactory.

Nor is it enough to say that German Christians "should have

defied the false and counterfeit state and hidden (their)

Jewish neighbours from the German SS troops".137
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While Schaeffer recognises that civil disobedience is

a double-edged weapon used also by revolutionaries and even

cranks, he insists on its validity.

If there is no final place for civil disobedience,

then the government has been made autonomous and

... put in the place of the Living God •..

because then you are to obey it even when it tells

you in its way at that time to worship Caesar.

And that point is exactly where the early Christ

ians performed their acts of civil disobedience

even when it cost them their lives. 138

B. Ethical Erosions in Respect of Human TIignity

Schaeffer puts the highest possible value on human

dignity, hence he protests violations of it in all spheres

of life. In his ~ack to Freedom and TIignity he condemns

deterministic theories in biology or p~ychology that reduce

the human person to a conglomerate of genes subject to

manipulation. Individuals have inherent dignity: "Made in

God's image, man was made to be great, he was made to be

~reative in life and art".139 In his view, although cul

tures can be judged in many ways (their achievements, riches,

art, conquests) "eventually every nation in every age must

be judged by this test: How did it treat people?,,140 He

believes, therefore, that when Christian presuppositions are

abandoned, societies will begin and continue an inevitable

decline to what may be morally unthinkable now, but accept

able tomorrow.

While Schaeffer makes reference to a number of ethical

issues throughout his writings, the areas that receive

special attention are what TIennis P. Hollinger calls

bioethics; then ecology, race, economics and war. 141
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1. Abortion, infanticide and euthanasia. In

their compactly written book Whatever Happened to the Human

Race?, Schaeffer and co-author C. Everett Koop put their

case against the abandonment of Christian values in these

areas that infringe human dignity.

Schaeffer sees the 1973 Roe v·. Wade U. S. Supreme Court

decision as showing that secular humanism has swamped the

Christian consensus concerning the value of life in general.

"Of all the subjects relating to the erosion of the sanctity

of human life, abortion is the keystone. It is the first

and crucial issue that has been overwhelming in changing

attitudes toward the value of life in general".142

His arguments against abortion, while not supported by

any direct appeal to Scripture, are based on belief that

the possibilities for viability of the sperm and ovum

are_being increasingly demonstrated by genetics. "All that

makes up the adult is present as the ovum and the sperm are

united--the whole genetic code!,,143

While Schaeffer also argues against abortion on the

grounds of its after-effects on women concerned, his main

concern is that the logical result of abortion will be the

eventual condonation of infanticide, defined as "the killing

of a born child--whether that killing is accomplished by a

direct act on the part of someone, or whether ordinary care

vital to the child's survival, such as feeding, is refused".144

The discussion then moves to the issue of children born

with serious physical defects, and Schaeffer is at pains to

underline the fact that quality lives have resulted from

such handicapped persons, even when at other times there is
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inward and justifiable relief on the death of some severely

Wade case had said that "only viable human beings who have

the capacity for meaningful life may, but need not, be

protected by the state".14-5 This statement has an ominous

ring for Schaeffer who sees it as a potential licence to

kill, and he argues:

Will a society that has assumed the right to

kill infants in the womb--because they are un

wanted, imperfect, or merely inconvenient--have

difficulty in assuming the right to kill other

human beings, especially older adults who are

judged unwanted, deemed imperfect physically or

mentally, or considered a possible social
. ? 14-6nUlsance.

It is clear that Schaeffer understands perfectly the

difference between active euthanasia" and the withholding

of extraordinary means of treatment--prolonging the exper

ience of dying rather than extending life. 1 4-7 Yet he

thinks that treatment termination is often active euthanasia,

done out of low views of the value of human life.

Finally, Schaeffer "argues that contemporary discussions

about euthanasia take us within range of the Nazi extermina-

tion atrocities under Hitler, Which, he says, "started with

the acceptance of the attitude that there is such a thing as

a life not worthy to be lived. That is exactly what is being

accepted today in the abortion, infanticide, and euthanasia
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148movements".

Schaeffer has been criticised for taking so pessimistic

a view of twentieth century thought on bioethics. He goes

so far as to predict that the time might come when "if you

are a social burden and an economic burden, no matter how

precious life might be to you, there will be little chance

of your surviving".149 So strong is this pessimism that

Schaeffer sees no way out except through a reinstatement of

the moral and legal basis of Western culture.

2. Schaeffer's main point is proven. It is true

that the current ethical and "cultural climate is more complex

than Schaeffer can describe. His attempt lacks the analytic

method of the trained scientific observer. Yet while he is

not a sociologist using statistics as evidence of the

retreat of Western norms, he is at times persuasive,

especially when describing changes in art forms. Inevitably,

however, he pays a price for the breadth of his interests.

He succeeds, nevertheless, in sketching an over-all

picture of ethical and cultural patterns of thought and

theology, as underlying causes. His main thesis is largely

proven: Western culture and ethics have suffered serious

setbacks and are under enormous pressure from secularism in

the twentieth century.
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CHAPTER 4

Schaeffer's Methodology and Goals

in relation to the Church

Schaeffer's goals of revival and reform in the Church

of the twentieth century were not clear to him in his early

years of ministry but emerged after a protracted spiritual

struggle. l He knew the true condition of the post-w~r

Church in Europe only after personal involvement in the

1950s. Even then, some years elapsed before it was clear

that his ministry would take place i~ a wider field, that

is, wider than L'Abri, even though this particular and un

usual venture became a path to opportunity and fame.

Two things led directly to the ministry of pastoral

apologetics in the service of the church at large. The

first we might call (non-pejoratively) the "novelty" of

L'Abri (established 1955) and the attraction it had for

many disillusioned evangelicals; its message being spread

by word of mouth through the visitors from all quarters.

In this first factor one must include the publicity given

to L'Abri by Edith Schaeffer's book, L'Abri, and by many

magazine articles in evangelical publications preceding

the book itself. All this expanded the human interest of

the L'Abri story and reached large numbers of people.

The second factor had nothing directly to do with

L'Abri, but with Schaeffer's almost accidental discovery

that he had a publishable manuscript in his hands. "I

knew I had in my hands something the Lord could use to

give the gospel to my own generation".2 For him it was

like a surprising revelation of the potential impact of
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the printed word. Once the discovery had been made, his

methodology became a dynamic approach, with the immense

advantages of printed works to advance his message. The

wider ministry to the Church was rapidly expanded. With

this the circle of influence was enlarged and the goal

came into clear focus.Schaeffer's concern for evangelism

was expressed in his particular methodology.

I. Schaeffer's Interest in Evangelism

At various times throughout his public life Schaeffer

insisted that his primary interest was in evangelism. He

and his wife had gone to Europe as missionaries. Years

later his publishers, for reasons of their own, were fond

of stressing his "profound scholarship in the various fields

of theology, philosophy, history, sociology and the arts",3

but this was so obviously an exaggeration that Schaeffer

himself emphatically rejected it. In a published personal

interview he declared:

My interest is in evangelism. To evangelise in

the twentieth century, one has to operate across

the whole spectrum of disciplines and have

answers to the questions .•• Evangelism, then,
is two things: first of all, giving honest
answers to honest questions to get the blocks
out of the way so that people will listen to the

Gospel as a viable alternative, and then, secondly,
showing them what Christianity means across the
whole spectrum of life. 4

The following year at a f.ilm seminar, someone tried to

call him a theological apologist, but Schaeffer broke in:

You are trying to press me into the category of

a theological apologist, which I'm really not.
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I'm not an academic, scholastic apologist. My

t t "" 1" 5in eres 1S 1n evange 1sm.

This disavowal was made at a time when he had come

under criticism from Stephen Board and others (referred to

on page 2 of this thesis) for overstepping the boundaries of

his competence and so appearing to be a kind of dtlettante

in the theological world. This will be further discussed

in our final chapter. Whether Schaeffer was seeking to off

set this criticism is difficult to say. His protest about

evangelism as his major interest does not settle the

question, but leads to other questions.

What d.id Schaeffer mean by evangelism? Is this his

goal or his method of approach? If a goal, then one m.ight

ask whether he addresses himself,in speech or writing, to

an audience that requires to be evangelised? On the face

of it, it appears not to be so, for, as will be shown, his

books make their appeal, not to the unchurched man in the

street, but to Christian people of all kinds. His writings

have had no discernibly significant impact on secular man

or the non-religious world, except to the extent of the

publicity his fame has had. One must presume that Schaeffer

knew the parameters of his work and the borders of his

constituency. The response he looked for was not expected

from non-Christianity, but from the Church, and, for that

matter, a defined sector of the Church. 6

By definition evangelism might be several things;

(a) an attempt by means of the proclamation of the gospel,

to bring men .into a relationship with God, in which case

the end is evangelism; or)

(b) a method of presentation of the good news (as distinct
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from education, teaching or cultural enrichment) in the hope

of eliciting a response of faith; in which case the method

itself is evangelism. Yet the term evangelism has much

broader implications than either ends or methods.

Schaeffer's inter~st is in both goal and method, but

not merely with technique. He and his wife had come to

Europe in 1948, initially to evangelise--preach the good

news. In this enterprise they were hindered by the dis-

appearance, among people, of presuppositions that had been

for ~any generations th~ acknowledged basis of Christian

thinking; as also the basis of evangelism. Thus, from what

had been a single purpose (to bring good news) sprang the

prior need to clear away misconceptions so that the good

news could be planted in prepared soil. This pre-evangelism

process was designed to demonstrate the reality of a God

who exists, as they tell of .it in establishing L'Abri:

Edith and I committed ourselves to God with one

aim. It was not an evangelistic work we wished

to st~rt nor a young people's work nor a work for

intellectuals nor an outreach to drug people.

-(We) asked God if he would use us to demonstrate

that he exists in our generation. 7

11. Evarigelism in Schaeffer's Writings

Clearly, one might have an interest in evangelism

without being an evangelist. In the major part of his

writings Schaeffer does not directly engage in evangelism.

The most cursory survey of his books shows him as address

ing a number of problems across the spectrum-of several

related disciplines. The God Who is There is a mixture of

theological and philosophical observation based on an
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historical approach and dealing with Western man's defection

from absolutes. It is--as previously described-- a "pot

pourri of apologetic thought". A section of it might be

called pre-evangelism, what Schaeffer describes as "(getting)

the blocks out of the way so that people will listen to the

Gospel as a viablealternative".8

Similarly, Escape From Reason plunges into Nature and

Grace and argues against Aquinas's defective view of the

Fall and stresses the essential dignity of man despite his

fallen state. It discusses rationality and faith and the

folly of pitting one against the other. It warns the Church

against a conglomerate of intellectual enslavement and

spiritual darkness that menaces our century. Yet the

appeal of this book is not that of an evangelist.

He is There and He is Not Silent (the third part of

Schaeffer's trilogy as he calls it) presents us with "the

philosophic necessity of God's being there and not being

silent, in the area of metaphysics, morals and epistem-

ology". 9 It is closely argued, and its goals are to per-

suade the thoughtful Christ~an, but certainly not to reach

the unconverted. As such, neither its aim nor its method is

evangelism except in the broadest sense. It is couched in

terms already difficult for the Christian and even more

obscure for the non-Christian. Although it is a strong

argument for the existence of a God who is and for man made

in His image, there is in it no direct proclamation of the

gospel of grace.

Death in the City endeavours to answer the question:

"What should be our perspective as individuals, as orthodox
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Christians . . . Bible believing? How should we look at

th.is post-Christian world and function as Christians in it?11
10

It deals with themes such as man's alienation from God;

impending "Divine judgment; the futility of external religion;

man without the Bible. The author's stated aim is reform

and revival: I1constructive revolution in the orthodox,

evangelical church l1
•
11

Although here the method includes the exposition of

certain Scripture passages the book has all the marks of

the lecture form and it would be nearly impossible to fit

it into the category of evangelism. Its final appeal is to

the evangelical church to promote constructive revolution

of itself "even in the midst of death in the city".12

While the author's interest might be in evangelism, the

approach to it is indirect and there is no proclamation of

the good news to non-believers.

Such works as Pollution and the "Death of Man,

Whatever happened to the Human Race?, A Christian Manifesto

and Art and the Bible all deal with specialised topics:

ecology, abortion, euthanasia, art, general culture. None

of these has an overtly evangelistic aim, but they demon-

strate the author's key statement that the task of evangel-

ism is to show "what Christ.ianity means across the whole

spectrum of life l1 •
13

How Should We Then Live?, probably Schaeffer's best

known work apart from his first book, is too historical in

its treatment to fulf.ill the requirements of an evangelistic

appeal or proclamation of grace. Other volumes, like

Genesis in Space and Time and Joshua and the Flow of

Biblical History have a firm Scripture base, as also his
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volume True Spirituality. Their substance is uniformly

evangelical and to that extent important as showing

Schaeffer's concern for the "inwardness" of a genuine

o • t 1 0 t 14splrl ua .l y •

.Schaeffer's last book, The Great Evangel.ical Disaster

(1984) is the appeal and warning of an evangelical prophet

(as his son-in-law called him)15 to the Church which had

heard but not heeded h.is previous exhortations to return to

a biblical Christianity. It summarises and re-states much

of what had been said before, but is addressed specifically

to the Church of his time.

This brief survey of Schaeffer's major writings does

not presume to answer all questions relating to his evangel-

ism. It goes no further than to show that Schaeffer was

occupied in his writings with much more than evangelism.

He says of them:

My early books dealt especially with the intell

ectual questions of philosophy and matters in the

area of culture. Then there were books d~aling

with the Christian life and the church. More

recently (1980s) my books have dealt especially

with the area of civil needs and the needs of law

and government. Throughout ... there is a
common unifying theme • • • the Lordship of
Christ in the totality of life. 16

The fact that Schaeffer was often described in tetms

of his intellectual approach shows the image that was

'frequently projected to young people. It made him popular

with students from evangelical backgrounds who felt cheated

by the sparse intellectuality of the Hilly Graham type of

evangelism. A fair compromise to be found in regard to

Schaeffer's contribution to evangelism is that his thinking
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provided a useful framework upon which evangelists in

conservative ·circles could build their case.

Ill. Evangelism in Sthaeffer's Public Ministry

Schaeffer's spoken ministry was a response to questions

people were asking. His knowledge, he says, was gained by

years of hard study and "trying to listen to the twentieth

17century man as he talked".

There were some qualitative differences between

Schaeffer the author and Schaeffer the pr2acher, lecturer

or conversationalist. He was more naturally at home with

the spoken word than with the discipline of writing. His

early books, edited transcripts of spoken addresses, had

a communication potential that is far from being fully

effective. This is a common criticism found among readers

of works such as The God Who is There and He is There and

He is Not Silent. We know from the facts of his public

engagements that in student gatherings and seminar-type

discussions there was a greater degree of intellectual pen

etration than could be achieved merely by reading a book.

Question time at the close of many lectures (or during

them) provided Schaeffer with the opportunity to be the

evangelistic apologist to an extent that went far beyond

his books or notes.

Schaeffer describes how his world-wide tape cassette

ministry started during one such informal session. "One

day we were haVing a bang-up conversation with some Smith

College girls, all of them really bright girls, agnostic or

atheistic" when a hidden microphone was found which was

"the unplanned beginning of our tape programme".18
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1. Dialogue evangelism at L'Abri

In the L'Abri setting Schaeffer was at his most effect-

ive as a communicator. His interest in evangelism is seen

in the conversations and classroom situations of L'Abri

where the desire to present Christianity in an appealing and

rational fashion was a chief part of his evangelistic pur

pose. He called it balanced Christianity.
,

This is something for which we have struggled and

struggled at L'Abri--a Christianity which has

balance, not only exegetically and intellect

ually, but also in the area of reality and

beauty . . . beginning with the Christian system

. • . in the verbalised propositional revelation

of the Bible, one can move along (into) every

area of life. 19

In our earlier survey of Schaeffer's books we noted

that in them the evangelist is less prominent than the

apologist and prophet, despite what Schaeffer has to say

about his aim. In the L'Abri situation, however, there was

an evangelistic emphasis evoked, probably, by the presence

of non-believers.

The results of the L'Abri ministry could be measured

by the conversion to Christ of a number of persons of various

ages and stations in life as a response to Schaeffer's direct

personal ministry. Furthermore, numbers of confused and

perplexed Christians whose coming to L'Abri was motivated

by a desire for restoration, were renBwed and strengthened

by the experience. Vernon Grounds says: "It was a com

munity where divine reality and sufficiency permeated life •

. . . Little wonder, therefore, that hundreds of thankful

guests left L'Abri committed or recommitted to the Christ

. f' tb" 20lan FLl, _ •
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2. The Schaeffers' Lifestyle Evangelism

~VJ.en in June 1955 the L'Abri Fellowship was formally

established the Schaeffers adopted four principles as

basic to its growth and development. These were:

Ca) They would maintain a~ open home with prayer to God

in respect of the people He would send to them.

Cb) They would pray for money, food and supplies on a

daily bas.is, for themselves and their visitors.

Cc) There would be no blueprint or plan for the develop

ment of the work, but the group would wait on "God's

leading" as to whether the work remained small or grew.

Cd). The workers needed would be prayed about and positions

would not be advertised.

These principles are found also in the foundations of

the original China Inland Mission established by Hudson

Taylor, of which organisation Edith Schaeffer's parents

CGeorge and Jessie Seville) had been missionaries. 21

In a day when "lifestyle evangelism" is still a com

paratively new concept, the Schaeffers are found to have

made their choice of lifestyle the central part of their

evangelism and witness. The principle of liVing on the basis

of daily dependence on God for all material needs was not

new. The core of this belief had long been part of the

tradition of evangelical "faith missions ll • By the time

the Schaeffers adopted this plan they had had seven years

experience of work in Europe and had built up a considerable

network of contacts among praying and giving Christians

in the D.S.A. Their faith lifestyle choice, however, was

undoubtedly an important factor in the over-all evangelism
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objective' and it led to the expansion of L'Abri in the

years following. Inevitably Schaeffer's growing fame and

popularity in the 1970s following the publication of his

books, affected the early simpl.icity and the "romanticism"

associated with the L'Abri community, but there ~s no

evidence that organisation impaired the original vision the

S·chaeffers cherisbed.

To summarise Schaeffer's interest in evangelism:

He prescribed no plan. He attempted first to remove the

intellectual obstacles or misconceptions in order to

clear the way for proclamation of the good news. No special

technique is suggested, although conversational evangelism

on a personal basis or in classrooms did in fact become a

feature of his ministry. Schaeffer's focus is on the

Church as the instrument of evangelism. Also, pre-evangelism

is of vital importance and his wr.i tings show this to the full.

All is backed by lifestyle evangelism as being a model for

believers and a witness to non-believers.

IV. Some Perspectives on Schaeffer the Apologist

Many evangelical~ see Schaeffer in profile as a robust

defender of the faith, roughly in the same league as British

evangelicals two decades earlier had seen C.S. Lewis, with

whom he will be compared and contrasted in the next chapter.

Schaeffer's apologetics had an impact on all of English

speaking evangelicalism and to many other groups who read

his works or heard his tapes in translation. 22 It was,

however, heav.ily concentrated on those who shared h.is main

"theological concerns. As an apologist even the secular press
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recognised his influence. In a feature article on

Schaeffer, Time Magazine called his work at L'Abri a

"Mission to Intellectuals,,23 which was denied by Schaeffer.

Eternity magazine reported that in the 1970s he had "more

influence with today's youth •.. from members of the

drop-out world to the disillusioned heirs of evangelical

ism . • •than any other man". 24 In the last years of h.is

life there was a broad consensus (though not without its

objectors) within evangelical Christianity that he and the

L'Abri community were a major influence in evangelicalism.

The fundamentalists, especially, were appreciative of

h.im. His stand on biblical inerrancy (discussed' ~in chapter

2) was enough to ensure fundamentalist admiration for him.

Cal Thomas, in the Fundamentalist Journal, wrote a eulogy

of him, saying: "He glorified and magnified God, won men

and women to Christ, and was faithful to the truth, the

inerrancy, the infallibility of the Word of God to the end".25

This adulation across the board prompted his co-author in

their book on abortion, D.S. Surgeon-General C. Everett

Koop, to call him "God's man for this era", while, on his

death President Ronald Reagan wrote to his family: "He

w.ill long be remembered as one of the great Christian think

ers of our centuryfl. 26

The element of extravagance that might be found in

these tributes does not diminish Schaeffer's stature, nor

does it explain his popularity as a champ.ion of evangelical

orthodoxy, but it does suggest that evangelicals were re

sponding to what they felt was a need to defend a faith

that was under siege. C.S. Lewis's apologetics had met with
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similar enthusiasm on the part of British evangelicals.

V. Evangelicalism in the 1970s as Perspective

to Schaeffer's Apologetics

For the sake of accuracy Schaeffer needs to be seen as

part of a forward movement amo:rlg U. S.A. evangelica"ls through

out the 1970s. While the American context is primary, its

overflow was visible in all parts of the English-speaking

world.

To those who had thought of the church as weak, the

1976 Gallup Survey indicating the strength of evangelical

religion came as a surprise. Part of this report, publish

ed later as "Religion in America, 1977-78", showed that

while evangelicals shared a number of beliefs, the one

most familiar to outsiders was the emphasis on having been

born again, a turning poinj; in life when a personal commit

ment to Christ had taken place. The report noted:

Currently one person (of voting age) in three,

34 per cent, says he or she has been born again

--a figure that projects to nearly 50 million

Americans, 18 and over. Among Protestants,

nearly 48 per cent say they are born-again
Ch . t" 27_rlS lans.

Those professing the new life 3xperience have varied

backgrounds, from Roman Catholics to Baptists, but the

survey's importance lies in its secular origins and its

sociological methods of research.

On the basis of this and other surveys it was optimist

ically thought that the late 1970s were the start of a

religious revival. The rise of the Charismatic movement

(which emphasised spiritual experience) and of the Moral
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Majority (wh.ich emphasised social action on moral issues)

contributed substantially to this belief and especially

to the use of the phrase "born again". The secular Press

took up the term as a slogan as if it were a new discovery

instead of a long-standing scripture.
28

Evangelicals became

more aware of their influence and religion was once more

being discussed in the market place.

Thus American conservative Christianity in the 1970s

gained impressive strength and publicity, and the rise of

Schaeffer coincided with it. ~ewsweek wrote a six-page

cover story on "the most significant--and overlooked--

religious phenomenon of the 70s: the emergence of evangel

ical Christianity into a position of respect and power ll
•
29

The year 1976 was dubbed "The Year of the Evangelicals".

climaxing a decade in which "evangelical Christianity has

been grOWing quiE~tly fer ten years--often at the expense of

played-out mainline churches".30 Michael Novak, respected

C8.tholic theologian and columnist, wrote that "the most

understated demographic reality in the United states is the

huge number of evangelical Protestants ll •
31

This interest in the growth of evangelical religion

was as much a sociological phenomenon as it was religious.

Dean M. Kelley, a mainline ecumenical Protestant, had earlier

written extensively on the growth of the conservative move-

ment in his work Why Conservative Churches are Growing:

A study in the Sociology of Religion (1972) •. Theologically

conservative groups, he showed, "have made amaZing gains

in recent years~ .. conservative churches, holding seeming

ly outmoded theology and making strict demands on their

people" had in many cases surpassed in grovJth "the yearlv
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percentage increases of the nation's population" .32

Kelley reached two conclusions about the growth of

conservative religion: first, that these churches provided

people with more effective answe!'s to ultimate questions

of God, and life and death; second, that they call forth,

more effectively, a personal commitment because of their

emphasis on strictness and discipline.

There is a clear correspondence between Schaeffer's

thought and Kell~y's researches. If Kelley's findings are

accepted it may be seen that Schaeffer's total ministry of

apologetics, through his books and lectures, whether in

Europe or America, took place in an upward spiral of conserv

ative evangelicalism. His popularity was with the stream

and not aga5.nst it, which makes it possible to see the

breadth of his platform and constituency.

Of interest to evangelicals is a report published eight

years earlier than Kelley's, in which Rodney Stark and

Charles T. Glock reported on their research, a random survey

of 97 Protestant congregations and 21 Roman cath?lic .parish

es in four Northern Californian counties. Their objective

was to discover "the nature of· religious commitment"·-

something different from Kelley's pu~pose in 1976. At the

conclusion of their study they speculated about the main

features of the "changing character of American Chr.istian

ity" and were led to two conclusions:

(i) The religious beliefs wh.ich had been foundational

to the Christian faith for nearly two thousand years "are

on their way out; this may very well be the dawn of a post

Christian era".

(ii) The expectation was (according to Stark and Glock)
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that people would move away from the traditional faith into

denominations "with more demythologised positions".33

There appears to be a direct conflict between the

findings of Stark and Glock (1968) and those of Kelley (1976).

The earlier report was, however, very parochial and limited

in its objectives. The later one was researched over a

wider area and a longer period and is borne out by the

observations of a more knowledgeable support group. Stark &

Glock examined. a much less generalised sampling of American

Protestant life known to be one of the most "liberal" areas

and atypical of the country as a whole.

stark and Glock's conclusion that "the religious

beliefs which have been the bedrocks of the Christian faith

• • . are on their way out", and that this may herald a

post-Christian era, corresponds substantially to Schaeffer's

fear expressed in The God v/ho is There. 34 Indeed, Schaeffer

does not debate post-Christianity but takes it as fact. It

is a strong part of his motivation in wanting to defend

values that are neglected or jettisoned by post-Christian

thinking. Schaeffer did believe that the Christian consensus

was rapidly being lost, and to that extent Stark and Glock

were right within the context of their own research. Where

they were wrong was in the assumption that conservatism had

not power to recover in the years ahead, or even in their

neglect of the potential of religious revival under God.

As is now known, a resurgence of conservatism occurred and

Schaeffer, along with others, rode the crest of its wave

during one particular decade of his popularity.

The evangelical community that supported Schaeffer in

his apologist's role felt he saw the issues clearly and was
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willing to stand up for them, and this leads directly to

the issues which Schaeffer felt bound to defend.

VI. The Positions That Schaeffer Defends

Schaeffer's disclaimer about being a "theological

apologist" has been noted, 8,nd while his stress on evangelism

has been examined, it is necessary to ask why the Christian

public saw him chiefly as a defender of orthodox, historical

Christianity. What, then, were the positions that he

defended?

1. Schaeffer defended historic Christianity.

His first series of published messages shows his concern

for "Speaking Historic Christianity .iYlto the Twentieth

century Climate". His argument proceeds along these lines:

Christian apologetics has a dual pur~ose. The first

is defence and the second is to communicate Christianity

in such a way that the present generation can understand it.

The techniques of communication vary from one generation to

the next and apologetics will reflect thEe changes. Because

historic Christianity is always under attack in successive

generations, it needs to be defended, but this is not the

same as being on the defensive. We must be competent to

give adequate answers when questi ons are raised. Convers,-

ation and dialogue are an important part of the communica

tions process directed towards obtaining answers. Such

answers must be found for two reasons: First, to maintain

our own intellectual integrity, and, second, for the sake

of those for whom we have a responsibility.35 Schaeffer

says of this:

It is unreasonable to expect people of the next
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generation in any age to continue in the historic

Christian position unless they are helped to see

where arguments and connotations brought against

Christianity and against them by their generation

are fallacious. We must prepare Christian young

people to face the monolithic twentieth century

culture by teaching them what the particular

attack in our generation is, in contrast to the
attacks of previous generations. 36

Such a defence of historic Christianity must be a

"conscious defence" requiring careful planning, prepara-

tion and detailed knowledge. Lack of such knowledge has

robbed the Church of its apologetic armour and diminished

its effectiveness as defender of the faith. 37

The positive aspect of apologetics is "communication

of the Gospel to the present generation in terms of what

they understand".38 Theoreticians are like people living

in a castle with the drawbridge up and occasionally tossing

stones over the wall. This is a citadel mentality that

nullifies apologetics because it has no effective point of

contact. Apologetics, argues Schaeffer, must not merely be

a new kind of scholasticism, but it must be devised and

practised in real life situations. "The Christian should be

interested . . . in something that has constant contact

with reality . Questions asked by his own generation".39

With the past gone and the future yet to come, the

present is all-important. We are to realise, Schaeffer

says, that no-one becomes a Christian unless he understands

what Christianity is saying; hence the importance of our

communication of the faith to our own generation.

At this point in the argument for a relevant apologet

ics comes a strong emphasis on knowledge as the basis for
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salvation and spiritual action. Schaeffer calls this

"pre-evangelism" which is not a "soft option". He says:

The biblical emphasis that knowledge is needed
prior to salvation will influence us in attaining

that knowledge needed to communicate the Gospel.

Historic Christianity has never separated itself

from knowledge ... The invitation to act comes

only after an adequate base of knowledge has

b . 40een glven.

As to what this "knowledge" is, it is of an historical

nature. The writer of John's gospel says that Jesus did

many other signs not written in his book, "but these are

written that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the

Son of God" (John 20:31). These signs--which Schaeffer

calls "space-time proofs,,41_-are observable historical facts·

capable of being considered by all. We are not asked to be-

lieve until the Question has been faced as to whether this

is true on the basis of the evidence.

Such an approach to Christianity with its heavy emphasis

on rationality is a principal characteristic of Schaeffer.

It exposes him to the criticism that his teaching on faith

is dependent, ultimately, on intellectual persuasion or

logical demonstration, or on the proofs of history. He

illustrates bDth from John's and Luke's gospel, citing the

careful historical data of Luke's prologue. He says: "We

know from the prologue that Luke is dealing with a framevvork

of historic truth, and we are to place Herod, Zacharias a~d

Christ within this space-time framework".42

Unalterable history is a fact reflecting itself also

in a fixed body of truth that Schaeffer believes to be the

foundation of the historic Christian faith. It is true that
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the manner and style of proclamation will differ from one

generation to another, yet not its essential truth.

Schaeffer's own grasp of Reformation principles meant

he understood that doctrine and theology were subject to

historical development. His use of "historic faith" is,

however, narrowed down to mean the events of God's revela-

tion in Old and New Testament history.

2. Schaeffer defended the authority of Scripture.

This he did as being part of historic Christianity.43

Schaeffer's resistance to Earth's theology of the Word of

God and to his teaching on the revelation of God in Jesus

Christ, led him back to the Reformation as he saw it:

Evangelical Christians need to notice .

that the Reformation said 'Scripture alone' and

not 'the revelation of God in Christ alone' ...

Modern theology uses the word 'Christ' without

content because Christ is cut away from the

Scriptures. The Reformation followed the teach

ing of Christ himself in linking the revelation

Christ gave of God ~o the revelation of the
written Scriptures. 44

For Schaeffer, the Scriptures give the key, first to

the knowledge of God and second to the knowledge of man and

nature. He agrees that the Bible does not give exhaustive

truth, but that it does give "true truth", that is, a true

and unified knowledge. 45

3. Schaeffer defended the biblical doctrine of man.

His defence begins with an insistence on the "space-time

Fall" and the essential dignity of man made in the image of

God.
46

As a rational creature man possesses the attributes

that make him potentially God-like but for the intrusion of
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sin. Faith and rationality must not be pitted against each

other; to do this is to discard the answer to the problem of

evil. Once the Fall is denied we are driven to Baudelaire's

conclusi on that if there is a God, "he is a devil". 47

A final result of setting faith in opposition to reason is

that by doing so we reject the opportunity of evangelising

tWE:;;ntieth century people in their predicament. Christianity

has an obligation, Schaeffer thinks, to speak clearly .in

answer to man's dilemma. It "provides a unified answer to

the whole of life . • . On the basis of what can be discussed,

man has the possibility of recovering his rationality".48

4. Schaeffer defends and explains the biblical teaching

about man's relation to nature.

Here he ventures into a little-explored field by means

of his compact work Pollution and the Death of Man,which

examines the topic of ecology. It is more than an expose of

the rape of earth's resources, but makes a statement on man

and nature. Schaeffer refutes the current tendency among

ecologists (such as Richard L. Means with his belief, "we

are all of one essence") to glorify pantheism as a solution

to the problem of man and nature. 49

Schaeffer points out that nature has a benevolent and

also a hostile face, the latter being ignored by non

Christian pantheism. A Christian view of ecology is ex

pressed along three lines of thought:

i. Creation in a specifically Christian sense?

ii. Substantial healing involving new attitudes towards

wounded nature in the here and now.

iii. The Church acting as a "pilot plant l ' promoting the

Christian community's attitude, so exhibiting man's dominion
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over nature without being destructive. 50

5. Schaeffer is a defender of Christian ethical

and cultural values.

In what Schaeffer sees as a post ....Christian society, the

encroachments of humanism on all sides of the cultural en-

vironment provokes his opposition and protest. He sees this

in the area of education, i~ the United states, especially,

where humanism makes a great impact. !!The materialist,ic,

humanist,ic view is being taught exclusively in most state

schools!!, he writes, and we must not be blind to the fact

that "in the public schools of the United states all relig-

ious influence is as forcibly forbidden as in the Soviet

Union!! .51 The humanistic counter-morality has not only

been diffused throughout education, but shows itself in the

fields of abortion, euthanasia and ,infanticide, where its

views, for practical purposes, prevail in all major areas

of American life. Schaeffer's defence of the Christian

position is essentially a resistance of secularism and a

plea for us to see man as a spiritual being who does not

live by bread alone. 52

Tim La Raye has supported Schaeffer by recording aspects

of the increasing secularisation of America in his book, The

Battle for the Mind (not to be confused with William

Sargant's book of the same title).53 In it he details the

phenomenal rise to influence of the American Civil Liberties

Union (ACLU) in achieving a bar to all !!prayer, B.ible read

ing, Bible study, released time classes, Easter, and

Christmas celebrations!!. 54 Easter has become a !! spr,ing

break!! and Christmas a !!winter vacation". Christmas pro-
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grammes may feature santa, Rudolph the rednosed Reindeer and

Scrooge, but not the Babe in the Manger. La Hayefs chapter,

"Humanists Control America" cites Schaeffer's writings on

abortion and h.is stand against it and euthanasia. It

predicts that as these themes achieve greater prom.inence

they will receive "scientific" endorsement from the prestig

ious World Health Organisat.ion, saying that "humanists

believe that the major decisions of the world should be

made by the elite--and they are the elite".55

Schaeffer's crusade against ethical decline has been

outlined in the previous chapter of this thesis. Consider

ation will now be given to his explicit confrontation with

what he calls "The Humanist Religion" as expressed in his

A Christian Manifesto (1981) in response to Humanist

Manifestos I and 11 (1973). The humanist view of a self-

existing universe is propagated at all levels of Western

education. Popular scientists such as Carl Sagan, through

his television series "Cosmos", have advanced this view

among the masses. Schaeffer urges Christians to deny it:

If we are going to join the battle in a way that

has any hope of effectiveness. then we must

do battle on the entire front. We must not
finally even battle on the front for freedom,

and specifically not only our freedom. It must

be on the basis of Truth. Not just religious

truths, but the Truth of what the final reality
is. Is it impersonal material or is it the
1 " G d?56lVlng 0 .

Schaeffer shows that Humanist Manifestos I and IT 57

assert humanism as a faith, a religion. This being so,

Christianity and humanism must be seen as the two great

antagonists of this century. They are counter-poised "as
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totalities". Two United states Supreme Court judgments are

indicative of humanist advances in past decades. In Torcaso

vs Watkins (1961)58 secular humanism is specifically defined

as a religion on the same qualitative level as theism or

non-theism. The judgment showed that in the almost three

decades from 1933 to 1961, the Supreme Court had made a

radical turn-about from a Christian view to a purely human-

.ist consensus. In 1933 Justice Hughes had stated that "the

essence of religion is belief .in a relation to God involving

duties superior to those arising from any human relation"

and "assuming the existence of a belief in supreme alleg

iance to the will of God".59 By 1961 the Torcaso vs Watkins

case had made a complete turnabout.

In yet another case--also concerned with conscientious

objection--namely United States vs Seeger (1965), the Court

defined religious belief as a "sincere and meaningful

belief wh.ich occupies in the life of its possessor a place

parallel to that filled by the God of those admittedly

qualifying for the exemption".60 Thus subjectivism, without

regard for the content of belief, had come to replace the

Christian religious beliefs of some decades earlier. The

change from belief in God as the essence of true religion,

to belief in virtually anything that parallels .it as being

also "religion" or "rel.igi ous" is, in Schaeffer' s mind, a

disturbing development and the direct result of humanist

. fl 61 f.In uence. Theinal verdict, which has now become also

the consensus of most Western societies, is that theism,

non-theism and materialism, seen as religions, are all on

an equal footing, not only before the law, but on the level
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of social and ethical acceptability. Schaeffer's version of

the change is purely American in its setting, but its

influence has since transcended many geographic boundaries.

6. An appeal for reform

Within an American context Schaeffer appeals for

reform through a reversal of thought and action. He turns

to his own and other related evangelical constituencies such

as the Moral Majority, for support. 62 More is said about

this group under the next heading. Schaeffer argues that

his country as a democratic republic "was born of the

Judeo-Christian base"; that its liberties are rare and must

be used wh.ile they can be. Only one-sixth of earth's 150

nations have any signif.icant degree of freedom, and it .is

"our calling to use. it in our democracy while we have it". 63

VII. The Church in a Secular Society

Schaeffer believes that the Church has neglected its

obligation of being the "salt of the culture" and that this

.is a princ.ipal reason for the cond.ition in which our culture

finds itself. Significantly, however, he rejects the idea

that this condition is due to a consPiracy.64

What, then, is the Church to do? Schaeffer believes

that the slide towards authoritarianism can be reversed,

but only if we have a committed Christian Church dedicated

to "total revolution in the reformative sense".65 These

terms are, presumably, a pre-emptive caution against the

fashion of doctrinal revisionism and new hermeneutics that

have produced Liberation Theology and a Christ who is a

political figure with whom the masses under political or
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economic oppression can identify.

1. The Moral Majority as a U.S.A pressure group

Schaeffer considered the Moral Maj ority--America' s

estimated fifty million conservative Protestants earlier

identified as having arisen from the resurgence of con

servative evangelical religion in the 1970s--as significant.

Yet he distanced himself from its political objectives when,

late in his career, he was identified with the movement. 66

Hence he treats this large group with reservations and says:

Some of us may perhaps have some questions about

the Moral Majority and some of the things they

have said. But I would say one thing we certainly

must do is get our information about anything

like the Moral Majority not from the secular media,

which so largely have the same humanistic perspec

tive as the rest of the culture has today.67

Certainly Schaeffer believed the Moral Majority had

done one thing right: it had used its freedom in the polit

ical arena to stand against the other total entity. It had

taken the principle of Lex Rex--that God is the supreme

law-givef--into the arena of life where it always should

have been. This is part of a true spirituality.

The Moral Majority has drawn a line between the
one total view of reality and the other total

view of reality and the results this brings forth
in government and law . . . All Christians have
got to do the same kind of thing or you are

simply not showing the Lordship of Christ in the
totality o~ life. 68

There seems little doubt that Schaeffer would have

liked to harness the immense potential of this movement for

his declared purpose of reform in the Church. Yet this could

not be done without the risk of being categorised with them
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the school of an earlier close relationship with the right

wing ACCC) asserted itself. The appeal for reform, there

fore, was made within as broad a framework as he could find,

consonant with his own theological beliefs.

Schaeffer's view of the role of the media must also

be considered as he sees the Church in a secular setting.

2. Schaeffer's views on the news media

The media's humanistic· perspective which, Schaeffer

alleged, made them "see through the spectacles of a finally

relativistic set of.ethic~l and.sobial standards",69 was

almost universally endorsed. When, for instance, the film

Whatever Happened to the Human Race? was offered to Public

Television in Washington DC, it was refused without having

been seen~ on the grounds that "we can't program anything

that presents only one point of view".70 Yet during the

same period the network was running a totally pro-abortion

program, Hard Choices, of which the accompanying Study Guide

was proof that the concept of materialistic final reality

dominated the presentation. Schaeffer says the network

asserts that modern biology has overthrown the old assump

tion of a designed, cause-and-effect universe with moral

order. Schaeffer says: "Even though it is often asserted

that science is fully compatible with our Judeo-Christian

ethical tradition, in fact .it is not".71

Schaeffer shows that the Hard Choices study gUide,

in strong opposition to the Christian position, states

(a) that chance and necessity, that is, natural selection,

rules; (b) that God has no role in the physical world; and
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Cc) that there are no moral laws other than those of prag

matic convenie~ce, but no absolutes. Thus Schaeffer thinks

that future morality will adapt itself to new social situa

tions and for this reason ethical choices ~ill become more

difficult; people will not be able to justify their ethics

with "fa.iry tales"--with biblical precedents arising out of

Judeo-Christian values. 72 In much of its detail this

corresponds to the content of Humanist Manifesto 11 which

asserts that "traditional theism . faith in a prayer-

hearing God •.. is an unproved and outmoded faith 11
•
73

The previous chapter of this thesis noted that Schaeffer

said comparatively little about the impact of television

so-called "soap operas" with their trivia and situation

ethics. He does, however, concern himself with the influence

of television news coverage as it is used to expand humanism.

The media as a whole, but television especially, have changed

the modern perception of current events and the political

process. Thus the perception of a given event may be quite

different from the event itself. 74 Since, in addition,

television actively enters into and powerfully influences

the political process, true obje~tivity becomes virtually

impossible to achieve. For the sake of a "good story", or

else out of political bias the media may and often do inject

their own philosophy. Thus Charles Peters, Editor-in-Chief

of The Washington Monthly, writing in his book How Washington

Really Works says that the media, instead of exposing the

"make-believe" of the D.S. federal government, are them

selves "part of the show".75

Television, therefore, and the media as a whole are
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doing more than reporting news but are also "making" news. 76

It must be added that the general perception of the function

of the newsmaking process in the USA has gone further than

.in most Western democracies, for reasons which its freedoms

allow, and with which Schaeffer is in substantial agreement.

Financial .interests, combined with an enormously competitive

market have contributed to the idea of newsmaking being a

business (or industry) in the same league as the creation of

financial empires.

Schaeffer's proposal to resolve the problem arising

from the media's assumption of the powers of a "fourth

estate" seems curiously naive. He writes: "The solution

is to limit somehow television's power to use its bias in

'the editor.ial' reporting of events, and most specifically

to keep it from shaping the political process".77

The use of "somehow" at once points up the dilemma,

for the immediate rejoinder is "but how?". As for the idea

of preventing television from shaping the political-process,

this is to make so drastic a distinction between visual and

written news as to be totally impractical. It is also to

forget that newspapers and television networks have .in many

instances been called into existence by a demand by partisan

political interests that their voice be heard. 78 Schaeffer,

in his comments, is doing no more than express his frustra

tion at the risks that must be taken in a democratic society.

The notion of keeping editorials from shaping the political

process is therefore totally impractical, quite apart from

the incursion it makes on free speech or opinion.

The problem of balancing freedom with responsibility
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in a democratic society .is a typically Western problem that

has nowhere been perfectly solved. At best, Schaeffer can

and does appeal to Christians to exercise their critical

powers in sifting truth from falsehood in media newscasts. 79

VIII. The Goal of Schaeffer' s Evangelism:

Revival and Reform

Schaeffer's writings indicate a greater skill with

diagnosis than with remedies. This is not uncommon among

prophets. Biblical history can show many words spent on

the an.alysis of moral decline, 'while the positive command is

reduc.ible to a single imperative: repent l Schaeffer does

more than this, but his initial word is: change your

thinking!

He believes that the central mark of our generation is

the acceptance of a dichotomy, "the separation of optimism

about meaning and values from the area of reason • .. •

(which is) existential methodology".80 If we follow our own

form of existential methodology, he thinks, the next genera-

tion will be "undercut" as far as historic Christianity is

concerned; in which case we cannot be "the voice we should

be to our poor and fractured generation; we cannot be the

restorative salt which Christians are supposed to be to

the.ir generation and their culture". 81

1. Schaeffer's call for reform in Christian thought.

The first call is for reformation in Christian thinking.

Since the process of decline is directly traceable to our

slide in thought, restoration must begin at this point.

There is no way in which this can occur, except first through
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an understanding of where we have gone wrong. Schaeffer

believes that in the near future "we are going to be called

upon to answer questions we have never considered before,
82and we should be prepared to respond". This entails some

grasp of what is happening:

We must help those in decision-making capacities

to recognise the implications of the issues we

face together as a human race. In short,
Christians should prepare to take a lead in giving

direction to cultural change. And if it goes

poorly, as well it might in the post-Christian

world, then we should be consciously preparing

the next generation for the new-battles it

will face. 83 .

By strong implication Schaeffer calls his generation

to an intellectual repentance. His steady emphasis on the

need for rationality leads him to see the salvation of the

social order in a new embracement of this primary quality of

man made in God's image. The argument has all along been

to the effect that man has forsaken (escap.ed from) his reason,

therefore nothing will avail him until he returns to the

biblical basis of rationality and obedience.

2. Schaeffer's call for a return to freedom and dignity

His argument for rational.i ty reaches an important stage

when he pleads for a rejection of belief in a chance-or.iented

universe. The background to this was the publication of

B.F. Skinner's volume, Beyond Freedom and Dignity (1971)

to which Schaeffer responded with h.is small book titled

Back to Freedom and Dignity (1973).84 In it Schaeffer

analyses a number of articles that had appeared prominently

in the US media, among them reviews of Jacques Monod t s
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Le Hazard et la N~cessit~ (1970) published in English as

Chance and Necessity in 1971. Monod' s highly controversial

and sophisticated 8Tgument relied much on data and judgment

concerning molecular structure and cell structure. Its

primary thrust is not scientific but philosophic. He writes:

• • • Chance alone is at the source of every

innovation, of all creation in the biosphere.

Pure chance, absolutely free but blind, at the

very root of the stupendous edifice of evolution:

this central concept of modern biology is no

longer one among other possible or even conceiv

able hypotheses. It is today the sole conceiv

able hypothesis, the only one that squares with

observed and tested fact. And nothing warrants

the supposition--or the hope--that on this score

our position is likely ever to be revised. 85

Monod's radical views made his book a best-seller that

caught the attention of the media, and Newsweek summar.ised

his position as follows:

• • • After some 30 years of research in bio

chemistry and genetics, the short, trim scientist

is convinced that man's existence is due to the

chance collision between the miniscule particles

of nucleic acid and proteins in the vast 'pre

biotic soup'. Indeed, Monod argues that all life

results from the interaction of pure chance-
unpredictable mutations--and necessity, or
D .. 1 t· 86arWlnlan se ec lOTIo

Schaeffer asks the question, that if man lives in a

universe such as Monod regards as the only thinkable posi-

tion, where will he get h.is moral principles? How can he

understand what valueis?87 Monod bel.ieved that one cannot

derive any "ought" from the scheme of things as they are,

and said he drew his own value system from the existent.ial
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ethics--based on a free choice-- of his friend the late

Albert Camus. Schaeffer comments on this:

Monod is not claiming objectivity for the value

he has chosen to place on objective knowledge.

This value resides in a prior choice that Monod

has made, and thus it is totally man-centred,

even one-man-centred. Essentially, J\10nod' s ethic,

as all existential ethics tend to be, is

I , . t' 88so rpsls lC.

Monod's chance universe .is by no means Schaeffer' s

only concern in his Back to Freedom and Dignity; it is no

more than a beginning of his argument for a return to reason.

It leads to a strong plea for a return to the freedom and

dignity of IT}an as made in God's image.

IX. Schaeffer's Apologetic Argument for

Man's Freedom and Dignity

Schaeffer shows that Monod's thinking on chance led

him to cons.ider the development of an elite as mankind's

only workable possibility in settling on moral values.

Monad, says Schaeffer, regards a stable society as achievable

only by some form of world authority, without which the human

race cannot survive "much later than 2050".89

Such elitist control of humanity implies the end of

human freedom as we know it and the imposition, by force,

of arbitrary absolutes in total opposition to Christian

thinking. Under such a system, th.inks Schaeffer, "all

values arc open to manipulation".90

Schaeffer considers the views of biologist Francis

Crick9l who,in agreement with Monad says:

The major conclusion which one draws from present
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day biology is the importance of natural selection.

The essence of natural selection . . • is that it

is motivated by chance events. It is not pre

programmed but is driven by chance events. You

can make an argument that chance .is the only

real source of true novelty.92

Yet Crick's conclusions, as Schaeffer shows, go much

further than an endorsement of chance.as a ruling factor in

the universe. Crick goes on to argue that technology can.

make changes for human beings, not only externally, but as

to the kind of human beings that will survive into a new age.

This implies the use of sc.ienc e to control and limit the

quantity and quality of human beings on earth. Decisions

as to who should be allowed to live and who should die will

need to be taken.

Schaeffer continues h.is argument against manipulation

of mankind by reference to Aldous Huxley's Brave New World

(1932) which at the time of its publicat.ion was thought to

pre-figure a society centuries hence, but wh.ich, Schaeffer

says, .is on our doorst ep. 93 Indeed, Schaeffer' s comments on

the coming of the test-tube baby and the possibility of large-

scale genetic engineering and chemical manipulation of man

by various means,. have, since he wrote, been seen with

far greater clar.i ty than was possible in 1973.

In reference to a Newsweek cover story on the topic

of electrical stimulation of the brain (abbreviated, ESB)

Schaeffer quotes Arthur Koestler as a futurist several

times, especially h.is assertion that if man is to be saved

from himself he had better begin the Ilpsycho-civilising

process" as soon as possible. 94 The possibility of the
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use of "biochemical manipulation to .insure the dominance

of the bra.in' s rational cortex over the irrational, an.imal-

like 'old cortex''', as Koestler says, is a race against

the clock for mankind. 95

Schaeffer comments by referring to a novel by C.S. Lewis:

Here is C.S. Lewis's That Hideous strength with

a vengeance. I strongly urge Christians to

read carefully this prophetic piece of science

fiction. For what Lewis casts in fantasy and

science fiction is with us not tomorrow but today.96

In the next chapter of this thesis more detailed

consideration is given to C.S. Lewis's apologetics. In

defence of man's freedom and dignity under God Schaeffer

d.iscusses B.F. Skinner whose book Beyond Freedom and Dignity

(1971), he says, "w.ill be one of the most important books

for d.iscussion in intellectual circles in the next several

years".97 This has proved to be the case.

1. Wh?-t .is the essence of B.F. Skinner's teach.ing?

All Skinner's basic ideas are contained in two of his

books: The novel Walden Two (1948) in which a utopian

commune based on behaviouristic principles is envisaged.

Such ideas received considerable exposure in the 1950s and

1960s in academic and popular circles, but because of their

fictional setting it was easy to dismiss them. His later

book Beyond Freedom and Dignity (1971) is probably one of

the most important bcoks of twentieth century PSyChology.98

It is explicit and claims scientific objectivity and is

therefore harder to refute tban Walden Two.

Skinner advocates a cultural revolution for our over-

crowded, impersonal and over-consuming society. Our survival
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as a human race may well depend on it. We cannot achieve

anything by governmental action. What is required is to

apply behavioural sclence to our lives and to discover more

about the effects of environmental conditions on behaviour.

Beyond Freedom and Dignity, therefo~e, is a treatise on

the need for behavioural technology in today's world.

a. Behaviourism says all human conduct is the result

of environmental conditioning, whether that occurred prior

to birth or subsequent to it. Skinner says: "Personal

exemption from a complete determinism is revoked as scienti-

fic analysis progresses, particularly in accounting for the

behaviour of the individual".99

b. Behavioural psychology denies the concept of

autonomous man, that is, the notion that man can actually

make free moral choices. Autonomous man is non-existent.

"His abolition" says Skinner, "has long been overdue

he has been constructed from our ignorance".lOO

c. Man's environment controls his conduct by what is

called "operant cOfldi tioning". Its basic idea is: "When

a bit of behaviour is followed by a certain consequence, it

is more likely to occur again, and a conse~lence having this

effect is called a reinforcer".lOl Two kinds of reinforcers,

the negative and the positive, exist, but only the positive

has value in the conditioning process.

d. Some other ideas at the base of Skinner's theory

are: that there is a functional relationship between

environment and behaviour; that in order to have a useful

behavioural science man must discover these relationships;

that only observable properties are relevant, hidden thoughts
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and motives are not; that there are generic principles of

behav.iour, the science of which must be developed induct

ively; and that a relevant science of behaviour generates

a useful practical technology.

e. Skinner's behavioural psychology has its own key

words, among them such terms as reinforcement (positive

and negative), operant behaviour, operant discrimination,

environment control, punitive control and the like.

Skinner calls his teaching operant behaviourism consisting

of action followed by consequences that influence further

action. Such consequences may be positive, negative or

even neutral. 102

f. Skinner, in his behavioural-technology approach

to solving society's problems, suggests that we must move

beyond traditional concepts of freedom and dignity and

cease to act in terms of individual autonomy. We must

develop environmental conditions aimed at reducing over

population, disease, pollution and all other social ills

while promoting health, peace and the conservation of

natural resDurces. 103 He believes that as long as people

are seen as autonomous, deciding by their actions their own

freedom and dignity, they will not focus on the controlling

influences of the environment. Hence the need for a

scientific behavioural technology that must be imposed upon

the social order.

In regard to Skinner's views on punishment--and these

are important--he suggests that a society can be built in

which punishable conduct occurs but rarely or even not at

all. If behavioural technology were used to control co~duct
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"in non-punitive ways, good behaviours would be common and

1 d f . t . t h' ,,104there would be litt e nee or punl lve ec nlques .

Skinner's main point, therefore, is that traditional

values of freedom and dignity, which underline abolition of

external control, prevent the maximum development of

behavioural science and technology. Skinner believes that

we are all controlled all of the time, and that it would be

better to design positive controls to replace those that are

aversive or punitive. This would help to ensure the survival

of our culture. l05

2. How does Schaeffer react to Skinner's views?

Schaeffer clearly understands the importance of the

issues raised by Skinner, whom he groups with Sigmund Freud

and Francis Crick as scientific determinists. Whereas Freud's

is psychological determinism and Crick's is chemical or

genetic determinism, Skinner's is sociological determinism. l06

a. Schaeffer distinguishes between Skinner's autonomous

man and the concept of autonomous man described in his books

Escape from Reason and The God Who is There. He says:

I have used the phrase to describe the person who
tries to divorce himself from God, who attempts
to set up his own autonomy and his own dignity

on his own basis, who tries to make man as man the
measure of all things. But this is not what

Skinner means. By autonomous man he means the
notion that man is not a part of the cosmic

machine, that something in man stands in contrast

to the cosmic machine and allows man to make real
10""choic es. (

b. From this Schaeffer concludes that, according to

Skinner, man neither initiates, originates or creates, and
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that "this makes Michelangelo's painting on the ceiling of

lt f d ot 0 0 ,,108
the Sistine Chapel purely the resu 0 con 1 lonlng .

Effectually this means that all morals and everything that

makes life valuable from the standpoint of God's intention

for man in his image, is eradicated.

c. Schaeffer does not di sLlj;~_:t:b-_~ fact s of c ondi ti oning.

The Christian, he asserts, does not say that chemical or

psychological conditioning does not exist. To argue thus

is to get trapped. A man's height and bone structure are

determined by the chemical ~roperties of his genes and many

aspects of the physical and intellectual capacity are con-

ditioned by heredity. Yet Schaeffer says:

But to a Christian, though man may undergo a good

deal of conditioning, he is not only the product

of conditi oning. lVlan has a mind: he exists as

an ego, an entity standing over against the

h ' lOk t ~ h O b 0 109mac lne- 1 e par 01. is elng.

d. Schaeffer says that Skinner recognises the implica-

tions of his teaching; that within it democracy, for example,

is essentially irr.possible. Since all behaviour is controlled

by the environment it is possible to manipulate the environ-

ment to modify or shape behaviour. Skinner has said that

"it is the environment which is 'responsible' for t~'le

obje~tionable behaviour, and it is the environment, not some

attribute of the individual, which must be changed rt •
110

Schaeffer thinks that Skinner's views are the negation ef

personal virtue or goodness because, as Skinner puts it:

"The problem is to induce people net to be geod but to

behave well ll
•
111 For Schaeffer the idea of ~ontrolling con-

duct other than tnrough new motivations in the Christian
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sense .is an impractical notion.

e. Schaeffer raises the quest.ion as to who,~n

Skinner's scheme, will do the controlling? Who will decide

what is and what is not the norm of behaviour? Time magaz.ine

had this comment to make:

The ultimate log.ical dilemma in Skinner's thinking

is this: what are the sources of the standards

of good and evil in his ideal society? Indeed,

who decides even what constitutes pleasure or

pain, reward or punishment, when man and his envir

onment can be limitlessly manipulated? Skinner

himself believes in Judeo-Christian ethics com

bined with the scientific tradition" ·:But he fails

to answer how it is possible to accept those

ethics without also accepting something like the
'0 ,oth t 0 112lnner person Wl an au onomous conSClence.

Schaeffer says Skinner lives in the memory of the

Christian value system, having come from a Christian back-

ground, but that to "hang on to the Christian values even

when he has supposedly given them up" .is a form of cheating. 113

f. Since Skinner says that men of good w.ill must adopt

more effective techniques so as to prevent despots from

using techniques for bad purposes, Schaeffer asks the ques-

tion as to where such good men must be found. "This", says

Schaeffer, "is the most utop.ian concept of all". 114 How

can fallen man, without any supernatural aid, produce the

kind of goodness that Skinner has in mind? This, for

Schaeffer, is another form of the Pelagian heresy with

its stubborn rejection of original sin and its equally

tenacious belief in man's innate ability to live above his

sinful nature or eradicate the evil in it. Almost every

new generation experiences this illusion again. 115
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g. Schaeffer is much aware of the grow.ing popularity

of Skinner's behavioural psychology and is concerned at

the expans.ion of its programme and development of in

genious techniques for the radical modification of human

t d oto 0 116 H "E hbehaviour by operan con 1 lonlng. e says: veryw ere

I go I find behaviourists completely committed to this view.

Man .is accepted as a machine, and he is treated as a

machine".

Skinner's war, Schaeffer believes, is not simply against

Christians, but against anyone who thinks there is such a

thing as a mind or who writes concerning man's -freedom and

dignity, to which Schaeffer responds:

We are on the verge of the largest revolution the

world has ever seen--the control and shaping of

men through genetic engineering and chemical and

psychological cond.i tioning. W.ill people accept

it? I don't think they would accept it if

(1) they had not already been taught to accept

the presuppositions that lead to it and (2) they

were not in such despair. But many have accepted

the presuppositions and they are in despair. ll?

3. Are there misconceptions of Skinner's position?

It seems clear that there are some to be considered.

The first among them is that Skinner turns man into a machine.

This is also Schaeffer's objection, used in his protest

against many modern films. llB Yet, in fairness to Skinner

it must be said that he sees operant-behaviour as the

approximate equivalent of voluntary action, a person

acting without knowledge of causal stimuli. Operant

behaviour implies the generation of energy that is trans

lated into behaviour, and Skinner does not describe mechan-
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istic functions that account for the way in which energy

results in a particular action. To accept determinism is

not the same as accepting a mechanistic v.iew o.f man.

Another objection is that Skinner's theory equates

the human and the rat in psychological terms. Skinner

denies this by explaining that man and rat share some psycho-

logical features with lower animals, and that all animals

obey certain laws of behav.iour, modify.ing their actions

according to reward or punishment consequences. It is

a misconception to say that Skinner's study of rats is

meant to cover all human action.

A final misconception has to do with Skinner's alleged

dogmatism in setting himself up as the supreme author.ity

in deciding on what should be done. It is somet.iines

thought easy to identify him with the master manipulator

of Walden Two, Frazer. By way of response to this one has

to keep in mind that Skinner's goal is to persuade men of

his behavioural psychology, that there are better ways of

dealing with social problems, and that these should be

approached on a step by step basis, whereby parts of the

problem can be dealt with by applying operant behaviour

techniques.

Objections to Skinner's position are not limited to

misconceptions of his objectives. Schaeffer's comments on

Skinner show a good understanding of what Skinner .is saying,

though perhaps the conclusions he draws might be more than

disquieting, even alarming. Schaeffer urges his readers

not to believe "Skinner's unbased utopianism" because,

he says, "it is the death of man".119
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As Schaeffer considers his goals as an apologist

within the Church he reflects on the quality of its leaders.

x. The Role and Quality of Leadership in

the Church of Today

Schaeffer's idea of reform in the Church embraces the

hope that Christian thinking will again assert itself (as it

did in the Reformation) in leadership. He feels that

Christianity has lost its sense of destiny and responsibility.

It has settled into the oomfortable role of the spectator

observing Western civilisation rolling towards the abyss

but feeling helpless to stop it. With this in mind he

writes of "Revival, Revolution and Reform".120

As we turn to the evangelical leadership of this

country . . . we must come to the conclusion

that often it has not been much help. It has shown

the mark of a platonic, overly spiritualised

Christianity all too often. Spirituality to the

evangelical leadership often has not included

the Lordship of Christ over the whole spectrum of

life. Spirituality has often been shut up to
121a very narrow area.

Not only has spirituality been narrowed down but leader-

ship has often come to mean the protection of highly indiv

idualised projects, so that leadership means self-appointed

entrepreneurs developing their enterprises among Christian

people. Christian leaders of former generations, such as

the Wesleys, Whitfield. and others, showed attitudes very

different and their labours issued in social action at many

levels. "In the days of the revivals and today there are

Christian answers for social action. such as ecology".122
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Our evangelical leadership seems to have forgotten its

heritage, thinks Schaeffer. Possibly his opinion was

coloured by his disappointment at the poor response that

greeted his appeal to leaders through his book on abortion,

Whatever Happened to the Human Race? Its call for united

action was initially poorly supported, its seminars sparse-

ly attended. Schaeffer noted that "much of the evangelical

leadership did not want to get involved".123

Yet these observations about Christian leadership may

not have been accurate if measured by the response to a de

bate on abortion, a subject to which he had himself until

recently paid little attention~He was dismaysd because

"the Christian lawyers, theologians and educators, indeed,

much of the evangelical establishment, certainly have not

been in there blgwing the trumpet loud and clear".124

As an avowed follower of the Protestant Reformation

Schaeffer hoped that a new kind of resurgence of pure faith

would emerge from today's darkness and that the past would

repeat itself under new circumstances. Reformation preaching

of the gospel brought two things essential to the central

message: "an interest in culture and a true basis for form

and freedom in society and government".125

This hope is concurrent with the appeal for new think

ing. This seems the utmost Schaeffer felt he could do. His

major models of reform and revival (the Reformation and the

Wesleyan movement) were carried along by extraordinary

and sovereign energy by the Spirit of God. Some would say

that this is the essential ingredient, absent today, and

that this makes reform on a world-wide scale presently
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impossible. Yet Schaeffer says he sees an "open window"

to the future. 126

1. Schaeffer's "Open Window" on the future.

In his Christian Manifesto Schaeffer writes of two

alternatives--he calls them "tracks"--that lie before

evangelicalism. Surprisingly, he names the first of them

"the fact of the conservative sWing in the United states

in the 1980 election".127 He calls this fact a "unique

window" because it has been a long time since it was as

open as it is "now" (that is, 1981). He hopes it will

remain open, not just on one issue (abortion laws) but in

regard to a world view. Christians must take advantage of

the more conservative political climate to try and roll back

"the other total entity" of a "chance world" view. 128

No guidance is given.as to how this should be done

and Schaeffer concedes the immense difficulty of an assault

on such a world-wide philosophy. "Those who hold this view

are deeply entrenched, and they have had their own way

without opposition for a long time" and will therefore do

everything possible to maintain the momentum they have

achieved, says Schaeffer. 129

Though Christians are in the battle area every step

of the way "it is our task to use the open window.

at this very late hour".130

The "second track" for the future is very different.

"What happens in this country if the window does not stay

open? What then ?,,131 It leads to a further ques_tion' as

to whether Schaeffer has read the signs of conservatism

correctly in the first place.
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2. Has Schaeffer's "Open Window" any real meaning?

Schaeffer's optimism about the conservative political

swing in the USA in 1980 is open to question. He saw it

as a distinct ray of hope and a trend to be developed at all

costs. George F. Will, political analyst and syndicated

columnist, has said: "In 1980, the electorate's mandate

probably was about 20 per cent for conservatism and 80 per

cent for improved economic numbers, no matter how produced".132

The trend, therefore, is seen as one of desire for

economic improvement; pragmatic, but not of genuine prin

ciple. In this instance conservatism was seen as a desire

to protect and increase personal economic advantage. With

this opinion Schaeffer was in agreement, yet he believed it

to be an optimistic sign. The whole question of the econom-

it component in conservatism and elections is far too com-

pIex to be discussed here, except to note that it is a

factor to be reckoned with.

The second track--if the window closes--poses a more

serious question for the future. There are signs (1987) that

the window, as Schaeffer saw it, is less "open" than it was,

and the reasons for this, too, are complicated. Schaeffer

believed that if the window were to close people would not

necessarily return "to the old liberalism of the last fifty

years. Rather, my guess is that there will be some form of

an elite authoritarianism" as suggested at the close of

How Should We Then Live?133

Such predictions are speculative, yet Schaeffer's fears

for the Church have substance, based as they are on a number

of indications in the USA that freedom for Chri~tianity
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is being eroded. Schaeffer cites Robert L. Toms, an

attorney who listed some thirty issues directly affecting

religion which are due for adjudication by USA courts and

legislatures during the current decade. 134 Among them

are the following:

Is a pastor liable for malpractice to a counselee for

using spiritual rather than psychological techniques?

May Christian high school students assemble on the

public school campus for religious purposes?

Can seminary trustees refuse to graduate a practising

homosexual on ethical grounds?

Must a religious school accept as a teacher an otherwise

qualified practising homosexual?

Can a state department of health close a church-run

juvenile home for policies that include spanking?

All these and many other questions are current realities

in Christian-oriented education in various parts of the USA.

Schaeffer cites these examples as warnings to the Church

of what might lie on the "second track" if an elitist,

authoritarian government were to come to power. If we have

not run well in the past when it has been so easy, "I wonder

what is going to happen to us if we have to run with the

horsemen? Who will protect us from what is happening in

most of the world today?,,135

In these terms, then, Schaeffer the evangelist wears

the mantle of the prophet in order to reach his goal of

repentance, revival and reform of the Church.
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CHAPTER 5

An Evaluation of Schaeffer as a Christian Apologist:

Some Comparisons with C.S. Lewis

The principal objective of this chapter is to advance

an understanding of Schaeffer as a Christian apologist by

using the work of O.S. Lewis as a contrasting background.

It is not enough to say that because Lewis (1898-1963)

and Schaeffer (1912-1984) lived as contemporaries for

fifty years they ought to be compared. The reasons for a

comparison go beyond the coincidence of contemporaneity.

A comparison between two near contemporaries in the

same field--Christian apologetics--has the effect of bring

ing both into sharper focus, and in the case of Schaeffer

this is useful and necessary. The choice of Lewis as a

foil is not arbitrary, since no other modern apologist of

comparable standing in the popular sense would have provided

the necessary breadth for this study.

Six reasons are put forward for making this comparison:

Their common world view; their respective successes; their

belief that modern man needed a new approach; their impact

on America; their concentration on apologetics; their common

concern over theological and cultural decline.

The major divisions of this chapter examine Lewis and

Schaeffer as persons; explore their understanding of the

modern world; discuss the possibility that Lewis might be

a forerunner to Schaeffer; assess their respective literary

achievements; see the place they give to rationality and

how each interprets the importance of Scripture; and finally
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how they differ on the doctrine of man.

I. Reasons for comparing Schaeffer with Lewis

1. Despite many differences they are substantially

at one in their world view. Both were outspoken defenders

of Western man as shaped by history and Christian thought.

It has been repeatedly noted that 'Schaeffer insisted on the

heritage of Christian values, expressed by his adherence to

Reformation theology and biblical truth. In addition to his

close attachment to flbiblical Christianityfl he emerges as

a man rooted in the Christian West. Hence he deplored its

cultural retreat, mourned its philosophical defection and

hoped for its spiritual restoration. l

Lewis was known (to use his own phrase) as flan Old

Western Man fl2 sharing the world view of Western man as it

developed from mediaeval times to the nineteenth century.

Both in lifestyle and thought he was the opposite of a

modern man. The computer age would not have suited him and

he died unaffected by its intrusion. Modern philosophies

were alien to his habitual thought world.

The topic of this thesis--Post-Christian Theological

Concepts and Cultural Erosions as perceived by Schaeffer--
-

could, with some modifications, also have suited a study of

Lewis. In his role as an apologist Lewis had defended the

same basic theological values as Schaeffer did after him.

Among Lewis's chief theological works are: The

Pilgrim's Regress (1933), the first-fruit of his Christian

faith; The Problem of Pain (1940); The Screwtape Letters

(1942) which made him famous in America; Mere Christianity

(1952) and his trilogy of so-called space novels in 'which he
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introduces his readers to a near-perfect world whose creat

ures obediently take their places in a Divinely structured

hierarchy: Out of the Silent Planet (1938), Perelandra

(1943, and That Hideous Strength (1945). To these must be

added The Abolition of Man (1943), The Great Divorce (1946),

the autobiographical Surprised by Joy (1955) and Reflections

on the Psalms (1958), in which Lewis sets out in some detail

his views on inspiration, Scripture and the relevance of

the Old Testament. Aspects of Christian apologetics are

discussed in all of these works.

2. A second reason for comparison is that Lewis,

and after him Schaeffer, each in his own arena, fought with

conspicuous success against those who considered them ana-

chronistic and outmoded. This may sound strange in view

of their immense popularity, but it is true that the odds

against Lewis in his sphere and Schaeffer in his, were

extraordinarily heavy. Their successes, therefore, in

attracting a reading public and expressing the case for

Christian _orthodoxy, were beyond expectation. Both were

able speakers. Schaeffer was "a quick and able thinker who

could present the case for Christianity reasonably and

forcefully" as Parkhurst testifies. 3 As for Lewis, "he

was the dialectician all his life ... he was superb,

•.• a Black Belt among novices", as John Lawlor has

described,him. 4

3. In the third place, both Lewis and Schaeffer

believed that the change in modern man's thinking meant

that he needed to be approached with a gospel along a

different route from that which had been so long traversed
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In the case of Lewis it comes as a surprise to learn

that for many years his popularity in the USA was greater

than it was in Britain. This was certainly so during the

two decades following the (1943) publication of his Screwtape

Letters in America. Chad Walsh has said: "During those two

decades I am convinced that he had an impact on American

religious thinking and indeed on the American religious

imagination which has been very rarely, if ever, equalled
. 6

by any other modern writer". In evangelical academic

circles in America this was very true. WheBton College

has an extensive library of "Lewisiana" and, since Lewis's

death, a number of doctoral dissertations based on Lewis's

apologetics have been produced in various American universi

ties, as described by Clyde S. Kilby.7

By 1950 Lewis had become something of an institution

in America. 8 The Screwtape Letters had had 'a special appeal,

as also some of the space novels such as Perelandra and

~hat Hideous Strength. Lewis also corresponded with a

number of Americans and his letters to some of them have

been published. 9 Sheldon Vanauken, another American, author

of ~_ Seyere MercylO further illustrates Lewis's intellectual

appeal to a select influential group of USA evangelicals.

Significantly, twenty years later Schaeffer was becoming

a celebrity as a foremost apologist, not, indeed, as follow

ing in the footsteps of Lewis, but in his own right. The

point of correspondence lies in the effectiveness of each

as a defender of the faith; Lewis of classical Christianity

and Schaeffer of orthodox evangelicalism. These differences

become clearer as this chapter proceeds towards its goal.
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